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This issue
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dated
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correctly.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 61

Holland Michigan Thanday, July
Allegan Board
of

To

All Roads Lead

Supervisors
Slash Salaries

Tuesday, July 12th, 2p.m.

Yachtsmen

(Hi Jinks’

on

Lake Kalamazoo
Sailing Race, Power Boat
Race, Outboard Motor Race,
Swimming Races, 3 classes—

Mens, Boys and Girls, Watermellon Race, Gladiator and

Tilting Contest, Serfboat
Race for Cups and Cash Prizes.

Wednesday, July 13th, 8:30p.m.

VENETIAN NIGHT

1932

$1.00

Land Owner May
Not Fish When

Don’t Neglect to Answer
Traffic Violation

Summons

Public May Not

STREAM

a Day.

county school commissionerwas
cut from $2,700 to $2,000, the sum
of $2,100 was recommended.Clerical help in the probate court office
was cut from $1,980 to $1,200. The

............ ..............

i

............

Section*

Number 28

Motorists who fail to answer
court summonses for tnffic violations, which are misdemeanorsunSheriffDeputies Also Cut.
der state laws, are liable to have
their drivers’ licenses revoked.
Drastic salary slashes of county
In recent weeks, police departofficers, to take effect January 1, ments in Detroit and other cities
1933, were voted by Allegan County have been asked for the revocation
supervisors Wednesday afternoon. of approximately 100 licenses each
Acting upon the report of the spec- week on this ground. The offenses
ial salaries committee the board cut for which failure to appear in court
deeper than their recommendations may result in loss of the right to
with one exception.
drive are: failure to stop at all
The deepest cut was in the reduc- “through" streets and highways and
tion of the salary of the county driving at speeds faster than those
, clerk from $3,300 per year to $2,500
allowed by cities and villages.
a year including clerk hire. The
After the secretary of state is
committee recommended a salary notified of the failure to appear in
of $3,000 for this position. The court to answer a summons in such
treasurer was cut from $3,000 a cases, it is mandatory on the deyear to $2,500 a year includinghis partment to revoke the license to
clerk hire. The committee recom- operate a motor vehicle. To obtain
mended no cut.
a new license, the law requires that
The prosecutingattorney was cut a new applicationbe made in the
from $3,000 to $2,500 including his usual way and also that there be
clerk hire. The committeerecom- attached to the new applicationa
mended $2,200. The drain commis- court release for the previous
sioner was cut from $1,600 to $1,000 allegedoffense.
and $1,300 was recommended.The

Day Labor Down

Saugatuck

5,

Two

..

.

THROUGH FARM

DOES NOT GIVE OWNER
ANY MORE RIGHT UNDER
CERTAIN CONDITIONS

The owner of property on either
side of a stream that ia not navigable and which haa been planted
with fish by the state, and wlw forbids the public to fish in the
waters included in his property
does not himself have tM right
to fish there, according to the Department of Conservation.
On a stream that ia not navigable the owner of the property on
both banks may fence
fence acroaa
across the
ine
nyone from tmwater and forbid an]
passing. However, if he exdodtt
the public when fish have been
planted at public expense In the
waters, he does not have a right
to take fish there, the Department
says, citing an act adopted by the
legislaturein 1923.
If the propertyowner permits
the public to fish there, he mat •I*0
fish and if he resides on the proparty, he does not have to have a
license to take treat (torn the
waters.
The term “navigability” haa
never been definitely determined by
law, but supreme court decisions
have ruled that H includes thorn
waters which In their original state
were able to support any kind of
water craft. This was taken to include the floating of logs.
There are bat a few streams In
*
<

.

........... .

GO ON WEDDING TRIP
TO OLYMPIC GAMES

The marriage of Miss Dorothy
amount recommended was $1,500.
The janitorwas cut from $1,200 to M. Kreuter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Kreuter. of Grand Rap$800, $900 being recommended.
ids, and Joseph William Moran, Jr.,
The daily wage of laborers for

of Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
the county road commission was set
W. Moran of Alba, was solemnixed
at $3.00 instead of $4.00. Pay of the
at sundown Friday evening at the
sheriff deputies was reduced from
country home of the bride’s parents
$4.00 to $3.00 a day. The jail turnbefore ' about 150 guests. Rev.
key’s salary was reduced from $100
Harry E. Quant officiated. Garden
to $85 per month. The same was
flowersin pastel shades formed the
recommended.School examiners’ background for the ceremony.

Michigan which might not be
termed “navigable” under this definition, the departmentsaid.
Along “navigable" streams the
public hu a right to ass a boat
or to wade and fish without trespassing on the property along tL.
shore, so long as they do not go on
the lend above the water line.

salaries were lowered from $226
“Temple Bells at Twilight'
per year to $125, $150 being recAncliffe was played proceeain*
$
on
ommended. Members of the sold- ceremony by .Miss Ruth Dickinson
iers' relief committee had their pay
on the fibra-harp and by Miss
reduced from $4.00 to $3.00 per day Betty Wilkinson,violin. Two vocal
30 Yachts and Cruisers ablaze with Japanese
and poor superintendentswere also selections,"Sunshine That Fills
Lanterns, red and green fire in parade.
GEORGE GETZ,° JR* BOAT
asked to accept a cut of from $4.00 My World" by Ball and “Garland
WINS CHICAGO RACR8
to $3.00 a day.
of Old Fashioned Roses" by KeithFirst Prize
3rd Prize $25.00
The supervisors themselves,who ley, were sung by Bernard HarmeAfter the fleet of twenty
up until the April session, received link accompanied by the fibra-harp
watt in the cruising division
10.00
$5.00 per day cut their pay to $3.(t) and violin. Following the ceremony
in' the universal division set
a day. In April they voted to reduce the “Angels Semaae" bv Sidney
and three Consolation prizes of $5 each
Friday morning from
from $5.00 to $4.00 per day.
Seems
To
Be
a
Rush
in
Smith was played on the fibra-harp Shortcake Is Gone
Harbor in the annual race to
A motion to take from the table and violin.
WOULD REIMBURSE
Buying Autos
waukee, two winners were dec.,
Berries
Fail
the proposal to return poor care to
The bride, who was given in marin the Chicago Yacht club series
DEPOSITOR FOR
the county unit plan, tabled at the riage by her father, wore a white
BURNED IN FURNACE The last two weeks in June saw races.
April session, was voted down, and chalk crepe ensemblewith powder Dessert Course Has to be Omitted
George Gets, Jr.’s Aquila won its
the matter remains undecided.Un- blue accessories. The gown was
Unless Growers Spray Vines
the sale of new automobilesin fifth straightvictory to clinch
der the present plan the cost of fashionedwith a petal shaped neckFor Strawberry Leaf-Spot
The First National bank at Michigan take a decidedapurt ’nils place in the R class, leading the
caring for the poor is shared ac- line, the skirt tucked in petal shape
Pontiac is attempting to secure is attributedin a measure to the eld throughout in the race wb* *
The
family’s
supply
of
strawcording to the taxrolls. Under the from the waist and puff sleeves of
new currency from the govern- desire of Michigan citisens to drive was twice around the six-miletriunit plan each town would car* for the swagger jacket also were petal berry shortcake will soon vanish
new cars on vacation trips and
unless home gardeners prevent ment for one of its clients in re- during the Fourth of July noliday. angular course.
its own.
shape. The bride carried an arm
turn
for
$500
in
bills which were
EAGLBB— SERIES A.
strawberry leaf-spot by spraying
bouquet of delphinium, white gladburned by mistake in a Pontiac Titles were issued by the departFIFTH RACE.
their vines with Bordeaux mixture,
ioli and swainsona tied with powment of state for 6,836 new can
Owner
DANHOFS ENTERTAIN
according to specialistsin plant home recently. Only charred ashes
der blue malines.
during
the
last
two
weeks
of
June.
remain, yet the engraving is visinulla ..........
Get*. Jr- .......
DAUGHTER AND HER
The couple left on a two-month diseases at Michigan State College. ble plainlyon the ashes and bank This is about a 60 per cent increaae Altair ............Dr. Meta ....... ...A:17:
FAMILY OF BALTIMORE motor trip through the west, in- The diseaseis caused by a fungus officialsbelieve the government over the number of titles lamed
Orn ................
Dr. Davia --------AilT.
which appears as small brown or
cluding the Olympic games in Los
during the first two weeks in the Falcon .......... Haymia ...........
.3:21:07
purple spots on the leaves of the will redeem it.
Dr. and Mrs. Hessel E. Yntema, Angeles, Calif. They will be at
—
A depositorwithdrew the money same month. The demand for transdaughter Mary Emile, and sons home at 89 East Twenty-firstsL, strawberry plant. The destruction
fer of titles of used can also show
- , HOLLANDS^^POETICAL
of the foliage by the diseaseshort- to pay his taxes. The city tax
Hessel E., Jr., and Danhof B., are Holland.
ed some increase but was not sd deens the crop of berries and de- rolls are not yet completed so the
in this vicinity to visit Mrs. YnteMr. Moran is supervisorof phyowner placed the bills in a coffee cided as in the case of new auto
ma’s parents, Judge and Mrs. Peter sical education for the Holland creases the quality of the ones
ran
and hid them in his furnace mobiles.During the last two weeks Dr. Thomas W. Davidson Is not
harvested.
Danhof, of Grand Rapids,and other grade schools.
of June, 10,568 title tranafen were
only an able preacher but an
The
spray
is a solution of hy- for safe keeping. His wife, not
relatives at Grand Rapids and Holmade for used can. During the traordinarypoet Many pw
drated lime and copper sulphate in knowing the money was there,
land before returningto their home PIANO PUPILS PRESENT
same period,472 automobiles that have come from his pen and
water. Six pounds of the lime are burned rubbish in the furnace.
in Towson, near Baltimore, Md.
RECITAL IN STUDIO dissolved
had been
ieen operating in other states,
in 25 gallons of water,
Ten days after their return they
were granted Michigan titles.
four
pounds
of
the
copper
comwill sail from Montreal for a year’s
Piano pupils of Gary De Haan
sojourn in Europe. Dr. Yntema, presented a recital in his studio on pound are dissolved in water, and ZEELAND UNEMPLOYED ARE
who is a member of the institute East Eighth street last week. this copper sulphatesolution is
OFFERED GARDEN HELP
placed in enough water to make
of law at Johns Hopkins university, Thursday evening.
PLOW VACANT LOTS
will present the Anglo-American Donald Kramer played a marim- another 25 gallons.The two solutions
are
then
poured
together
to
point of view on the execution of baphone solo, lending variety to
foreign judgments at the Interna- the program which was as fol- make 50 gallons of spray material.
As u means of providing for the SPORT SUMMARY IN
Copper sulphate should lie dissolv- relief of the unemployedcitizens of
tional ComparativeLaw congress, lows:
BRIEF FOR THE WEEK
ed
in
a
metal
container.
which convenes at The Hague on
Zeeland the city will plow free of
"Bouree,’ Bach; '‘FairylandMuThree ounces of lime in one galAug. 3. Mrs. Yntema and the chil- sic," Piaget, and "Sing I>co China
charge any vacant lots which these
League Standings
dren will spend a part of the sum- Boy," Lively, by Joyce Den Her- lon of water, two ounces of copper men an* able to secure for garden
Won Lost Pet.
Team
mer in Switzerland and will locate der; “Country Gardens," Grain- sulphate in a gallon of water, and plots during the summer months.
.867
2
for about four months each in ger, and “Climbing," MacLachlan. the two solutionspoured together It is up to the unemployedto bor- Holland Boosters 12
.857
2
will make enough spray material row or rent as they are able any Mosser leathers 12
Munich and Paris.
by Anthony Weller; “Sonata in C
.538
6
Visiting them at their cottage, Major," Mozart, Allegro, Andante, for a small lied of berries. One-half vacant lot and if they are unable Dutch Boys ......... 7
... 6
7
.462
cup of skim milk and one-halftea- to pay the usual charge for plow- Phillips“66’’
‘‘Tophole,’’ for a few days have
Rondo and "Narcissus, ’’ Ncvin by spoonful of baking soda added to
Pure Oils ........ .. 2
12
.143
l>een Dr. Yntema’s mother, Mrs. Miss Emma Hoek.
ing the soil the city will take care
the water before the lime is disGulf Gas ....... .. 2
12
.143
Mary E. Yntema: his sister, Miss
"Sonata in G,” Mozart, first solved in it will improve the spray. of it and vegetable seeds will be
The first half of the split seaClara Yntema; his brother. Dr. movement, Allegro; “Lento,”
furnishedthose who cannot furnish
Mix only enough Bordeaux for their own. A number will also be son in the city baseball league
Dwight Yntema. all of Holland: Scott, and "Humoresaue,"TscbaiJudge James Danhof of Grand kowsky, by Gary Joldersma; “So- one application at a time. The put to work this week in the annual was completed this week. Unless
Haven, and Mrs. Marie Evarts of nata in C Minor," Mozart, third vines will need severalapplications clean-upweek campaign.Formerly upset in the final games, the
spaced at intervalsof 10 days or
Boosters and the Mosser Leathers
Grand
Rapids. Judge and Mrs.
$5.
movement. Allegro assai, “Fan- two weeks. Nearly any type of two trucks were hired and the worn will be tied for the honors of the
OIL, $10.00
Peter Danhof returned to their
done
by
the
city
help.
This
year
tasia in D Minor,” Mozart, and sprayer can be used but care should
circuit. The Mossers had to pass
home in Grand Rapids after a two
“Juba Dance," Dett, by Mrs. G. be taken to spray both sides of the this work is to be done with the use the pesky Dutch Boys on ThursPure Oil of Tulip
weeks’ visit at Highland Park.
of a single city truck and two shifts
Rooks; "Sonata in D," Allegro con
leaves.
of needy residents, each of which day, while the Boosters will meet
brio, Largo e sostenuto and PresAfter all fruit has been picked
Phillips “66” this evening.
DR. DE KLEINE WRITES IN
will
assist in the work for two days.
to, ma non troppo, Haydn, “Pre- from the strawberry bed, the vines
The Leathers were knocked out of these are of a patriotic and hisRED CROSS MAGAZINE
Ammonia Solution
o
lude No. 6," Chopin, and “Pre- should be mowed and burned. This
of clear sailing for the trophy toric nature. Holland well knows
SPORTING
JOTS
when the Dutch Boys were victors his contribution “Drinking from
An articlewritten by Dr. Wil- lude No. 22,” Chopin, by Miss should Ik* done on days when the
for
PAST AND PRESENT
Margaret Wentzel.
fire will bum quickly.
Heaterless,
in a 6-to-3 struggle last week. Lincoln’sSpring,” a homely, cosy
jj: | liam De Kleine, formerly of Holo
George Zoerhof, a Mosser cast- rhyme that hiu a real
Ijj j land, now medical advisor to the
Ask about our other
CO-OPERATIVE
Whiskers arc coining! The off. held hir, former mates to 8 “smack” to it.
SEEK DATA UPON
Pure Oil and Combina- vice chairman-, American Red Cross, HOLLAND
DIRECTORS ARE CHOSEN
Methods Done at $4 00
FINDING SKELETON House of David baseball nine will well-scatteredhits, while Gil Elappears in the month’s issue of the
tion
GOOD YEAR Coroner Gilbert Vandewaterand be at Riverview park Saturday for hart and Russ Cranmer, another Relative to his sermon last Sun“Red Cross Courier" on the outday when he gave as his subject
Deputy Sheriff Rufus Cramer of its first appearancein Holland in ex-Mosser, were banging out 5
standing facts of the southeastern
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the Holland are seeking information as several seasons. The long-haired timely hits. Elhart singled the "Washington’sLegacy to Ameritornado relief in the states of AlaHolland Co-operativeassociation to the identity of the skeletonof a lads will be opposed by the Mosser winning run across the plate in ca.” he closed with tho foDovtaf
bama, Georgia and Tennessee.
Spiral and Croquignole
Bert Van Lente of Park township man found Thursday afternoon on Leathers in a game starting at 3 the eighth inning, and Cranmer wem under the caption “The
Dr. De Kleine is a pioneer in the
ess Washington,” which follows:
and
Wilbur Van Appledorn of Hol- the place of John Bazaan, located o’clock. The admission price of slammed a double and a triple.
good roads movement in Ottawa
Permanent
• e •
for $10.
land townshipwere elected direc- northwest of Holland.
c will be charged.
The Boosters set a record in the As some great
county. The loss of life in Alabama
mountain peak that
tors. The other directors are MauBadaan
discovered
the
bones
of
The
Moasers
split
even
in
a
pair
Saturday
game
by
downing
the
was unusually heavy, Mr. De Kleine
MachinelessProcess $15.00
lifts its head
rice Luidens, Harry Saggers, Ger- a leg protruding through the sand of games over the week-end. The Gulf Gas, 21 to 4. Ben Batema's
Oil and Ammonia Solution
states, 326 persons being killed in
Far, far above the storms that
rit J. Dour, Lawrence Dykhuis and and in digging for the body found tanners defeated the Grand Rap- team pounded out 22 hits and
the severe storms which struck the
rage below,
Peter Baumann.
a skull bearing two holes on the ids Colored Bears on Saturday, 13 scored 13 runs in the third inning
southern states on the afternoon of
Each Permanent Wave Includes Shampoo and
According
to a report made by side, the lower jaw bone with sev- to 5, and lost to the Chicago All- in which 17 batters went to the The peerless Washington to duty
March 21.
wed,
Fingerwave
William Zonnebelt, manager,a to- eral front teeth still firmly set, a Collegians in eleven innings in the plate.
Shines on our path of life whertal of $150,000 business had been loose molar, remnants of a tan suit interstate tournamentgame at
The second half of the season
FINE LOOKING CROPS
e’er we go.
conducted in the past year. The with lead bdttons,a feather pillow Grand Rapids Sunday.
Croquignole, per
20<
will get started Monday with the
Bravest of knights in battle with
association,which was organized upon which the skull rested and
The Boosters,Pure Oils and Boosters and Mossers clashing at
All the growing crops of this
the wrong,
Castile, with Fingerwave
50i
in 1919, has a membership of ap- picres of wood from the box in Phillips won holiday games. The Riverview park. Several new playvicinity are looking unusually well
He wore the armor of a par*
proximately
300
farmers
in
Alle- which the body had been buried.
Boosters
downed
Hamilton,
4
to
ers
will
be
seen
on
the
various
and such is the conditiongenerally
intent,
Dandruff ReThe skull also showed an impres- 0, and the Pure Oils heat Zeeland teams during the new campaign.
about the state. Much hay has gan and Ottawa counties. The ofAnd greeted every danger with
ficers
of
the
association
are:
Pression
indicating
a
stroke
upon
the
at Ovcrisel,11 to 8. Tony Groene- Shorty Rojan, former Northwestbeen cut, perhaps all by the end of
mover, with Fingerwave
song,
this week. The alfalfa never was ident, Maurice Luidens; vice presi- head, but it was not cracked. The veld’s nine trimmed the Grand ern university athlete,will catch
As he went forth
man
more abundantin yield or quality dent, Gerrit J. Deur; secretary- skeleton was found at a depth of Haven All-Stars,3 to 1, at the for the Mossers.
vinely sent
treasurer,
;Henry
Saggers;
manabout
five
feet
and
the
body
may
Riverview
park
game
in
the
mornthough grasses and clover are not
Other stars from out of town The sword he drew for liberty and
with Fingerwave
have been buried some fifty years ing. The Dutch Boy Breads were who will be in action are Gerrit
equal. Clover has quite generally ager, William Sonnebelt.
race
ago.
beaten, 9 to 3, at Grand Haven in Brandt, star pitcher from Western
given place to alfalfa. Wheat harWas
sheathed at once when the
OIL
the afternoon.
• • •
State Teachers’ college; Sonny
vest began late last week and by POOR ALLEGAN STILL
long fight was done;
AT
THIS
DAM
QUESTION
Frank
Stansbury,
who
was
born
The
Karr
Spring
Airs
took
a
this
time
must
be
nearly
or
quite
Morse,
who
had
a
trial
with
the
with Fingerwave
and who for years lived within a licking in the playground base- St. Louis Cards: Gibson and Da- The peace he loved and gladly did^
finished. Oats look well as a whole
embrace
The
circuit
court
jury
hearing
half mile of where the well pre- ball league last week when the moth, star Allegan performers,
WE
A
CURL or Gl.dly Refund
and there are many fields of the
Was peace with honor, which
the
retrial
of
the
city
of
Allegan’s
served
bones
were
found,
recalled
Len Transfer club scored two runs and Louie Slenbaas of Western
best quality. Corn varies much in
Your Money. We Also Welcome Your Inspection of ’
--- noNy
sixe but has germinated uniformly municipal dam condemnationsuit tonight that about 67 years ago a in the last half of the ninth in- State.
all Materials Used*
The name of Washington will
and seems healthy. There are here Tuesday evening returned a bachelor by the name of A1 Whit- ning to win, 2 to 1. The upset The schedule of games:
small fields of barley promising verdict ruling the project a neces- beck was buried on the hill where left the Spring Airs and Washing- Friday— Boosters va. Philips.
Homt-Owntd— Not a Chain Shoppo
His legacy wUl never past
full crops. The last rain was a sity and fixing damages on prop- Whitbeck, according to Stansbury, ton Square in a virtual tie for
Monday— Boosters vs. Mossers.
o— *
,f
erty
needed
for
flowage
rights
on
had
been
found
dead
on
the
steps
timely God send. The country
first place.
Tuesday— Gulf vs. Phillips.
EGGS
MAY
BE
HIGHER
of his hut. The neighbors, after
never looked more beautiful at this Kalamaaoo river at $35,000.
The Corner Hardwares mainWednesday— Dutch Boy vs. Pure
The property in question totals having decided that he must have .tained an undefeated record in the
season. Ride into it and see it will
Oils.
New York reports that
slightly more than 500 acres. Land died of stroke as he was returning jjunior baseball league by winning
do your heart good.
Thursdays— Mossers vs. Gulf eggs continue light in
1M} Rlvtr
Phont
Holland, Mich.
o
previously acquired by the city from cutting wood, buried him on two games last week. The HardGas.
with other seasons and
“TIm Mail Madam Equlppad Ihappa In Halland"
Miss Jane Madeline Kerkhof has brings the total cost of the city’s the farmstead. For years, said wares have won three straight Scores of the past week:
accumulating slowly in
left for Chicago where she will purchasesof necessaryproperty Stansbury, the grave had been games to lead the league,
OPEN EVENINGS
Pure Oils 8, Gulf Gas 5.
kets. Cause of the ‘
o
marked by a picket fence, which
take a summer course at Moody to approximately $95,000.
Dutch Boys 6, Mossers 8.
be the eaiilnessof the la
Proprietor
Consumers’ Power Co. and farm- had rotted and been washed away
In the month of June five sons
Bible institute.
Phillips 5, Pure Oil 5.
be*/
o
ers owning the property in dis- about 20 years ago.
and daughtersof Mr. and Mra.
Boosters 21, Gulf Gas 4.
bat
4>
John L
L. Vi
Vander Swaag ceiebratad Mossers 14, Pure Oils 0.
Prof, and Mrs. Albert E. Lam- pute, co-defendants in the suit,
in storage
Edward Wells of Traverse City, their wedding anniversaries.They
pen and family of Holland are have been given until Monday to
aged 70 years, died suddenly yes- are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rosema, Mrs. Maggie Kooyers of Holland,
spending a month at a cottage on file an appeal.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Diepen- Group singing; was led by Rev. S. Maple beach, Lake Michigan.
..... .
oterday morning at Ottawa Beach Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Peterson, was called to Grand Haven because
Mrs. Carl Hoffman of Holland, in the summer home of his son, Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Vanden of the death of her father John
o
horst entertained the members of Fopma, directorof the chorus, and
Rev. and Mrs. P. Jonker, Jr., was one of the many guests who Arthur E. Wells, secretary of the Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph De Zaagman. The old gentleman pass- coast
indoor and outdoor games were enthe NoordeloosChoral society at joyed. A short program was also and family are spending a month’s attended a luncheon given by Mrs. Grand Rapids Trust Company and Young and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
ed away at the Holland Home, ments to
of the Grand Rapids VanderLee.— Grand Haven Trib- Grand Rapids. Mrs. Kooyers was
their home Friday evening. About given. The society meets each vacation at a cottage at Spring Leo W. Hoffman of Allegan,which vice-president
National bank.
une.
was an elaborateaffair.
Lake,
the only daughter.
forty members were present Sunday evening at the church.

..

Lake Kalamazoo

2nd

$50.00

“

35.00 4th

“

A GORGEOUS BEAUTIFUL

I

EVENT

When

$500

i

Boat

-

o—

1

c3pobtinoJots

PERMANENT

WAVE

SPECIAL

Attention Ladies!

Genuine

EUGENE SHELTON TULIP

$3.50-two for

Wood

SHELTON

THERMIQUE

$4.-two

$6.00

$12.50

-

Wave

—

-

-

-

—SHOW

WAVE-A-T0NE

The

NEW Z0TES
Wave

$6.50-two

curl

END CURLS—

•

•

SHAMPOO—

SHAMPOO-Fitch’s

$1.00

a

HARPER’S TAR SHAMPOO,

1.25

VEGETABLE

SHAMPOO,

1.50

GUARANTEE

GOOD

won. —

HOLLAND BEAUTY SHOPPE
Avc.

2212

BETTY BAKER VAN DORTH,

-

-

-

-

-

I9H

‘

-

-

HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD

WONT AUDIT COUNTY BOOKS

visit to Chicago.—

Adrian Wester-

hof and Richard Plaggemars were

Things Worth Knowing
Never iron

silk stockings.

Mr. md Mrs. J. T. Wilkinson
hare moved from their home on

Washing fine china with too hot
water increases the possibility of

the Northside to a residence at 81

its chipping.

West T«th

• •

street.

Mias Anna Van Dyke has

re-

Buy one

Hf AFRICAN 10C0ST-AT ONE

turned to Annville, Ky., to resume
her datiea ns none in the Ann-

COHERED

ville initftate, hospital of the Re-

BY IHE

following a two
weeka’ visit in Holland with rela-

ONE OR YV\E\R STRONGER ENElMEft-

tive.

UVOW
mo

t

mm

Mr. and Mn. John Kammeraad
and daughter, Alvina, of New Rochelle, N. V., spewt a few days in
Holland visiting friends and rela-

RftEO* ARE

giving the carpet two coats of paint
and a coat of water-proof varnish
on the wrong side. Occasional revamishing preserves the rug inde-

quNflmn
pftE uiio («

finitely.

tmx

CHKWEH TEEO -

-

--

Discarded picture frames may he
made into artistic trays. Add two
handles, which may he purchased
at a hardware store, and place a
piece of bright cretonne under the
glass. Back with heavy cardboard
and glue strips of felt to the hack
edges of the frame.

—

Mrs. Elisabeth Carleele, aged 72,

who died Friday morning at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Hal
Johnstone, at Central Park, was
buried at Cincinnati.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward

•

An old worn Brusselscarpet may
he saved for use on the porch by

swmb
"to mat*

CMXifl SKO
vh uttci

• •

0? A GRtKt

ft NOft "YRE BFftft

Laiabertus- Beeuwkes, who has
jut finbhed Jthree years as interne
at Harder hospiUl, Detroit, is
spending tike month of July at his
home in HoBiuid, after which he
will practicein Lansing.

into quarters,and hind the edges
with dainty satin ribbon to make
inexpensiveblankets for the baby's
crib or carriage.

MMCCMa

formed cbnrch,

t
full-sized blanket, cut it

Supervisors Turn Down Request of
Miss Marian Y*n Huis and Miss Grand Rapids visitors last week.—
Marvin Den Herder to Audit
Martha Tien spent the week-end Miss Dorothy Mae Mulder is spendSheriffs Account
and Fourth of July in Chicago.— ing two weeks in Lansing, 111-,
Mr and Mrs. Gerrit Lemmen and visiting at the home of Rev. and
Satisfiedthat the accounts and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Barkel and Mrs. A. Karreman.— Mr. and Mrs.
money transactions In the sher- daughter,Marilyn; are on a two J. Bolte and daughters, Misses
iffs office under the regime of weeks’ motoring trip to Denver, Cornelia and Johanna Bolte, spent
Marvin Den Herder, former under Col.— Mr. and Mrs. R. Teercan a few days at The Dells in Wissheriff of Ottawa county, were in have returned from a two weeks’ consin.
satisfactorycondition,the committee on county officers recommended to the board of supervisorsthat
no audit be made.
Mr. Den Herder requested an
audit be made of the county books.
Due to the expense the committee
felt it was not justified since the
books bad been very recently audited by the state auditorsand
found correct.
Upon the testimonyof Sheriff

Dry

• •

«

celery leaves, green onion
tails, and parsley may he stored in
an air-tight container,and used to
flavor soups, salads, dressings,and
cream dishes.

Hieftje,

Jr„ of Rome, N. Y., are visiting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Hieftje of 245 East Eleventh
treot.
Mr. and Ml*. Ben Ter Haar and
Miss Genevieve and Clayton Ter
Haar spent the week-end and
Fourth of July in Detroit visiting

MICHIGAN BELL

TELEPHONE

Steketee,Mr. Den Herder and
Deputy Spangler, it was learned
that it bad been the habit of members of the force to take money out
of the cash drawer for personal
use at time and record the same
by putting in a slip. The committee recommended that the practice
be abolished.
The members of the committee
on officers included Peter J. Rycenga, H. J. Luidens, Henry Mar
shall, Henry Slaughter and D. E.
Smallegan.— Grand Haven Tribune.

-
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BEGIN SOON ON APPROACHES
TO US-1 BRIDGE AT HOLLAND

MISSION CENTENARY FI ND
WILL RECEIVE *11.967

Work likely will be started next
week on the concrete approaches
the board to the new cement bridge across

relatives.

7 he centenary fund of
of foreign missions of the Re- Black river on IJS31, just north of
Twelfth street, who has been
formed missions of the Reformed Holland. The approaches will be
spending a week with friends in
Church of America will receive
10 feet
Itw wide,
.. ...v. extending
.
........ from
.........
LakeNew York, soiled Saturday on the
contributions totaling $11,967 at wood boulevard on the north to
Holland-American liner Rotterdam,
end of the fiscal year, it was an- about 1,000 feet on the south side.
for Europe where she will visit in
The bridge was constructed last
nounced today.
Hungary and Franco. She expects
One-half of this amount is being year.
to visit Sahburg, Hungary, the
contributedby churches,one-fourth
DURING
VRDND\RE GOLD RUSH AT
music center. She will return in
AUTO INFORMATION AT
by individualsand the remainder
September and will resume her
by pledges and organizations. A
LOCAL POLICE
: C#OE
COY.
ALASKA,
%EEF
STEAK
SOLD
W\UONLY
ONI
tfUUfe
STABS
, teaching at Hope college.
goal of $100 .nOO has been set by
Many persons who apply to the
Berhl Hull of Grand Rapids, bus
the synod for special work in InFOR FOWY-tlGHT DOLLARS A FOUND
YEARS
RERSOH EMERY
Departmentof State for informadriver, was arrested by Holland podia, China, Japan and Arabia.
tion regarding ownership of autolice Friday on a charge of failing
mobiles, do not know that complete
VAN’S RESTAURANT
to stop his vehiclefor a red light
ESTABLISHMENT
AT
G.
H. motor vehicleregistrationlists are
at the corner of Columbia avenue
week.
Various
games
and
baseN.
Klungle,
Mrs.
Atman
and
Miss Renetta Shackson. worthy
furnished to all sheriffs and to
aad Eighth street Louis Fabiano, adviser of the Holland assembly of Mrs. T. Giebink. Followingthe ball were played. Those from HolVan’s restaurant is the latest police departments in cities of over
Holland, was arrested at the corRainbow Girls, was elected grand program refreshments were served land who were present were Miss eating house to be added to the
10,000 population.
ner of Seventeenth street and River
treasurerof the grand assembly of by Mrs. K. Buurma, Mrs. (!. Cora Kruithof, Miss Harriet Dr list of such businesses.located in
Lists furnished the various law
avenue on the same charge Friday.
Rainbow Girls of Michigan in De- (iroenewoudand Mrs. J. Vander I Neff. Rev. C. W. Meredith. Miss the Van Drezer building in the enforcing agencies are accurate for
Joanna Riphagen. Miss Harriet first block on Washington.Grand
Mrs. E. H. Dubbink, matron of troit Thursday. Miss Marjorie Hill.
Dalman, Robert Klassen. Miss Haven, where for forty years a all ordinarypurposes and tho>e
the dormitory at Annville, Ky., is .Vanderburg,past adviser. was
Joyce Klaasen. Gary KruKhof, restauranthas been condbcted. seeking information in Holland will
•pending a six weeks’ vacation elected grand choir director. Eight
The choir members of Sixth Re- Miss Isabelle Zuber, Howard Zubo able to obtain it from Chief
with relatives and friends in Hol- Holland Rainbow Girls attended all
formed church and friends en- ber, Miss Myrtle Green and Har- William Van Drezer started the Lievense or other officials immeland and vicinity.
the sessionsat the state meet.
joyed a pot-luck supper last week, old Kleis. Others present were business there many years ago and diately.But where the information
Dorothy Bonfield celebrated her
With this season's social activi- Wednesday evening in the church Rev. Sander Kleis of Otsego, Rev. it has been a well known eating is to bo used for legal purposes or
tenth birthday anniversary Friday
place during his regime and under
ties already in full swing for a parlors. Followingthe supper a Ed. Zuber. pastor of the Wesleyan
where it is necessary to verify the
afternoon with a party at the home
week at the Maeatawa Bay Yacht program was presented. Bernard Methodist church at Ottawa Lake. the various other managements. local lists for possibletransfers of
Now
George A. Orphan of Grand
of J. P. Huyser on Lincoln avenue.
ownership of vehicles, requests
club, the official opening dance of Yanderbeek, presidentof the choir,
Games were played, after which the club was held last week. Mem- was toastmaster for the evening. Mich., and a number of young peo- Rapids and Muskegon, who has should be sent to the department.
ple
from
his
congregation.
been in the restaurant business for
refreshments were served. Seven
o
At the present time more than 200
bers from Grand Rapids, Chicago, The first number on the program
(vests were present.
Kalamazoo,Lansing, Lowell, Mar- consisted of two vocal solos by GRAND HAVEN MAN NAMED the past 25 years years, has taken requestsare received daily.
over
the
place.
Members of the Past Noble shall, Grand Haven, Detroit and Miss Jean Brandt, accompaniedby
Y1CE-PRES.AND CASHIER
William Van Drezer is well
Grand club and their families en- Battle Creek cruised over to at- Mrs. S. Plagenhoef. Miss Helen
OF NEW BAY CITY BANK known in Holland and is the broth- FOR SALE— One 9-tube and one
joyed a picnic at Tunnel PaA Fri- tend the opener and to spend the White entertained with a reading
day evening. Supper was served day.
and two piano selections were renJohn Hoffman, former cashier er of the late Ed Van Drezer who 7-tube radio, cheap for quick sale.
See Ed Bos. Shell service station.
with MrsTLeona Norlin as chairdered by Miss Genevieve Ter Haar. of the Peoples Savings Bank of did well with a restaurant in HolMr. and Mrs. Harry York of FulFairbanks and Eighth.
man. Following the supper games
A playlet. "At the Naturalization Grand Haven, has been named vice land for many years.
were played. Sixty-one guests ton, 111., former residentsof Hol- Court." was presented by John president and cashier of the Naland. are spending two weeks with
were present
Van Voorst. Arthur De Waard, tional Bank of Bay City.
The Adult Bible class of Fourth relatives in East Saugatuck.
Gerald Vanderbeek,Andy Slager
Mr. Hoffman will he the operatBefonned church held a picnic supMr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson of and Bernard Vanderbeek. Several ing head and will be in active
per at Tunnel Park Friday evening. Boston, Mass., are visiting rela- vocal selectionswith guitar ac- charge of investments and credits.
Followingthe supper, the group tives and friends in Holland.
companiment were sung by James He is a native of Grand Haven and
returned to Holland and spent the
Barxel and Herbert Vander Ploeg. his hanking career dates back to
remainder of the evening at the
Mrs. Herbert Wybenga sang a solo twenty years ago this month.
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Vender
after which a playlet, "How They
Hill, 240 West Tenth street. Games
Kept a Secret," was staged by GETS 30 DAYS°1N SOLITARY
were played and prizes were
Mrs. Lina Ter Louw, Mrs. S. Plag
AFTER SPURNING JOB
awarded. About eighteen guests
enhoef, Mrs. R. Grevengoed,Mrs.
were present Rev. H. Van Dyke
A meeting of the Indies' Mis- J. Vanderbeek and Misses Bertha Roy Wheeler of Grand Haven
is teacher of the class.
sion society of Fourth Reformed Coster and Rolene Van Voorst.
was sentenced Thursday to the
The first dance of the season was church was held last week, WedThe Christian Endeavorquartet, county jail for thirty days on a
held at the yatch club by the Town nesday afternoon. Mrs. H. Van composed of Herbert Wybenga. disorderlycharge.
club of Grand Rapids last week. Dyke presided at the meeting. Raymond Van Voorst, Bernard
For the past two years Wheeler
About sixty members and guests Scripture was read by Mrs. Over- Vanderbeekand Arthur De Waard. has been receiving help from the
attended. Wednesday night Miss beek and prayer was offered hy sang several selections. They were welfare board. Last Saturday he
Helen Leath entertainedten guests Mrs. A. Plakke. Rev. H. Van Dyke accompanied at the piano by Lewis was detailed by City Manager P.
at a bridge dinner. On Tuesday gave an interestingtalk on “Mod- Verburg. A budget was given by Kammeraad to work on a paving
Mrs. Walter Semeyn of Grand ernism and Persecution." A trum- Miss ChristineSpykhoven, fol- job. Wheeler did not show up for
Rapids entertaineda group of pet solo “Have Thine Own Way, lowed with a few remarks by Rev. work and testimonyby the city
Meats with dinner and bridge fol- Lord,” was played by Miss Gene John Vanderbeek About fifty manager and Anthony Pippel of
lowing a cruise to Douglas, where Elenbaas,accompanied by Miss members and guests were present.' the board indicatedWheeler would
the guests enjoyed swimming in Nellie Bonthuis. Miss Helen Gienot use the plot of ground allotted
the afternoon. Mrs. S. A. Leath bink gave a reading. Selections A group of young people en- to him to grow produce for his
is in charge of the dining room st were sung by a women’s quartet joyed a^ wiener roast at Laketown family next winter.
composedof Mrs. K. Buurma, Mrs. park Wednesday evening of last
the yacht club this year.
A warrant was issued on a
charge of neglectingto provide for
his family and he pleaded not
guilty when arraigned. Justice
>; 4-*
v;
E. Burr recommendedthat the man
be placet! in solitaryconfinement
and denied the ordinary privileges
of those confined in the jail
It is hoped this will indicatethe
attitude of the officersregarding
those in like circumstances.

Miss Nella

Mdyer of

4

CO.

West

Guarded
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The knowledge that there is a telephone

NEW

your home to afford protectionto loved

J

--

. .

BY THE TELEPHONE

I

9200

day and night

in

ones,

gives you n feeling of security.

In any emergency,such as sickness, fire or
accident, the telephone will

summon aid instantly.

Few things that you purchase
usefulness and

PROTECTION at

offer so

much

such low cost

as the telephone.

--

4.* v:

|

Annual School Election
NOTICE

hereby given to the
qualified Electors of the City of
Holland that the Annual School

>:

v;

>:

v;

is

Election will be held in the

>;

CITY HALL

CONservatism

max

REPORT GOOD CATCHES
OF FISH

FIDelity

Local fishermen have reported
catches during the
week since the season opened on
Hutchins lake last Saturday. On
the opening day Alex Foreman of
Pearl, with Mrs. Foreman and

some good

MONDAY, JULY 11/32

their son caught within five of the
total number allowed by law for
the three.—Fennville Herald.

compelENCE

------

o

----

The Trustees whose terms

ENJOYING MOTORING

FROM these factors we
DENCE that has abided

have built a structure of

If you want this Summer's vacation motor trip to lie a care-free,
trouble-freejourney make up your
mind to start off with the car in
good shape. Don’t go unless you
can have good tires on the car.
Garry a spare tire, some extra
spark plugs, an extra quart or so
of oil, use only fresh gasoline,ls>
sure the car has !>ecn well lubri-

CONFI-

between us and our patrons through-

out the entire period of difficult conditions.

CONSERVATISM

in financialguidance

to our

pire are:
FRED BEEUWKES

MARTHA

cated before you leave and remember that a steady pace gets
you there more quickly than sud-

de-

positors—

ORR1E M’FALL. NATIVE
OF HOLLAND. SUCCUMBS

safeguarding their interests—

COMPETENCE in

fulfillingevery function

of Com*

mercial, Investment, Trust and Savings Service .

.

.

these have established steadfast alliances.

A

BANK

which substantialsurplus has been maintained;
a high ratio of liquid assets preserved; justifiable support to
its depositorsextended and forward-lookingco-operation
in

rendered to local enterprises.

Commercial Accounts

Invited

-

Roy Wheeler of Grand Haven

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Member

of the Federal Reserve System, Organized,
Capitalized and Supervised Under the State

Banking Laws.

FRED BEEUWKES

MARTHA

KOLLEN
MARVIN C. LINDEMAN
JACOB F. VAN DYKE
WILLIAM WOLDERING
HENRY GEERLINGS

$

life.

He is survived by his widow;
two brothers. Frank McFall of Central Park and Charles McFall of
Grand Rapids; one sister, Mrs.
Frank Swift of Holland; and five
sons, Raymond H. McFall of Holland, Russell W. of Grand Haven,
Roy O. and Ernest H. of Holland,
and Emmett C. McFall at home.
The funeral services were hold
Monday afternoon at the home at
1:30 and at 2:15 at the NibbelinkNotier funeral home. Rev. James
M. Martin, pastor of Third Reformed church, officiated.Burial
took place in the Holland township
cemetery.
— — — —o
was sentenced to the county jail
for 30 days solitary confinement
by Justice C. E. Burr following a
trial held in the courthouse.He
was charged with the non-support
of his wife and two children. Several witnesses were on the stand,
including the city manager, Peter
Kammeraad;Chief Pippel of the
welfare board, the wife and others
who knew the conditions.

KOLLEN

The following are the Nominees:

Orrie McFall, 57, died last week,

Thursday evening, at the Holland
hospital,where he had been confined for two weeks. He was born
in 1875 at the old McFall homestead which his grandfather had
received from the government,
where he lived practicallyall his

D.

HENRY GEERLINGS

den bursts of speed.

FIDELITY in

of office ex-

The Polls

D.

will be

open from 2 until 8

P.M.
By order

of the

Board of Education.

HENRY GEERLINGS,

Secretary

nree

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Tawrftt Bibk

Paaages

mof-

SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS
Ida Tiach to Emil H. Sibilsky, lot
48, Chippewa Resort Plat, township
of Park.
Frank 'M. Lievense and wife to
Marie Driscoll, lot No. 94, Post’s

Arthur R. Robinson
U. 8. Senator from Indiana.
Hlditenuanpjwexalteth n nation : hut sin la a reproarh to
any people.— Proverbs 14:31

Third Addition to City of Holland,
City of Holland.

county Jail for not more than 90
days, or both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the
court).

The Park

Officer is in

full

Wl*4 Hlta AudUnca
1

To

lot tho audience "think with
the actor*- during a atorm scene In
a London thriller,a wind machine
la turned on those sitting An the

charge of the park with police au- main floor.
thority. Inquiries, suggestions or
complaints can be filed with the
officeror submitted in writing to
18317-Exp.July 9
the Conservation Department.
STATE
OF MICHIGAN— The ProBy order of Departmentof Conbate Coart for tha County of Ottawa
servation,Ifcnsing, Mich.
At a Miaion of laid Coart, held at
These rules and regulationsshall
the Probata Office in tha City of Grand
be in force and effect until April
Havanintheitid County, jn tha 18th
1, 1937.
day of Jdoe, A. D., 1931.
GEO. R. HOGARTH,
Preernt, Hon. Jatnei J. Danhof,
Director.
Judge of Probate.
WM. H. LOUTIT,
In the matter of the Eatate of
Chairman.

3328— Exp. July 16

STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Coart

for

The

:*r-vv

l’

Marjory Van Ksmpen of 135
West Sixteenth street, underwent
Probate an operation at Holland hospital

tha County af Ottawa.

H. R.

recently.

At a session of aaid Court, bold ot
tho Probate Office ! the City ef Grand
Hayen, in said County, on the 24th
day of June, A. D. 1932.

Doesburg
and

Drugs, Medicines

^

MORTICIANS
21 W. 16th

St

Toilet Articles

DYKSTRA
FUNERAL HOME

Expires Sei>t. 10

NOTICE of MORTGAGE SALE

HANES

DR. E. J.
Default having been made in the
OSTEOPATH
conditions of a certain mortgage
In the Matter of the Eatate of
Office at 14 Weft 8th St
•• K. ath BL
made by Bert Slagh and Anna Office Hoorn: Ml A- M. MP.:
land.
JANE BOMERS, Deceased
Slagh, his wife, to First State
and by
John
Wichers
and
wife
to
Adrain
It appearing to the coart that tbs
tinkling cymbaL— I Corinthians
Bank of Holland, Michigan, datal
Expires
Wiersma
and
wife,
part
of
lots
No.
July
9
13:1.
timo for presentation of claims against
the 10th day of April, 1926, and
22 and 23, City of Zeeland.
MORTGA(
IGE SALE
•aid estate should bo limited and that
recorded in the office of the RegRev. John Engelsman and wife
a time and place bo appointed to reA new commandment I give
ister of Deeds for the County of
to (lerrit Schutten and wife, lot No.
ceive,examine and adjust all claims
onto you. That ye love one anDefault having been made in the Ottawa and State of Michigan, on
17, block 4, Prospect Park addition
and
demands
agaiast
said
deceased
by
other; as I have loved you,
Kya. Bar. Naaa
A27-M4-11
conditions of a certain mortgage the 16th day of April, 1926, hi
GRIETJB MOKMA, Deceased
to City of Holland.
and before uid court;
that ye also love one another.
signed and executed by Albert A. Liber 147 of mortgages, on page
It
appearing
to
the
court
that
the
Jack Blue and wife to People’s
-John 13:34.
It la Order, That creditors of said
[Vsstcr Vsen Btoefc]
time for presentation of claims deceased are requiredto present Boone and John II. Boone, ai mort- 138, which said mortgage was asState Bank, lot 74 and part of lot
Expires July 23
gagors to Isaac Van Kampen and signed to Grand Rapids Trust Office boon: M0 a.
against
said
estate
should
be
lim
75 of Steketee Bros. Addition to
their claims to said court at said
In My Father's honse are
Pearl C. Van Kampen, as husband Company on May 24, 1928, said asited, and that a time and place be
Evening*—Tuen.
City of Holland.
Probate Office on or before the
many mansions; If It were not
STATE OF MICHIGAN
and wife, with full right to the sur- signment being recorded in the ofappointed
to
receive,
examine
and
7.10 te 0:00
John
I).
Mecuwsen
and
wife
to
so, I would have told you. I
In the Circuit Court for the County
fice
of
said
Register
of
Deeds
in
24th
Dey
ol
October
A.
D.,
1932
vivor,
as
mortgagees,
said
mortadjust all claim's and demands
Board of Trustees of Hope College,
go to prej.r.rea place for you.
of Ottawa
Liber
149,
page
320,
on
which
gage being dated April 28, 1926,
against said deceased by and before
lot No. 13, block G, Bosnian’s addiAnd If I go and prepare a place
it ten o'clock in the forenoon,said and recorded in tho office of the mortgage there is claimed to be
said court:
tion to City of Holland.
for you, I will come agatta,and
time
and
place
being
hereby
appointed
IN CHANCERY
Register of Deeds for Ottawa due at the date of this notice, for
It is Ordered, That creditor! of said
Dentist
Gerrit E. Walters and wife to
receiveyou unto Myself; that
for the examination-end
adjustmentof
Suit pending in the Circuit deceased are required to present their all claims end demands against said county, Michigan, on May 7, 1925, principaland interest, the sum of Hoorn: 8:10 to 11:00
where I am, there ye may be
John Hulst, Sr., and wife, part of
Three
Thousand
Twenty-eight
end
in
Liber
134
of
Mortgages
on
page
also. — John 14:2-3.
1:80 tol
SE 1-4 of NW 1-4, section No. 19. Court for the County of Ottawa, claims to said court at said Probate deceased.
415, upon which mortgage there is 68-100 dollars, and an Attorney's
Office on or before the
fCofipilrdb„ hr mbit Guild )
111 Mai
in township 5 N, R 14 W, City of in Chancery, this 29th day of
It Is Further Ordered, That public now claimed to bo due for princi- fee as provided for In said mortJune, A. D. 1932.
GRAND RAPlM^fcH.
Zeeland.
19th day af October,A. D. 19S2
notice thereof bo given by publication
Present: Honorable Fred T. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said of a copy of thia prder. for three pal and interest the sum of Thirty- gage, and no suit or proceedings
Glendon A. Richards and wife to
at
law
having
been
Institutedto
eight
Hundred
Nine
and
44-100
Helenus L. Hoeksema and wife, lot .Miles, Circuit Judge.
time and place being hereby appoint- successive weeks previous to said day
recover the moneys secured by
Expires August 17
No. 17 of Country
Estates! 1,1 thp Matter of the Petitionof ed for the examination and adjust- of bearing.In the Holland City Newt ($3,809.44)dollars and the statu- said mortgage, or any part thereof
RABBITS STOPPED BY
tory
attorney
fee
as
provided
in
Village of Cedar Swamp, Holland HERBERT h. HARRINGTON,et ment of all claims and demands a newspaper printed and circulatedIn
BITTER PAINT
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
said mortgage, and no suit or proal. for the Dissolutionof the against said deceased.
MORTGAGE BALE
Township.
said county.
ceedings at Taw having been insti- virtue of the power of sale conChicago, July 1— The war that
Leon P. Hadden and wife to Liz- HARRINGTON REALTY COMJAMES
J. DANHOF,
tained in said mortgage, and the
It is Further Orderad,That public
tuted
to
recover
the
moneys
seWHEREAS, default has
has been going on for years between zie V. Hadden, lots No. 159 and PANY, a Michigan corporation.
statutein such case made and pro- made in the payment of
Judge of Probate. cured by said mortgage.
The petition of Herbert E. Har- notice thereof he given by publication
fruit growers and the cottontail 170 of Jenison Plat, Township of
vided,
on
Monday,
the
12th
day
of
Notice is hereby given that by
cured by a mortgage, dated
rington,of Holland, Michigan, and of a copy of this order, once each week A true copy—
rabbits because the latter “bark" Park.
for three successiveweeks previoui
virtue of tho power of sale con- September,1932, at three o’clock 26th day of March, 1924
Harriot Swart
the trees, thus killing many, looks
John Zylstru and wife to Albert Frank Bolhuis, of Holland, Michi- to said day of hearing in the Holland
tained in said mortgage and the in the afternoon, the undersigned and given by Leonard A.
Rogiaterof Probata.
as if it mi^ht be ended, says the Vander Wal and wife,
1-2 of gan, praying for dissolution of the
City Naws, a newspaper printedand
statute in such case made and pro- will, at tho north front door of the and Theresa Kot
conservation departmentof the part of N 1-2 of SW 1-4 of NE 1-4 Harrington Realty Company, a circulatedin said county.
vided, the said mortgage will be Court House in the City of Grand of Holland. Mich
Izaak Walton League of America. of section 31, township 5 N, R 15 corporation organizedand existJAJm J. nANHOF.
foreclosed by sale of the premises Haven, that being tho place where gors, to First Stata
ing
under
the
laws
of
the
State
of
13217-Exp.July 16
Prof. James A. Neilson of Mich- W, City of Holland.
A
Probalo,
therein
described at public auction the Circuit Court for tha County land, Michigan, a corporation
Michigan,
for
the
appointment
of
igan State College,successfully
Win. Selles and wife to Richard
STATE OF MICHIGAN— ThePro- to the highest bidder at tho North of Ottawa is held, sell at public ganixed and axis ting under and
HARRIET SWART.
working an experiment with a Bouws and wife, lot 45 of Cham- a temporary receiver pending the
bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
front door of the Court House in auction, to tho highest bidder, the virtue of the laws of Oft Stata
Register of Probate.
group of rabbits placed in a small ber of Commerce Sub., section 31, hearing on said petition, and for
At a session of said Court, held at
the City of Grand Haven, Michi- premisesdescribed in said mort- Michigan, ax mortgagee, wh
other
relief
as
in
such
petition
sat
orchard, is the scientist who appar- T 5 N, R 15 W, City of Holland
the Probate office in the City of
gage, or so much thereof, as may
forth,
having
come
on
to
be
heard
ently has shown how to end the
Geo. Regnarus and wife to Henry
12881- Expires July 9
Grand Hsven in said County, on gan, -on Monday, the 11th day of be necessary to pay the amount mortgage waa recorded in thn
July,
A.
I). 1932, at eleven (11)
flee of the Regixtar of Deeda
before
the
Court
and
having
been
anti-rabbitwar by the use of a Biauwhamp and wife, lot 2, Vilthe 23rd day of June A. D. 1932
STATE OF MICHIGAN -The Probate
o’clockin the morning, said prom- duo on said mortgage, with 8 1-2 Ottawa County, Michigan, on
harmless repellant,which makes lage of Cedar Swamp, sections 22 sufficientlyconsidered,on motion
Present. Hon. James J. Danhof, ises being deseribedns follows:
per cent interest, and all legal 28th day of Mi
Court for the County of Ottawa.
\ A. D. 1924,
larch,
Jhe bark of the fruit trees taste so and 27. T 5 N, R 15 W, Holland of Messrs. Lokker and Den Herder,
coste, together with said Attor- Liber 135 of Mortgagee, on
At a session of said Court, held at Judge of Probate.
I<ot nine (9) of Block fortyattorneys
for
petitioners,
nasty the cottontails won't touch it. township.
ney's fee, the premises being de- 322, on which ____
In tha Matter of the Estate of
two (42), of the City of HolIT IS ORDERED. ADJUDGED the Probate Officein the City of Grand
Benjamin Poest and wife to Berscribed in said mortgage aa fol- claimed to be due at Uili time
Haven in said County, on the 21st day
*•"
land,
Michigan,
according
to
and
DECREED
that
stockholders,
WILLIAM H HAGERMAN. Deceeied
COAST GUARDS TOW
nard PoCTt and wife, part of E 1-2
lows, to-wit:
of June. A. D. 1932.
the recorded plat thereof.
«um of One Thouxand. Seven .
BACK CONCRETE FORM <>f ^E l- l of section 2, township creditorsand all persons interested
ll eppeerinA to the coart thei the
The south twenty-three feet of dred Seventy-four and 22-100
PEARL C. VAN KAMPEN,
in such corporation,show cause, Present: Hon. James J. Danhof.
'• N, R 15 W, township of Holland.
lime for presentation of claimieAeimt
the west half of lot four, and the lari ($1,774.22),principal
if
any
they
have,
why
such
corSurviving
Mortgagee.
Judge
of
Probate.
Grand Haven const guards made
John Henry Van Lonte and wife
•aid eitate i^onld be limited, and that
Dated: This 11th day of April, A. north twentv-twofeet of the west tereat, and an attorney fee of
a trip on the lake yesterday to to John K. Van Lente and wife, poration should not be dissolved In the matter of the Eatate of
• time end piece be appointed to rehalf of lot five, in block sixty-threety-fiveDollars ($81»fr^
D, 1932.
before
the
undersigned,
The
Judge
bring bark one of the concrete part of lot IT of Lugers Addition
ceive, examine and edjoit ell claim*
FRAZURE
W.
HEADLEY,
Dacaasad
of
tho originalplat of the City of legal attorney fee In said
LOKKER A DEN HERDER.
forms being used in constructionof to City of Holland, township of of the CircuitCourt for the CounHolland, according to the recorded provided,and
Frank Headley having filed in and demand* eAainit iaid deceeted by
ty of Ottawa, in chancery, at 10:00
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee,
the new section of pier near the Holland.
end befor* iaid <frurt:
pftit thereof.
(o’clock A. M. (Eastern Standard said court his final administration
WHEREAS, default hoa
Business Address:
cost guard station. The form broke
It i* Ordered,Thet creditor!of iaid
Herman Wolbert and wife to Timet on the 6th day of August, account and his petition praying for
GRAND
RAPIDS TRUST CO. made In the payment of moneys
Holland. Michigan.
loose, got caught in the outward Hendrik Jan Geerdingeand wife,
deceeied
ere
required
to preient their
the allowance thereof and for the
Assignee. cured by a mortgage, dated the
moving harbor current,and was a part of lots 64 and 65 of Vanden A. D. 1932.
claimi to laid court et laid Probete
LOKKER A DEN HERDER,
day of November, 1925, exe
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that assignment and distribution of the Office on or before the
mile and a half in the lake when Bosch’s Sub. of lots 2. 3, 4 and
Expires July 16
Attorneys for Assignee.
residue of said estate.'
and given by the above ment
pending
the
hearing
on
said
petithe coast guard lookout discovered parts of lots 5, 6, 7 of block “B"
Business address:
26lh diy ef Octeber A. D. 1932
mortgagors to the above ment.
tion for dissolution,Clifford A.
it. Half submerged it formed a Addition to City of Holland.
It is Ordered, that the
Holland,
Mich.
MORTGAGE
SALE
• t ten o’clock in ihe forenoon,»eld
mortgagee, which mortgage wax
Onthank be and he is hereby apdangerous derelict for small craft.
Frank Owen and wife to Cor- pointed as temporaryreceiverfor
Dated:
June
16,
1932.
19th Day si July, A D. 1932
time and place being hereby appointed
corded in the office of the Regie!
fu Inis Driy and wife, lot No. 56
Default having been made in the
of Deeds for Ottawa Cowl
-aid corporation,upon the filing of at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said for the examination and adjuitnrent
of Oak Lawn park, township of his official bond in the penal sum
Expires August 18
of all claims and demandiagainstaaid conditions of a certain mortgage
Michigan, on the 7th day of S
REFORMED MISSION FUND
ProbateOffice,be and is hereby apHolland.
deceaied.
signed and executed by Gilbert Locember, A. D. 1925, in Liber 186s
MORTGAGE SALE
NOW TOTALS $39,531.80 Henry Mouw and wife to the of Two Thousand ($2,000.00),to pointed for examining and allowing
kerne, a single man, as mortgagor,
Mortgagee, on Page 626, on
he approved by this Court, with all said account and hearing said petition
Ii ii Farther Ordered, Thet public
First State Bank, Holland, part of
Default having been made in the mortgage there is claimed to
to Jacob R. Ramps, as mortgagee,
the usual and customary powers
Contributions to the centenary
notice
thereof
be
A>ven
by
publication
lot 3. block No. 15 in S. VV. Addiof receivers in equity, including It is Further Ordered,Thai pablic of • copy of thi* order, for three iuc- on February 23, 1918, which said conditions of a certain mortgage due at this time the sum of
fund of the board of foreign mistion to City of Holland.
the right to continue the business notice thereof ba Aiven by publication coiiiveweek* previoui to laid dey of mortgagewas recorded in the office signed and executed by William J. Hundred Forty and 85-100 _
sions of the Reformed Church in
of the Register of Deeds for Ot- Fenton and Grace Dudley Fenton, lars ($440.85), principal and
of said corporation as a going of a copy of this order for thraa suc- heerinA, in the Holland City Newt,
America have reached $39,531.80.
business, and to apply to Uus cessive weeks previoos to said day of newipe per printedend circulated in tawa County, Michigan, on March his wife, as mortgagors, to Cora terest, and an attorney fee of
Of this amount, $18,809.43 was con
STATE PARK
1, 1918, in Liber 125 of Mortgages D. McCreary, as mortgagee, on Oc- teen Dollars ($16.00), being th
tributed by churches, $7,162.87by
Court for authority and direction haarinA in the HollandCity News, a iaid County.
Sunday schools, $761.71 by young
from time to time as he, in the ex- nswiptper printed and circulated in
on page 183, and by reason of said tober 20th, 1927, which said mort- gal attorney fee in said
JAMES
J. DANHOF.
gage was recorded in the office of provided,and no suit
peoples societies and $12,797.79by
RILES AND REGULATIONS ercise of his powers as such tem- said county.
Judge of Probate default there is claimed to be now the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
ngs having been instil
porary receiver, shall deem necesdue
upon
the
debt
secured
by
said
individuals.Synod has set the goal
A true copy—
JAMES J. DANHOF,
at $100,000 for special equipment in
sary or proper.
mortgage for principaland inter- County, Michigan, on December 13, to recover the debt or
Harriet Swart,
Michigan
State Parks arc open
JudAs of Probata.
India, China, Japan and Arabia.
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that
ReeWtar of Prohau
est the sum of Fifteen Hundred 1927, in Liber 134 of Mortgages on thereof secured by said
and free to the public. Visitors said temporary receiver forth- A trua ao*?—
Thirty and 24-100 ($1,530.24)dol- page 599, and by reason of said whereby the power of sale
Harriet Swart
are welcome to use them for the
__ _ _ _
with, and at least thirty days prior
lars and an attorney fee of Fifty default there is now claimed to be talned
Register
of Probate
WOODPECKER FARMERS’ .\||> various activitiespermitted. In to the hearing on the application
($5000) dollars as provided in said due upon said mortgage for prin* come operative,
Expires July 16.
order to prevent abuse and misuse
for dissolution, cause notice of the
THEhEFORE, notice
mortgage, and no suit or proceed cinal and interest the sum of Eight
The gray and black downy wood- of the privilegesoffered by these
MORTGAGE SALE
contents of this order to be served
ings at law having been instituted I Thousand, Four Hundred Sixty- hereby given that by virtue of
Expires September24
pecker is the smallest species of Parks the followingrules and reguDefault having been made in the to recover the moneys secured by two and 44-100 Dollars ($8,482.44), said power of sale, and In
by mail upon creditorsand stock- NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
woodpecker found in the United lations will be enforced:
and the statutory attorney fee at ance of the statute in suet
conditions of a certain mortgage said mortgage.
holders and other parties in inStates and is the one which is most
provided in said mortgage, and no made and provided,the said
L The destructionor injury of terest of HARRINGTON REALTY
Default having been made in the signed and executed by John Henry
Notice
is
hereby
aiven
that
by
in evidence in winter. These birds any sign, guide post or property of
COMPANY,
and
further, cause conditions of a certain mortgage Dozeman and Christina Dnzeman. virtue of the power of sale con- suit or proceedings at law having rages will be foreclosedby eal«
rank very high as destroyersof inany kind is unlawful.This includes such notice to be publishedonce in made by Klaas Dokter and Hen- as mortgagors,to Zeeland State tained in said mortgage, and the been instituted to recover the the premisestherein described _
sects, bo that the farmer who hangs
the peeling of hark, carving and each week for three successive driekje Dokter, his wife, as mort- Bank, a Michigan corporation,as statute in such case made and pro- money secured by said mortgage, public auction to the highest bidstrips' of suet fir fat pork in the
Notice is hereby given that ny der at the north front door of
chopping of trees, cuttingbranches, weeks in HOLLAND CITY NEWS, gagors. to First State Bank, of mortgagee, on April 18, 1916, vided. the said mortgage will he
trees of his orchard in the winter
driving nails, digging ground from a newspaperpublished, printedand Holland, Michigan, a Michigan cor- which said mortgage was recorded foreclosedby sale of the premises virtue of the power of sale con- court house in the City of Gi
time to attract them is well repaid
roots and the removal of trees, circulated in the County of Ot- poration,as mortgagee, dated the in the office of the Register of described therein, at public auction tained in said mortgage and the Haven, Ottawa County, Mi
for his efforts when warm weather
3rd day of July, 1926, and record- Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- to the highest bidder at the North statute in such case made and pro- that being the place where
shrubs and plants, picking wild tawa.
arrives, bringing its hordes of deflowers and other injuries.
ed in the office of the Register of gan, on May 13, 1916, in Liber 107 front door of the Court House at vided, the said mortgage will be Circuit Court for the County
FRED T. MILES,
structiveinsect pests.
Deeds for the County of Ottawa of Mortgageson page 205, and by Grand Haven, Michigan, on Tues- foreclosedby sale of the premlsea Ottawa is held on Monday, t
2. To carry or have firearms in
Circuit Judge.
possession in a State Park is un- Examined, Entered and Counter- and State of Michigan, on the 8th reason of said defaultthere is now day. the 19th day of July, A. D. described therein at public auction 29th day of August, A. D. 1932, at
lawful.
day of July, 1926, in Liber 147 of claimed to he due upon said mort- 1932, at eleven o'clock in the morn- to the highest bidder at the North two o clock In the afternoon of
signed bv me
13462- Kxp. July 23
mortgages,
on page 213, which gage for principaland interest the ing; said premises being described front door of the Court House In
WILLIAM
WILDS.
3. Throwing of tin cans, bottles,
ch PremIj,eiare deSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
the City of Grand Haven, Michi- scribed in wh
mortgage was subsequentlyas- sum of Twelve Hundred Thirty-one as follows:
aaid mortgageeae
Clerk.
papers,
junk
or
refuse
of
any
kind
Court for the County of Ottawa.
gan,
on
Tuesday,
tho
16th
day
of
signed
to
the
Grand
Rapids
Trust
lows, to-wit:
and 62-100 $(1,231.62)dollarsand
on the ground or in a lake or LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
All that part of the NorthAt a session of said Court, held at
August, A. D. 1932, at three o'clock
Company, of Grand Rapids, Michi- an attorney fee as provided in said
Attorneys for Petitioners.
The following describedland
stream; or the misuse and abuse of
east quarter (NE 1-4) of Secthe Probate Office in the Citv of Grand
in
tho
afternoon;
said
premises
began, a corporation,on which mort- mortgage, and no suit or proceedand premises, situated In the
seats, tables and other park equip- Business Address:
tion twenty-four (24) in TownHaven In said County, on the 30th day
ing described as follows;
gage there is claimed to he due at ings at law having been instituted
Holland, Michigan.
City of Holland, County of Otment is prohibited.
ship five (5) North of Range
of June. A. I). 1932.
A parcel of land in the N.
the date of this notice, for princi- to recover the moneys secured by
tawa, and State of Miehigan,
1. Speed limit for motor vehicles
fifteen (15) West, commencW. 1-4 of the N. W. 1-4 depal and interest, the sum of Two said mortgage.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof. on park roads is 20 miles per hour
vix: Lot sixty-six (66) of
ing six hundred fifty-three
scribed
as
beginning
at
a
point
Judge of Probate.
Thousand Two Hundred Twenty13009 — ExpiitiJuly 23
Post’s Second Addition to the
Notice is hereby given that by
except where otherwise posted.
(653) feet and seven (7) inches
on
the
North
line
of
said
SecCity of Hollend, according to
In the Mattaroftha Eatate of
5. Dogs in park must be tied FT ATI OF MICHIGAN - The Protete seven and 20-100 dollars, and an virtue of the power of sale containSouth, and five hundred fortytion 33, 166 feet East of the
Attorney’s fee as provided for in ed in said mortgage, and the statute
Coart for tXe Coant; of Ottawa.
the recorded map of said Adwith chain or controlled on a leash.
one (541) feet East of the
BENJAMIN FISHER, Deceased
N. W. corner of said Section
At a eeMloo of eald Ooart. held at the said mortgage, and no suit or pro- in such case made and provided, the
dition, on record in the office
They arc not allowed to run loose
Northwest
corner of the East
33, running thence South 0° 10'
Probate Offloe la the Clt; of Grand Haraa ceedings at law having been instiof the Register of Deeds for
said mortgage will he foreclosed one-half (E 1-2) of the NorthIt appearingto the court that the about the parks.
West, 132 feet, thence West
in laid County, on the 6th day of tuted to recover the moneys sesaid Ottawa County, Michigan.
by sale of the premises described east quarter (NE 1-4) of said
time for presentation of daimsagainst
6. The Sale of eggs, milk, cream,
July, A. D. 1932.
165
feet
to
the
West
line
of
cured by said mortgage, or any therein, at public auction to the
The mortgageemay elect to pay
said estate should be limited,and that butter, fruits and vegetables by
Section twenty-four (24), runsaid Section 33: thence South
Preient, Hon. Jimei J. Denhof, psrt thereof.^
any taxes due, In accordance with
highest bidder at the North front
a time and place he appointed to re- farmers is permitted in State
ning thence North one hundred
10' West along the West
Judge of Probate.
Notice is Hereby Given, that by door of the Court House at Grand
the terms of said mortgages, prior
ceive,examine and adjust all claims Parks. All other vending or pedforty (140) feet, thence East
line of said Section 33, 594
virtue of the power of sale con- Haven, Michigan, on Tuesday, the
to the date of said foreclMur* wle.
In the Matter af the Eatate of
and demands against said deceased by dling in parks is prohibited.
thirty-nine (39) feet, thence
feel;
thence
East
594
feet;
jpDated this 1st day of June, A D.
and before said court:
7. Building or starting fires in ALICE VANDER MEULEN, Deceased tained in said mortgage, and the 19th day of July, A. D. 1932, at
South One hundred forty (149)
thence
South
O'1
10'
West
594
statutein such case made and pro- eleven o’clock in the morning; said
feet, and thence West thirtyIt is Ordered, That creditors of said the open or in any place except
Henry Van Ark having filed in iaid
feet; thence East 385 feet;
vided, on Monday, the 26th day of premises being described as folFIRST STATE BANK
dreeased are required to present their where proper provisionshave been court his petition, praying for license
nine (39) feet to the place of
thence North 0° 10' East 813
September,1932, at three o'clock lows
HOLLAND, MICHIGi
claims to said court at said Probate made or to leave fires while burn- to sell the interest of said eatate in
beginning; all in the City of
feet; thence West 220 feet;
in the afternoon, the undersigned
The Northwest quarter (NW
ing is prohibited.
Officeon or before the
Zeeland,Ottawa County, Michcertain real estate therein described,
thence
North
0°
10'
East,
507
will, at the North front door of
DIEKEMA, CROSS A
1-4) of the Southwest quarter
igan.
8. Washing or the throwing of
feet to the North line of Sec2nd D«y of Norember, A/D. 1932
the Court House in the City of (SW 1-4) of Section thirty-one
Attorneysfor Mortgagea,
It is Ordered, That the
waste water of any kind around
The mortgagee may elect to pay
tion
33:
thence
West
along
the
Grand Haven, Michigan, that beBusiness Address:
(31). in Township five (5)
sny
taxes
due,
in
accordance
with
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, said well or spring or the use of woods
North line of said Section 33,
9lh day o( Aufuit, A. D. 1932
ing the place where the Circuit
Holland, Michigan.
North of Range Thirteen (13)
the terms of said mortgage, prior
tia* and place being hereby appoint- as toilets or the use of toilets for
594 feet to the place of beCourt
for the County of Ottawa
Weil
and
containing
forty
(40)
bath
houses
is
prohibited.
to the date of said foreclosuresale.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
ed for the examination and adjustment
ginning:
all
in
the
Township
is held, sell at public auction, to
acres of land, more or less, ac9. Persons desiring to camp in probate office, be end ia hereby apof all claims and demands against said
Dated: This 18th day of April!
of Holland, Ottawa County,
Expires August 6
the highest bidder, the premises
cording to the Government A. D. 1932.
deceased.
State Park are required to obtain pointed for bearing laid petition, and
Michigan.
described in said mortgage, or so
Survey; all in the Township of
MORTGAGE
SALE
all persons intrreited in *ald eitate
The mortgagee may elect to pay
It i. Furth.rOrd.rfd,
P.bHc
" appear before laid court, at said time much thereof, as may be necessary Jamestown,County of Ottawa
JACOB R. KAMPS,
to camp
any
taxes
due,
in
accordance
with
4-jtotlc# thvrvofb* A'wn by public!
Default having been made in the
and State of Michigan.
days or less on a single site in and place, to show cauie whya licenie to pay the amount due on said
Mortgagee.
the terms of said mortgage, prior conditions of a certain mortgage
tion of
copydfthii order for thro*
The mortgageemay elect to pay Lokker A Den Herder.
parks within Oakland, Livingston, to sell the interest of aaid eitate in mortgage, with six per cent interto
the
date
of
said
mortgage
sale.
•nccctliv* wacki pravioot to laid day
«igned and executed by G. John
Macomb, St. Clair, Ottawa and Bay said real eitate should not be granted; esst, and all legal costa, together any taxes due, in accordance with
Dated: This 19th day of May, A. Kooiker and Maude J. Kooiker, his
of htarinft in tha HollandCity Naws,
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
with said Attorney’s fee, the prem- the terms of said mortgage, prior
Counties.
The
time
limit
in
all
D. 1932
• nawipapar printed and circulated ir
It is Further Ordered,That Public
wife, as mortgagors, to Egbert
Business Address:
other parks will be 15 days on a notice thereof he given by publication ises being described in said mort- to the date of said foreclosure sale.
cora d. McCreary,
•aid county.
gage
as follows, to-wit:
Kars and Mina Kars, os husband
Holland,
Michigan.
Dated:
This
20th
day
of
April,
single site. When time of permit of a copy of this order for three sucMortgagee.
and wife, as mortgagees, on August
All those parts of Lots nine (9) /i. D. 1932.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
has expired, campers are required cessive weeks previous to said day of
Lokker
A
Den
Herder,
16, 1924, which said mortgagewoe
and ten (10) Block “A” which is
A true
Judfce of Probata to move from the park. To again
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
hearing in the Holland City Newt, a bounded on the East by a line
ZEELAND STATE BANK,
recorded in the office of the Regcamp
in
parks
new
permit
must
be
Business Address:
HARRIET SWART,
newspaper, printed andcirculatedih uid running parallel with the West t
later of Deeds for Ottawa County,
Mortgagee.
obtained.
county.
Holland, Michigan.
Rrgiiter of Probate
Michigan, on August 19, 1924, in
margin
of
Fairbanks
Avenue
and Lokker A Den Herder,
10. Camping, horseback riding or
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Attorneysfor Mortgagee.
Liber 134 of Mortgages on page
fifty-four (54) feet West theredriving of automobiles or other veVAN LANDEGKND 319, and by reason of said dMhnlt
Judge of Probate.
from; on the North side by the Business Address:
hicles on areas (picnic grounds, A true copy—
Holland, Michigan.
13436-Expiraa July 23
Mill supplies, electric pumps, there is now claimed to be due upon
South margin line of East Thirchildren's playground, bathing
plumbing and heating, tin and said mortgagefor principal and InHARRIET
SWART.
teenth street; on the South side
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- beaches, etc.) posted against such
sheet metal work. .
terest the sum of Three Thousand
by a line running parallel with the
Register of Probate
hate Court for the County of Ottawa. traffic or utilization is prohibited.
49 W. 8th 8T^ HOLLAND, MICH. One Hundred Sixty-three and 88South
margin
line of East Thir13006—
Exp.
July
9
At e session of said Court, held at
11. Camping in the park by boys
100 ($3,163.36) dollare and the
teenth street and one hundred
Phone 3204
the Probate Officein the City of Grand under seventeen years of age unAttorneys-at-Law
i
1
statutory attorney fee as provided
thirty-two (132) feet South there- STATE OF MICHIGAN- The ProHaven in said County, on the 6th day accompaniedby an adult or adults,
in said mortgage,and no suit or
from; on the West side by a line bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
13469-Exp.July 9
E. J.
of July, A. D. 1932
|and girls under eighteen years of
proceedings at law having been inrunning
parallelwith the West ../o* !eMion of ,ald CdUrt, held at
Offiae—
over
the
First
State
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProPresent: Hon. Jamss J. Danhof. age unaccompaniedby their parstitutedto recover the money seD.C^Ph.C.
margin line of FairbanksAvenue the Probate Officein the City of Grand
Judge of Probate.
bate Coart for the County of Ottawa.
Bank
ents or chaperoneis prohibited.
cured by said mortgage,
and one hundred four (104) feet Haven in aaid County, on the 16th
At
a
session
of
uid
Coart,
hold
at
12.
Disorderly
conduct
in
the
CHIROPRACTOR
In the Matter of the Estate of
Holland. Mich*
Notice is hereby given that by
West therefrom, all in the City of day of July A. D. 1932.
way of drunkenness, vile language, the Probate Office in the City ofGrand
Offlca: BoUand City State Bank virtue of the power of sale conHolland, County of Ottawa and
JACOB P. DE JONG, Deceased
Present,
Hon.
Jamea
J. Danhof.
Haven
in
uid
County,
on
the
14th
dey
fighting and personal exposure by
Hoara. Itll .3* a.nu f-5 S 7-8 p^i tained in said mortgage and the
State of Michjgan.
It appearingto the court that the change of clothing in automobiles, of Jun-; A.D.. 1932
Judge of Probate
statute in such case made and proDated:
This
30th
day
of
June,
time for presentation of daimsagainst woods, park or any other place
In the Matter of the Eitate of
Present, Hon. Jamee J. Denhof,
vided. the said mortgage will be
A. D 1932
said eatate should be limited and thatl where person is not properly shel- Judge of Probete.
foreclosedby sale of the pr«
FANNIE WIERSMA. Deceased
GRAND
RAPIDS TRUST CO.
• time and place be appointed to re^ tered is prohibited.
In the matter of the Estate of
described therein at public ail—
Assignee. laoec Keuw having filed In uid court
ceire, examine and adjuit all claims
Sec. 3-a — Act 17, Public Acts
to the highest bidder at the North
and demands against aaid deceased by 1921, as amended by Act 337, P.
JOHN A. MEERMAN. Dacaasad LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
nje final adminiatration
account, and
front door of the Court House in
Attorneys for Assignee.
and before aaid court;
his petition praying for the allowance
A. 1927, provides that (any person
SygjeKuitehaving filed in aaid Business Address:
the Crty of Grand Haven, Michil
thereof
and
tor
the
assignment
and
whp
shall
do
or
perform
any
act
court her petition praying that the
It ia Ordered, Tbit creditors of said
on Tuesday, the 9th day of Aug
Holland, Michigan.
dftteihrtioa
of
the
residue
of
said
ea
deceased aro required io present their prohibited by such rules and reg- administration of aaid eatate be
A. D. 1932, at three o'clock In
claims to said court at said probate ulations or who shall fail, refuse granted to CorneliaaL. Kuite or to
afternoon; said premises being
Granite
It is Ordered. Tbit the
office on or before
or neglect to do or perform any some other suitable person.
scribed as follows:
IWi Day ef July A. D., 1932
act
required
by
such
rules
and
•tli Day ef Nevenber,A. D. 1M2
The East one-half (E 1In our monument plans we design
It it Ordered, that tha
regulationsconcerning the use and
of Lot nine (9), Block
at ton o’clock in the forenoon^aid
time
,B. th> ,ore**<>®.«t said and carve markers and other meoccupancy of lands and property
Probate Office, be and la hereby ap- morials in the hardest of marbles
five (55 of the City of
19th Day efJdy, A. D., 1932
•ad place being hereby appointed for
under the control, of said commis- at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
pointed for examining and allowing and granites. These objects of art
land,
CARL B. HOFFMAN
on, according
the examinationand adjustmentof all
the
•aid account and hearing said petition; are imperishable and so firmly set
plat thereof.
claima and demands against said de- sion of conservation,which shall said Probate Office, b« and is hareby
have been made, promulgatedand appointed for hearing uid petition;
The
It in Further Ordered, That
upon their foundationsin the cemeceased, V
published as in this act provided,
any taxes
Mic Kmc, thereofb. (rirenh* ptibll- tery as to defy the ages. From our
Atteraaya
It le Fortner Orient That peblle ootiee
It Is Further Ordered, That pubduring the time such rules or reg- thereofbe fhua by pebBeotfoaef a
the terms
cation of a copy of this order, once many beautiful and appropriatedelic notice thereof be given by pubulations shall be in force and ef- of thia order for three successive weeks
to the date of i
each week for three eucceaaive weeks signs there is one that we feel gill
lication of a copy of thia order for
fect, or who shall violate any such previous to said day of hearing, in the
Dated: This 1
P™vI‘°V1i day of hearing, in meet your requirements.
Over Frit Book gtore
three auccessiveweeks previous to
rules or regulations thus made, Holland City NewM newspaper printD. 1932.
the Holland City News, a newspaper
said day of hearing,in the Holland
shall be deemed guilty of a mis- ed and circulated in said county.
pnnted and circulated in said coon.
City News, a newspaper printedand
JAMES J. DANHOF,
demeanor and upon conviction
circulatedin said county.
30 W. 8th StPhone 4483
iAMM J DAXHOF,
Judge of Probate.
thereof shall be subject to a fine
J. DANHOF.
*** « Freka*
of not more than • one hundred A true copy,
A teas
Jad*e at Probate.
A true copy—
HarrietSwart
w“i
dollars together with costs of prosHARRIET SWART,
Register of Probate
ecution, or to imprisonment in the
Register of Probata
George Kalmink and wife to
John T. Wlersma and wife, part of
lot No. 6, block 63, City of Hoi-
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THE HOLLAND
Poor

News

Local
The

The Hieftje family held their
Fourth
of July at Meeusen’s picnic
grounds near Jenison Park. About

first annual reunion on the

blfgcet carp on record

is

a forty-poun^ea^rednear
the men who
broaght carp from Germany to this
country may have had patriotic
feeling bat they made a grievous
Newnrgo

last wedc.

error.

The fishing in waters in and
around Saugatuck is the best it has
been in years, according to local

State Is Paid

Telephone Tax of $3f300y006 members wishing to go
i'

eighty goesta were present Sports
and games were enjoyed with Lee
Meeusen in charge. Mrs. Meeusen
and Mrs. Raymond Fris were in
charge of the program. The refreshmentswere in charge of
Gerrit Hieftje. Officers were
elected as follows: Jake Hieftje
i Wll«
of Grand Haven, president;
vv
liam Hieftje of Zeeland, vice pr.
ident; Louis Hieftje of Soi

.

it-

p
f

Ill

:

MBi
cm r • % >
I

thorough job of thinning is being
done to secure fruit that win be
attractive. Nothing but the largest and best may hope to find a remunerative market.

.../

Beardslee of South Bend, Ind. Mrs.
Beardslee was formerly Miss Ruth
Mulder.
The slump in the automobile
business seems to effect everything
except parking space.
Robert Adams, of Holland, has
moved at 911 Slaytonstreet, Grand

lege.

GRAND HAVEN MAY GET A

Mrs. George Glupker and two
daughtersof Holland spent last
week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Westvelt, and sister,
Mrs. Alva Hoover, and family at

*

CO.

An announcementa new industry
Grand Haven. The
Challenge Boat Company has comis planned for

Ganges.

Henry Bast of Fennville was
“best man” at the wedding of his
college friend, Rev. Richard Oudersluys, to Miss Marian Deioung
at Holland recently. „

pleted leasingarrangements for of-

and manufacturing space in the
Story A Clark Piano Company and
the offices are now open.
The managementstate that it
cannot state definitely just when
manufacturingoperations will be
The twenty-fourthannual re- started. The company proposes to
union of the Cook family was held specializein the construction of
Monday at the summer home of outboard racing and service craft
Gerard Cook at Rosabelle Beach. and will take advantage of the rapAbout 85 guests were present. idly developing interest in boating
Dinner was served at noon after as a means of recreationin develwhich a program of speaking and oping markets for its product.
o
singing was presented.A baseball
game and contests for the children HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD
were held. Gerard Cook was again
elected president and Herman H.
Harold H. Lemmen, John B.

Haven.

fice

Word has been receivedin Fennville that Mrs. Cora Suydam, who
has been in Florida severalmonths
has purchased a tea room in Palm

>

-

Cook secreUry

and

treasurer.

Beach. Her many friendswish her
success in her venture.

-

-

•Jr

Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Ensfield at
Ganges and family have returned
sper
their farm home, having spent
the past year in Holland, whoi
whore
their sons have been students at
the high school and at Hope col-

•ad all the other popular fish are
beiMr brought in by everyone who
goes out for this interesting sport
•If you aren’t sure of yourself, ’’
says a behavior expert, ‘'say nothing.” And then some day ypu’ll be Holland, Mich.
asked to write political platforms.

BOAT MANUFACTURING

Embarrassing Situation

Most of the peach orchards in
the vicinity of Fennvilleand Sauiratuck are well loaded so that a

Norwalk, Connecticut secretary,
and Edward Hieftje, Jr., of Rome,
N. Y., treasurer. Guests were
present from South Norwalk,
Conn.; New Rochelle, N. Y.; Rome,
N. Y.; Flint Unsing, Benton Harbor, Grand Haven, Zeeland and

Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Mulder and
daughter Miss Lucille, spent the
waek end with Mr. and Mrs. Roy

should no-

County Agent Morley as soon
as may be.
tify

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye of Ganges had as guests last Sunday Mr.
i. Eric
and Mrs.
... •- Erickson
- --------- and daughters, Elaine and Carol of Holland.

“My
rpHE

A

Lemmen and Uenjamin G. Lem-

Guests were present from Detroit, men are bn a three weeks’ trip to
firand Rapids, Zeeland, Castle Montana and the Dakotas.— Mr.
Park and Holland. Raymond Cook and Mrs. Henry Meengs and
of Long Beach, Cal., was unable daughter, Miss Anna Meengs, have
to be present He sent a box of returned from a trip to Northport.

lesson is obvious. Don’t carry large amounts

you go vacationing, to arrange

Cashable
use

cash

of

on your person while traveling. Far better then, before

—

Rev. H. Rayle has organized a
probationers’class at the Ganges
M. E. church They meet each
Wednesday morning.

Wallet’s Gone!”

for:

Travelers’ Checks
anywhere and cashable only by YOU. Neither

them. They’re your

very

own

financial

tinder nor thiel can
protection, btop in-ar.d get com-

plete information.

BANK

The Fennville high school band,
consisting of thirty pieces went
to the Getz farm north of Holland
Frank L. HaU hande Oramal B. Fuller, auditor fleneral, a check to last Friday with their director,
fruit.
—Mr. and Mrs. J. Welling and
G. Schrootenboer,23, suffered a family have returned from a oovar the tax bW of the Ml chi pan Bell Telephone Company, one of tha Ami Miller,in the latter’s truck.
narrow escape from serious injury week’s motoringtrip through the atata’a biggesttaxpayers. Thle fortune In taxes goes Into Michigan’s A picnic dinner was served by
This Bank has Faithfully Served This Community for 44 Years
while hoisting hay in the loft of hisl District of Columbia,New York
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Albert Honprimary echoil fund.
barn at East Saugatuck. The pul- and other eastern states— Mr. and
ing at the home of the latter, and
leyt accidentallytore from their Mrs. John Van Til, Mr. and Mrs.
the afternoon was spent looking
tairtarfflfs,released the hay and Albert Stoel, Miss Anna Stoel,
through the largest private zoo in
xtruckSchrootenboer on his head. Simon Stoel, Herman Stoel and
America. The band took their inluired Everett and Ray Van Den Brink
inflicting a deep gash that requi
strumentsalong and played sevseveralstitches to close.
have returned from a trip to Nieral numbers while at the farm and
Funeral services were held on
also while passing through SaugaHope’s senior class of 1933 will agara Falls and other points of
Thursday afternoon at 2 o clock at
Due
to the mild fall and winter
interest
in
the
East.—
Mr.
and
tuck.— Fennville Herald.
hare an enrollmentof 85 when colthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
many of the insect pests, usually Rainfall in this section( Fennlege reopens Sept 21 if all the Mrs. G. A. Lacey, Miss Sarah
Jelsema. Rev. H. E. Oostendorp,
The annual Schaap family re- pastor of North Street Christian
members of last year’s junior class Lacey and their grandson,Billy killed off by severe weather, are ville and Saugatuck)over the
return for registration.The ratio Lacey, are visiting relatives at swarming over all kinds of vegeta- week-end was worth many thou- union was held at Hamilton last Reformed church, officiated. Burition this season annoying farmers sands of dollars to farmers, who week, Wednesday afternoon and
of men and women is 48 to 37, the Ashland, 0.
al took place in Bcaverdam cememen leading. Harold C. Fairbanks Bert J. Gebben is attending the and gardeners, said C. P. Milham. report all growing crops were evening. About sixty were presis completely concentrated fuel
q
of Holland,is presidentof the class furniture market in Chicago this There have been some 40 calls this] greatly benefited. High winds ent. Games were played and a tery.
and John P. Muilenberg of South week.— Mrs. Tyler Van Landegend week from over the county by damaged cherry orchards last basket supper was enjoyed. The
Fox Dogx
Holland, HI., will be president of and daughter, Lois Elaine, spent farmers who had never gotten in week. Peppermintand spearmint affair was in honor of Jake
Foxes can be ruined to act ns
the Student council.The class of the week-end with friends at a touch with the office before, he fields also were injured by the Schaap of Hamilton, his two
cottage near Dowagiac.— Mr. and stated.
daughters, Mrs. Andrew Lohman watch dogs. Farmers sometimes
1982 numbered 84.
wind.
The ideal crop growing weather
Mrs. Ed Rotman and Evelyn, Norand Mrs. John Traverse, and his use them for that purpose and find
The third annual Heetderks ris and Vera Rotman spent the this spring has been good for the
Columbine Garden club granddaughter.Viola Traverse, them efficient They are very fierce
Supply
family reunion was held Friday at week-end at Peru, Ind. — Mrs. M. insects as well. The usual para- flower show at Saugatuck attract—London Answers.*.
Pioneer park near Muskegon * Green, Mrs. Ruth Korstanjeand sites, which destroy many of the ed hundreds who came to see and who left Friday for Denver, Col.,
— o
Special Price for July
program was given, after which Mrs. Peter Crock spent a few days insects, usually developed each buy. Ribbons were awarded to the where they will spend a week.
o
OTTAWA COUNTY FARM
amea and contestswere held. in Detroit— Daniel Ten Cate, his year, nave failed to materialize following: Mrs. P. H. Derr. Nellie
LAKETOWN
NOTES
Goats were peesent from New son, Vernon Ten Cate, and daugh- in quantitiessufficient to kill off Himer, Sybla Brittain, Mrs. F.
Muskegon, Muskegon ter, Miss Myra Ten Cate, spent the pests at the usual rate.
Comstock,Mrs. R. J. Walker, Mrs.
School pupils who received their
By C. P. Milham
HriJita,itNewaygo7 Grand Haven.
Persistent spraying is recom- E. W. Fisk, Mrs. Clapp, Mrs. Edgethe Fourth of July in Benton
diplomas in the Laketown district
County Agricultural Agent
Fremont, Grand Rapids, Zeeland
One dolhr added if not paid ten days after
mended
with
various
mixtures,
said
F. Wicks,
Harbor.
comb ,,
......
..... C. Boos, P. M. of Allegan county: John AalderCom root rot has been reported
and Holland.
the county man, and eternal vigi- Derr. Mrs. Takken. Mrs. Naughreceiving order.
ink. William Bomerman, John and identifiedby the agricultural
lence is the price of products this tin, Mrs. Heath, Mrs. Himer and
There will be no meeting of the
THE LAW AS TO BASS
Boyce. Marion Nevenzel, Hilda agent in many parts of Ottawa
year.
Zwemer. Judges for lawns and Seholten, Lester Scholten. Dolly county during the past week. Phis
chest clinic during the month of
comes in sizes suitable for
FISHING
o
gardens were Stanley Johnston, Duine, Nellie Veltkamp. Edna fungus disease attacks sweet corn
July. The August meeting will he
any
boiler.Let
us give you the facts.
SOUTH OTTAW A REAL
one week earlier on August 2. Dr.
Henry Sercomb and A. F. Merrill Volkers and Benjamin Wolters.
and popcorn especially, but also atESTATE
TRANSFERS
J. H. Bartlett of Muskegon will be
It is unlawful to take bluegills
of South Haven.
tacks field corn. Plants up to knee
in charge.
or sunfish less than 6 inches in
GANGES
high have been attacked by the dis3138
Mias Laura Brouwer, Miss Ha- length; brook trout, brown trout,
James Soroco and John Ames of
1 ease causing roots and
crown to
Fred C. Mowat and wife U> John
iti Brouwer, Miss Julia Meyers rainbow trout or white bass less Grotemat, lot No. 29 Harrington Chicago, arrestedfor destroying
Allegan rural school studentsI rot and plants wilt and die.
•ad Miss Jeanette Welscott, are than 7 inches in length; large or addition No. 2 to Macatawa Park several signs and awnings on But- who received their diplomas in the
There is nothing that can be
at Ottawa Beach this small-mouth bass less than 10 Grove, township of Park.
ller street. Saugatuck. were sent to
Ganges
district: Fay Boyle, Rose- done at this time to help. Field
inches in length; pike perch, grass
Peoples State Bank, Holland, to the county jail for 60 days
mary Cross, Beverly Dornan, selection of seed from healthy
Harold Kars ten has been grant- pike, or great northern pike less Buddie and Anna Fraam, lots No. ordered to pay fines of $25.
Vern J. Dornan, Verna Franklin. stalks,proper drying and storage
ed a building permit for the re- than 14 inches in length or mus- 79, 80, 91, 95, 96, 97, 105, 111, 112,
Roderick French. Arlington Grif- and seed treatment with one of the
• •
.
kellunge less than 30 inches in
modding of- a* basement at 210
George G. Burleigh, manager of fith, Clare Harrington, Irene John- mercury dust compounds is recom124, 125 in Lugers’ addition to the
length.
the Fennville M. Steffen Co. plant, son, Lucy Keirman, Geraldine mended. Corn should not be plantWest Eleventh street.
city of Holland.
—
Not to exceed five bass may be
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
GerhardusJ. and Sabrina Stu- has been notified to have the equip- Klomparens, Marion Knowlton, ed for a few years where infected
Looman, East Eighth street, on taken by a person in one day and art to Rose Faingold, lot No. 135 ment from what formerly was the Shirley McCarty,Etta Mae Miller, plants were grown this year.
_
25 blue gills or perch
Keep watch for the army worm.
Local
H. H. Hall pickling plant at Port- Neil E. Miller, Mary Miles, EdJune 14, a son. Gerrit; to Mr. and not to exceed 1 .....
be taken by a person in one and 136 of Chippewa Resort Plat, land removed here. A new buildMrs. John Steffens, 306 West may
ward Miles. Susie Nichols,Charles Armv worms appear the first part
township
of
Park.
day. The legal limit on rock, calico,
of July in barley, oats, fencerows
ing will be built here to house the
Nineteenthstreet, on June 25, a
Jan Hoet to Gerrit and Herman additionalmachinery.The Steffen Patchin, Arnold Repp, Kenneth and old pastures. When small they
or strawberry bass is also 25 in
daughter, Norma Jean; to Mr. and
Sargent, Charles Sargent, Junior
Buasis,
part
of
1-4
of
NWr
company has been in the cider and Skinner. Lawrence Taylor and work close to the ground and are
Mrs. Bert Buursema, 244 Ninth one day.
1-4, section 27, township 6 N, R
hard to locate. They are smooth
pickle business for many years.
street, on June 19, a son, Ivan.
Gladys Torry.
15 W, township of Olive.
CkfldLk Mi* taka
bare worms, look like cut worms,
The H. L. class of Third Reo
The resort section of Allegan
usually working at night, and on
The
reason
why
a
little
boy
OVER1SEL
formed church will have a party
LET BOYS WIELD
IN- county was set for an influx over
cloudy days.
tonight, Friday, at Ottawa Beach. thlaks his father Is a great man Is
the Fourth of July this year and
STEAD OF BASEBALL BAT,
Notify the agriculturalagent if
Allegan county rural school puAD members are requestedto meet because mother can’t correct every
the results were very gratifying.
childish error all at once.— Dallas
SAYS G. HAVEN LEADER
pils who received their diplomas army worms appear. Poison bran
oa the corner of River avenue and
Cottages have been filling rapidly
News.
the Overisel district: Earle Al- and amyl acetate properly made
Tenth street at 8 o’clock.
the past two weeks and many
control them.
William Hatton, presidentof home owners on the lake front bers, Gilbert Boerigter,Gerald will
Mites in a poultry house cause
Eagle-Ottawa leather Company, Detroit, St. Louis and Chicago, Irockhuis,John Brower, Ada
serious losses because of their
Grand Haven, has announcedthat have been coming in for the sum- Compagner, Wilma Compagner,
blood sucking and irrigation. They
Marjorie
Dozeman,
Marion
Essink,
irizes will be offered to employes mer. Hotels, rooming houses, resmay be found in cracks under
or the best flower and vegetable taurants and other touristsrooms Willis Essink, v'atherineFokkert,
perches. Painting perches with
gardens this year. He is stressing have been put in readiness for this Evelyn Fokkert, Viola Fokkert,
carbolineumor other strong coal
raisingvegetables for winter stor- time of the year. Saugatuck, Dou- Gela Freye, Kenneth Hoeve, Esther Hoeve, Burrell Hoffman,Win- tar disinfectantsin the morning
13 W. Sixteenth St. Phone 3706 Holland, Mich.
age.
glas, Hutchens' Lake, Castle Park
after cleaning the poultry house
Dr. John Mieras will turn over 12 have received their share of the nie Kolkman, Mildred Kooiker, JuDo you know that for quality light yolked
lius Kooiker, Henrietta Masselink, rids the premises of them for some
acres within the city for gardens influx.
Gertrude
Nyhof,
Allen
Redder,
eggs
Hamilton is paying from one to 5 cents
and the city council has taken over
""Lice are easily killed by the apfifth annua,
annual uuv.
Boeve
me
UICUIU river
Il.t. The IHUI
v reunion Marietta Rigterink.Gloria Rigterthe jonnsuil
Johnson inmiiu
island ill
in Grand
plication of nicotine sulphate to
more than the general market?
BENJ. MOORE HI
for the same purpose.A suggestion took place Saturday at Pine 1/odge ink, Evelyn Rigterink,Bernice
the perches just before birds go to
is made that some of the mployt
at Holland. A basket picnic was Schaap, Jay Schipper,Cynthia
roost at night. The solution may
100 bet H-in
held. Sports were enjoyed, fol Schipper, Benjamin Ter Haar, be applied with an oil can or paint
garages be turned into chick
Fannie
Timmer,
Laura
Veen,
JuelAll
Colors
lowed by a program. The follow
100 feet H-inch_
coops.
brush. The fumes will kill the inMr. Hatton gives “hack to the ing officers were chosen: Tom Ma- la Ver Beek and Bernard Yonker. sects at night.
100 feet JHnch_.
at $1.35 per gallon
han. president; John
Holder,
farm”
as
his
remedy
for
industrial
Rose bushes this year have been
100 feet JHnch
FILLMORE
TRY OUR BARN PAINT
conditions.He suggests that with vice president; Gerrit Bos, treas
subject to all kinds of diseasesand
urer,
and
Herman
Korterink,
secre
the abolishment of public playAllegan county rural school pu- insect pests. Many requests have
grounds youths will wield a hoe in- tary. Most of the Boeve' a live
Pure Linseed Oil, gallon 75c
come to the agriculturaloffice for
pils who received their diplomas in
Allegan county.
North
stead
of
a
baseball
bat
or
tennis
Pure Turpentine, per gal. 75c
the
Fillmore
district:
Donald the new bulletin from the state
Three*tine,4 l*2-foot handiest
racquet.
college entitled “Garden Roses.
Pure W-Shellac,gallon $1.95
Carl Benson, son of Me. and Mrs Blaauw, Dorothy Boeve, Edward
-o
This bulletinis free. Description
9S Cents each
Brink,
Jacob
Datema.
Gerald
Den
GRAND HAVEN’S RELIEF C. Clay Benson of Allegan, mem
of varieties, culture and control of
GALV. PAILS
Bleyker,
Andrew
Deters,
Myrtle
ber of Sea Ship No. 39, will attend
CUT
511 IN
are now occupying our recently conDe
Witt, Ruth Dozemaa, Cornelia diseasesand insects are covered in
Culver
Military
academy
for
one
ONE
MONTH
8-qt. Hi-Grade Pail, each 15c
GALV.
week from Aug. 10 to 17 as repre- Dykhuis, Angeline Grotenhuis, this bulletin.
structed Egg Building, which is one of the
The Noordeloosschool district
10-qt. Hi-Grade Pail, ea. 18c
The amount paid out in Holland sentative of the Ottawa- Allegan Hermina Gruppen, Janet Haver- has organized a summer 4-H club
No. 1 Hi-Grade,
49c
most modern plants in Western Michigan,
dink,
Drusilla
Holder.
Lawrence
or welfare is tremendous com- council.The academy each year
under the leadershipof Arnold Bos.
No. 2 Hi-Grade,
59c 12-qt. Hi-Grade Pail, ea. 22c
equipped with the latest mechanical refrigepared to Grand Haven based on chooses a Scout for this honor, the Hoffmeycr,Katherine Hulst, HarProjects carried are dairy calf proNo. 3 Hi-Grade,
59c 14-qt. Hi-Grade Pail. ea. 27c
population it would appear. selectionbeing based on advance- riet Johnson, Elsie Koenan, Erwin duction,home gardening and poulration, so necessary to preserve the quality
SsaOurUnt of FtohlngTachla
According to figuresgiven out by ments, attendance at Scout meet- Koops, George Lenters, Mabel
SEE OUR LINE
try.
Officersof the club are MarManners,
Thomas
Mattison,
Justhe Grand Haven Welfare, the ings, good turns and general con
of your eggs.
vin Maatman, president; Jacob
following is evident. “April wel- duct. Allegan will not receivethis tin Meiste, Julius Meiste, Harold
Kern
me,
vice
president;
Kenneth
Mulder, Ethel Oonk, Julius Piers,
fare relief expenditures showed a honor again for six years.
Gerrit Plasman,Juliet Poll, Alice Arcndsen, secretary, and Robert
You can also buy our freshly mixed Chickal
op of $511.76 over March,
Oscar Plunkett, 35, of Allegan, Reimink, Herman Ritterby,Elmer Fopma, treasurer.
__ithony Pippel, welfare director,
and
Laying Mashes, mixed according to forClubs also have been organized
reported after comparing figures arrested a few days ago by Sheriff Schaap, Alma Schaap, James
at
Drenthe
carrying
beef
calf
proLadies’
Guy
Teed,
was
arraigned
before
mulas
proven and recommended by your
Schrotcnboer, Antoinette Tien,
-t
for the two months. The total of
temporary,permanent,and scrip Justice Fidus E. Fish Thursday Dora Tucker, Esther Van Den duction and at the Townlme school
State College Poultry Specialists,for
carrying poultry, and at Pine
Shirts
relief for April is $2301-63 and for afternoon. He pleaded guilty to Belt, John Van Den Brink, Murial
Sandals
Creek, carrying potatoes and poulquality considered,than any other
wife
desertion
and
was
bound
over
Van
Den
Berg,
Cornelia
Verhulst,
March $3,313.39.”
In Stripes and Plain Colors
Scrip workers were paid $1,509.- to circuit court. Bond was not giv- Henry Volkers,Julius Wedeven try. This is the second year for
commercial
mashes on the market.
Pine Creek, directedby T. J. Pruis
63 in April, of which $1,236.02was en. John Eckley, 23, arrested at and Julia Zoerhof.
In Different Colors
SIZES
White
with
Gerrit
DeRuiter,
president;
0
food orders and small amount the same time on a similarcharge
Extra Smal
Gerrit Rauch, vice president; AlYellow
SAUGATUCK
White, Green, Blue and
.„r fuel and rent. In March the was released on his own recognizwill be open Wednesday and Saturday
bert Bruursma,secretary, and Norance. The charge against him may
Small
Blue. Tan
scrip labor expense was $1,630.
Maiae
man
Gumser,
treasurer.
Jacob
evenings
to take in Eggs and Cream.
Allegan rural school students
Temporary and permanent relief be dropped.
Medium
Orange
who
received their diplomas in the Gecrlings is leader of the Townin
April
cost
the
city
$1,291.60
and
Large
Green
Miss Nancy Fairbanks of Hol- IJaugatuck district: Marion Arndt, line club, and Henry Geerlings is
per pair
the same for the preceding month
iach
was $1,68339. Permanent relief is land was the guest of Miss Cor- Harold Beery, Winifred Bushee, president; Alvin Moll, vice presinelia Van Lediwen at Ebenezer on Gordon Durham, Florence Ekdahl, dent and Jay Jannssen, secretary,
that furnished persons who have
William E. Green, Clyde McKel- with Junior Glass, treasurer.Har
deeded property to the city In re- Sunday. ^ ^ t
lips, Howard Meles, Dorothy ^el- ry Ter Haar Is leader of the
turn for care during the remainder
Misses Harriet Oonk, Ruth Even- son, Muriel Slotman and Mariam Drenthe club; Harvey Ter Haar,
of their lifetimes.Temporary rehart, Muriel and Laura De Witt, Truax.
president; Kenneth Lanning,vice
lief is that given those unable to
all
at
o~
president,and Harvey A. Lanning,
‘ ' employment or who cannot Edythe, Catherine and Lucille
For permanent relief, food Boeve attended the Christian EnVR1F.8LAND
secretary.
oat $95.42 was the largest item and deavor convention at Grand Rapids as delegates from Ebenezar.
for temporary relief the expendiMrs. William Jelsema, aged 80 ALLEGAN COUNTY FARMIn White and Difierent Shades— Sizes 34 to 42 at
ERS WILL BE SHOWN
tures were $654.90 for food, $117.23
Miss Laura De Witt and Miss years, passed away Monday afterHOW TO IRRIGATE
for fuel, and $225 for rent.
noon at the home of her son, JaEdythe
Boeve
of
Fillmore
are
in
$1.35 • $1.65 On July 12 and 13 Mr. George
Last councilmeeting in Holland
Kalamazoo to attend Western cob Jelsema, one-half mile west of Amundson from Michigan State
covering a period of but two State Teachers' college summer Vriesland. Mrs. Jelsema has made
weeks the city paid $3,298.51 for
her home in Zeeland with her college will conduct irrigation the Martin road at 2 P-JK***#? 15. This is under the direction of
school.
demonstrations in Allegan county. sUndard time. On Wednesday, the state club leaders and the state
aid as against Grand Haven
daughter, Mrs. Corey Hirdcs,
These meetings will deraonstrate July 13, the demonstration will be 4-H club department.Sixteen 4-H
$2301.68 for an entire month.
til
a
few
months
ago
when
Mrs.
Pli^k and Navy— Latest Styles
Allegan county 4-H club mem
clubs have been selectedto repreh'
to the use of canvas hose
bers having failed to produce
produce Hirdes and her husband
husband moved to
nose in Imgat‘rr'K");hers
Sl«50
$L95 — $2.50 -$2.95
sent Allegan county at club week.
enough reservationsto justify the Highland Park, N. Y. Other sur- ing farm crops, size of P“mP*'
railway company in running thelvivora are John Jelsema of Byron and water pressure will pe ais- Allegan county farm agent, wtu be Arrangement* are being made to
tj are now talking of
transport the delegatee to East
___ . ichthyology,H and the first
in charge of these matings.
Lansing on July 11 and return on
4-H
club
week
at
Eaat
Lansing
step to a raw ontilder’e view. Is to
forts are making to arrange such Nuil and Mrs. Henry Boes of Zee- on the farm of Edwin yrfer, east
July
15.
Holland, Mich.
change the spelling of It— Ssvna
will be held from July 11 to July
excursion for Kalamazoo,Van Und,
of the city llmita of Allegan on
•’ah Morning News.
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ONE OF THOSE “MILLION
DOLLAR" RAINS

To

The heaviest rainfall of the year
occurred on Sunday afternoon and

Dredge Basin night which

7,

Pioneer Family
Passes

The New.

1932
Zeeland Man
Climbs Ladder

Member Of Old

ill

SOME TROUT CAUGHT
IN ALLEGAN COUNTY

of Literature

may

Soon Have
Factory

trout so far taken in
this vicinity this season waa caught

The

Away

Holland

li

in Swan creek, Allegan county by
totaled 1.90 inches, or
Hale, son of Ray Hale. It was
over four times the amount recordBUYS WOODED TRACT NEAR aWm.
rainbow measuring twenty-four
MATTER WILL
HOLLAND
BEEN HAR- ed in the whole month of June. It WAS SON OF TEUNIS KEPPEL
CASTLE PARK AND 18 TO inches in length and weighing five
BORING TWO VERY LARGE waa the heaviest rain of the year WHO CAME WITH THE VAN
PEND UPON CERTAIN
BUILD BEAUTIFUL
and one-halfpounds. That’s a
STEAMERS DURING
and was what the western fanners
HOME
RAALTE COLONY
pretty large flan to be in a atream
WEEK
would term “a milliondollar rain.’’
THESE CAN BE MET
no bigger than Swan creek. PerThe water came down at a very
Paul De Kruif, a Graduate of Hope
haps one reason for the large trout
Although the death of Bastian
The fovernment dredge, Gen- rapid rate at times and the storm
College,Adda Volumes to Nataken there la the fact that many The Company, If It Camaa,
eral Meade, arrived in Holland sewers were taxed beyond their D. Keppel was not unexpected,
tiona Libraries
suckers run up the stream to spawn.
Occupy tha OU Gatettea Facharbor this morning for extensive capacity. Some streets had several Holland and vicinityis nevertheThe young make fine food for big
tory on tho North Side
dredging operations and Holland inches of water at the curbs.
An intereatingbooklet haa re- trout
On Friday a windstormoccurred less grieved to hear of his passing
will secure the long fought for
cently been published
by
a
New
Miol
turning basin to accommodate to usher in July which was a rare Tuesday evening after a lingering
The mayor and cc
York Life Insurance company,
large steamers near the boat docks occurrence.The temperature start illness of some years.
the officials of tha
containing stories of "Great Per- REGAL LILY HAS
ed at 52 at 6:00 a. m. It rose to 67
at the head of the lake.
Mr. Keppel was the son of th#
MANY BLOSSOMS Commerce and the
sonalities."It interestingly dismittee have bean working
It is a big undertaking and will degrees.
cussed the life, storiesof promilate Teunis Keppel, a • man of
consume at least two months of,
ly to bring to Holland an \
nent characters,including Madam
sturdy pioneer stock and a charZeeland Record: A Regal Lily is
er plant, a popular furnace
diligentsand sucking from the
Schumann
Heink,
Robert
M.
Hutchacter who left his imprint for good
at present being displayed in a
ation theae days. Tha
bottom of Black lake. A furrow POWER LINE FALLS IN
ins, James G. Harbord and others, window of Boonstra’sClothing
not only upon the settlement of
FIELD,
DEPT.
CALLED
will be dug some 200 feet wide
outstanding in rendering services Store which has nearly forty buds, product la highly
colonial days but the city that defrom the harbor’s mouth to the
in educational,national and scien- a large number of which are in fact ita sales are said to
veloped
from
this
beginning
as
West Michigan Furniture factory An electric power line carrying well.
to nearly $1,800,000 a
tific affairs.
flowering.The plant was grown by
when working full time
in Holland and near the docks a 6,600 volts fell into a field near
Ottawa
county
folks
and
espeCornelius Blankenstyn on his bulb
Grand Haven causing a blaze which An unusual story could be writpie art on the payroll and a
big round basin will be scooped out
cially
Zeeland
people
are
proud
of
farm east of Zeeland. A few days
called the fire department. The ten of the father of Bastian D.
in order that our own steamers as
the fact that a former Zeeland boy ago when the plant was cut and ter of a million dollars la
power line was shut off immedi- Keppel, but that has no place here
well as those that come occasionwas included in the "Great Per- placed in the store window only a are disburaed and poMibty
ately and fortunately no damage any further than to chronicle the
ally may have ample depth to
sonalities.’’Dr. Paul De Kruif is few of the buds had flowered but erably more is spent
fact
that
Bastian
D.
Keppel
inwas done. The cable is the heavy
turn about without difficulty.
a recognized scientistand radio now with almost half of them open- indirectly in the comi
power line running from the muni- herited some of these sturdy traits
It was about time that this long
listenersheard the story of his ed the cluster at the top appears the plant Is located.
cipal plant to the east end factory which were reflected in his everyMr. Charles Landwehr
looked for haAor project was belife read from this bookletrecently quite crammed with blossoms. Mr.
day business,social and religious
section.
Arthur W. Wrieden of the
gun. This week the large freightissued.
Rlnnkenutynholds the lily as 1
Trees rubbing against the power life.
er, Henry Cort, 372 feet long,
Furnace Company have
Mr. Keppe4 was born on April
The booklet tells of the son of record breaker of some sort, espe- dally interestedIn
came into port with 1,136 tons of line are reported to "have worn the 16, 1862, and was 70 years old. He
cially
the late Henry De Kruif who
. in the number of blossoms
•apt
pig iron. The captain
of the line so it fell. Sparks and fire was wed on May 26, 1887, to Miss
bring this plant to Hall
a prominent Zeeland business man growing on a single stalk,
blazed up where it touched the
Nicodemua Botch and
sighter did not dare enter Holdealing in farm implements.Mrs.
earth and severalfeet of the wire Anna H. Van Raalte, granddaughland harbor with a full load, therewehr arc now workini
*De Kruif, formerly Miss Reka
HOLLAND
THEATERS
GIT
were melted. It was repaired im- ter of Dr. A. C. Van Raalte, the
fore before entering here, a part
plan by which thio ofl
founder
of
Holland.
Kremer,
was
a
daughter
of
Rev.
mediately and the power line was
LICENSE
of the cargo was unloaded at ChiFor a time he was in the farm
J. Kermer, a former pastor of
cago. With the steamer lightened out but a few hours.
THE LATE BASTIAN D. KEPPEL
implement business together with
Pioneer Business
\
she did succeed to enter but
It is understood that the
Ben Van Raalte, son of the founNO JAIL NEEDED IN
scraped bottom often.
expects Holland to do its
AN ALLEGAN TOWN der, and this enterprisewas located
When the new dredging project
move tha plant from
on the site of the Wolverinega- NEST OF GOLDFINCH
WRENS BUILD NEST
mdu'.wi
is completed boats with 19-foot
Company, only .tUchod to to this city, which
Breedsville, Allegan county, now rage on River avenue and Ninth
MADE
IN
MID-SUMMER
IN
PAINT
BLISTER
from
Hope
the
jic#nie
^
^e
agreement
that
draft can negotiatethis harbor
ery and equipment.
has no jail, the building used for street.
Roy Fritche, a former engineer the theaters will not be open on
with ease and will experience no
Negotiations an
are now
Mr. Keppel has been closely
that purpose, and built about 30
The goldfinch, known also as the
of the village of Zeeland, started Sundays, and the licenses are auto- whereby local man
inconvenience when fully laden.
Proprietors of a paint store at
years ago has been sold for $40.50 identifiedwith the T. Keppel’s black-wingedyellowbird or wild
The Cort came from Toledo, O., and turned into a dwelling, there Sons, handling fuel and building
Monroe, Mich, are pointing with young De Kruif off to Ann Arbor maticilly revoked If the theaters that work will do this at
canary, is one of the latest birds to
where he planned to follow engi- are open. The council need have able figure so tha part
and undoubtedly this and other ore
being no need of a jail. A cripple material. They were the first and make its nest. Not until midsum- pride to a wren’s nest built in a neering but later became interested
no fear on this point, however, rity of Holland playe in
ships will be seen in this harbor
huge
paint
blister
on
a
doorway
of
was allowed to live in it, but he is only firm to handle the Standard mer does it construct a soft cupin medidne. His eager enthusiasm since the local management has the plant here will not be a
from time to time.
their shop. The blister was artifinow living with a brother,and the Oil products long before tha ad
in working out scientific problems fully complied with all stipulations. finandal burden.
An interestingfeature in con- place has stood vacant. There is one vent of the automobile and the oil
cially raised and the bird entered
nection with the unloading is that
the small hole and proceeded to brought him success in this line
The mayor and coran
case where the prediction of the service stations. Teunis Keppel
and he was made assistant in bac- TWO BUILDING LICENSES
it was done with large magnets "very dry’’ 12 years ago comes establishedthis enterprisein 1867
feel that aay industry
rear its young, indicating the
down
materials and is usually loteriology,
then
instructor
and
finto which the iron ore clung when true thpt there would be no need
STILL HANG FIRE a number of man will be
and some time before the death cated in the crotch of a shade tree. strength of the film formed by the ally assistant professor.He spent
dipped into the heaps with cranes for jails after the nation went pro- of the father. Bastian D. Keppel
>enefit to the dty luat at
paint.
There
are
quite a number seen
much time over his charts, tubes,
carrying it to the docks.
Even if It ware 50 or 101
The
building
permit
of
Mr.
and Albert C. Keppel became mem- around Holland especially wheri
hibition."
microscope and guinea pigs.
Another large ship, the Fonrst it would be a Godsend
Funkes on Pine avenue and Sevbers of the firm and the business sunflowers are plentiful.
POPULAR EXCURSION
Reading and studying other than
tana, 452 feet long, with a draft EVERYTHING PREPARED FOR was conducted under T. Keppel’s
enteenth street, asking for a per- and. However, tha dto
also
took
up
of 14 1-2 feet, entered port late
mit to add to his oil stationto tho have not been unmindn
8AUGATUCK YACHT RACES Sons ever since.
Some Zeeland people motored to
Tuesday with 1,500 tons of gravel
The Goodrich Transit Co. has much of his time and thus he un- west, was not granted the permit fad that they must be
NEXT SATURDAY
Mr. Keppel was interested in Macatawa Park last Wednesday to
consciously gave himself a firm
to be used on the approaches to the
several other business enterprises enjoy a social time at the cottage scheduled Sunday excursions dur- foundationfor a great literary He, however, wm permitted to add tioue In passing upon th
new River avenue bridge. This
Word from Commodore Clarence in and near Holland,being a direc- of Dr. and Mrs. H. Pyle of Mus- ing July and August. The Van Du- career of his own. During the to the north, which will not be ob- and, therefore,ware not
boat also experienced some dif- Kraft of the Jackson Park Yacht tor of the Holland Furnace Comren Castle Park orchestrais to furmaking a decision. It
ectionableto his neighbor.
kegon. • The occasion was ' the
World War he served as a gas ganficulty, but tied up to Harrington’s chib, Chicago, announcesthe comThe permit asked by John Knapp that the prospects
pany, the Taylor Produce Com- birthdaycelebrationof Dr. Pyle nish the music.
grene expert at the front with the
dock after much maneuveringover ing annual regatta and boat races. pany, People'sState bank and was
Steamer City of Holland leaves American army and upon his re- to build a $10,000 building on the bright to open up another
and the time was pleasantlyspent
the spot where tho turning basin
The yachts will leave Chicago named president of that institu- by the group made up of the fol- Holland dock at 1:45 p. m., return- turn to the U. S. in 1919 he be- corner of Fifteenth street and concern in Holland with
should be. The Fontana is reg- Saturday at 7 p. m. for the race to tion after the death of Arend VisRiver avenue Is still hanging fire, ful possibilitiea.
, lowing: Mrs. John Pyle, Mrs. Wm. ing at 5:00 p. m. (daylight saving came connectedwith the Rockeistered as from Wilmington,Del., Saugatuck piers and will arrive
As an auxiliary helper tho <
the appeal board rejectingthe per
scher. He was also a directorof Qssewaarde and Miss Delia Osse- time).
feller Institute where he was assoand the captain is M. E. Bostwick. early Sunday morning.
the Michigan Paper Company waarde of this city; Mrs. Warn- Take the excursion Sunday. The ciated with the great Jacques Loeb, mil because neighbors objected. my will undoubtedly b "
The boat was unloaded yester- The water carnivalwill be staged makers of book paper at Plainmess to this dty in
However,the council laid the matshuis and Miss Henrietta Warn- coolest way to spend the afternoon who influencedhim much sdentiflday and clearedfrom this port this
ter on the table for two weeks at casting work for
by boats and members of Jackson well.
shuis of Holland and Dr. and Mrs. away from all traffic worries — en- caBv.
morning.
but night’s session.Mr. Knapp must be made during the
Park, Columbia and Chicago Yacht
He has always been an active
This article shows a brighter clubs and upward of 50 boats will member in Hope church, having H. Pyle and children, Donald, joy a book in the shade of the large His first literary production was intends to build a commodious Holland is already well
spacious decks.
published ananymouslyin Century
Nancy
and
Robert.
light in Holland’s commercial and take part in the two-day program served in the different offices of
with plants of this
Magazine in 1921 under the title service and tire station on the
shipping situation. This new imnortheast corner if the permit is without saying that it
on Kalamazoo lake.'
that congregation.When ill health
of "Our Medicine Men." His “Miprovementis going to mean much
on activity and employ
Yachtsmen’s Hi Jinks will be came he was elected elder emericrobe Hunters," “Hunger Fight- granted.
to this city and it is men of the held Tuesday afternoon, July 12, tus because of years of faithful
r in plmtt of that type.
ers" and “Seven Iron Men" are rec
type of the late G. J. Diekema, Au- and will cover races for all kinds of
YOUTH HURT IN FALL THRU Anyway Holland may
service to his church.
the
Files
of
ognized
in
renowned
scientific
stin Harrington, George F. Getz,
that those actlnly
small motor and sailboats,swimThe students of Holland grade
PANE OF GLASS
circles.
Carl Mapes, Earnest C. Brooks and ming, watermelon, tilting and gladnot "sllow any grass to
school, especially, have reason to
Holland
City
Fifty,
Twenty-five
In
1923
he
went
to
the
West
Charles H. McBride and other pub^
der their fseT untU tha
iator contests, for which cups and remember Mr. Keppel since for
Joe
Alofs,
Noordeloos
youth,
Indies and then to England with
lie spirited citizens, backed by our
Is actually landed and It
cash prizes will be given.
many years he donated substantial
and Fifteen
Sinclair liewis, a writer of inter- nearly became a victim of a serious
civic organizationsand harbor
seem poMible that this
On Wednesday evening there will prizes annually in Bible study connational note. He is deeply inter- accident Tuesday evening when he
board, who have made this project be the Venetian Night pageant
Mr. Landwehr stated
tests.
ested in other than medical sub- stumbledthrouxh the plate glass
possible.
with prizes for best decorated At one time Mr. Keppel was inwindow
in the door to the upstairs publicity of the coming of
jects,
especially
music,
birds,
pic"Jakie” Fris, a newsboy, narFIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
The harbor board is composed boats.
terested in and managed the Holof the Van Bree building,Zeeland. dustrial enterprisewas a IR
rowly escaped being crushed under tures, travel, books, etc., and
of the following members:
The annual Yachtsmen’s ball will land Gas Company, shortly after
He wm coming down the stairs at mature and further that
spends
most
of
his
time
writing
"Hanged: — PresidentGarfield’s the wheels of a heavily laden farm
Austin Harrington,chairman; be held at the pavilion Tuesday Bascom Parker had secured the
the time of the accidentbut in the stipulationshad to be mst
and
doing
research
work
at
his
murder dies an Ignominious Death. wagon with which he collided while
Dick Boter, Andrew Klomparens, night.
these tentative plana can *
franchise and had built the plant.
How the Wretch met his Fate" are making his newspaperdelivery on summer home on Lake Michigan darkness missed the last step of fact. Negotiations of
Henry Vander Schel and Ben
all and stumbled into the pane,
The Holland men later sold the the headings over a six column his bicycle. The little fellow was at Rozebelle Beach.
Mulder.
all of the glaM. sometimesbring delay, ha
l/a
Rev. Pyle of Overisel Figures Gas Co. and franchise to Joseph article in the Holland City News on the right side of the road, but
He is a freouent visitor with breaking out nearly
Besides being chairman of the
now- and the company wm!
Brewer, who later Included the describing the hanging of Charles was forced to the side through the relatives and friendsin this vicin- The only injuries he suffered.!]
In
an
Explosion
board Mr. Harringtonis also ofpreaching the busy ssason
ever, were cuts over his left
Holland plant in a group of others
ity.
He
recently
purchased
a
large
J. Guiteau who had assassinatedthe very "green" tactics of the driver.
ficial harbor master, and the diRev. H. W. Pyle, pastor of the under the American Public Utiliand
a cut over the bridge of Hm year, which with further
beautiful
wooded
estate
a
short
president. Sitting in his death cell The youngster's“wheel" was badly
recting and docking of ships and Overisel Reformed Church,
•ch, and ties Company. The plant is now
nose. His injuries were given at- might hinder the plant from
Guiteau became violent at times as broken and the farmer escaped distance beyond Castle Park. A
their entering and clearing this Merle Rjgterink,also of Overisel,
Ov.
known as the Michigan Gas and he
cottage is under construction at tention at once at the drug store ing at this tiros. It is,
arrest
when
bystanders
forced
him
had
been
through-out
the
trial.
supervision wcre auiie severely burned by the Electric Company and is a member
well if final arrangementseta
harbor is under his supervision.
this place and Dr. and Mrs. De
Captain Harrington has always explosion of a gasoline stove. Tho of a still larger group of public In one instance,three days before to settle with "Jakie" for the damnude, to do everything possible
C. J. PARREANT
Kruif
plan
to
occupy
it
in
the
near
the hanging,he burst out with. ages. Note: "Jakie" is now a full
been intensely interested in Hol- two had superintended the frying utilities.
DIES
AT
AGE
59 facilitate the dosiag of tha
future.
"President Arthur will go to hell! grown “Jake" with a book store
land harbor and is possibly better of hamburgs at the hamburg fry at
not alone, but the moving ops
Mr. Keppel has been a public
rsboys of his own.
informed and has more data rela- the Overisel ChristianEndeavor spirited citizen, was unswervingly So will the cabinet! Judge Bradley and a flock of newsboys
tions should bo haatonod whsn
Appendicitis is Fatal to Wdl
He
also
has
a
wonderful
family
miiy
and
and
the
entire
supreme
court
will
tive to this port than any other Society, held at Allegan County loyal to his city, our educational
plant’s coming becomes an
is
an
enterprising
public
spirited
Known Music Instructor
_ P
man in this city.
u,"- m- JF*/.
Park, and had nearly finished institutions, to his friends and to go to hell!” and turning to his
"death watch" he cried out bitterly, citizen.We are glad the crushing
Those interested have been
when the stove exploded, throwing his church.
pointing his finger at the officers, did not take place, for then we
WELFARE NEEDS GOING
South
Bend
Tribune:
Charles
J.
touch with this industrial
the blazing gasoline into the faces
Although suffering with an illtoo will go to hell!” Then the wouldn’t have a genial "Jake."
Parreant, age 59, of 310 Cushing tion for the past month and
DOWN A TRIFLE of the pair. Several bystanders ness lastingmore than three years "you
John
Helder
of
Ebenezer
died
at
is
street, died at 2 o'clock Saturday sincerely hoped that this _
were slightly burned but the two he bore up bravely and patiently article goes on to tell of Guiteau’s the age of 84 years. Rev. J. HoIt , was three weeks ipstead of
mode of living while awaiting
morning in Epworth hospitalafter tion may see fit to become one
suffered the most serious injuries. to the end.
two weeks since a report has been
death; his last night on earth the man officiated at the East Holland
MAN
GIVES TEMPERATURE a few days illness of appendicitis. Holland's industrial units.
Rev. Pyle was burned about the
Mr.
Keppel
leaves
a
widow,
Anmade by the welfare committee. face, Rigterink,besides face burns,
fateful morning of the hanging and Church.
-DRIEST JUNE IN HISTORY Mr. Parreant, who hu been an inna H. Keppel; two daughters, Mrs.
The report shows that $2,323.50
structor in music for 16 yean at BUNNY CREST TAG DAY
OF STATION
was also burned about the arms Arthur A. Visscher and Mrs. John the demand of the relatives for the
was paid out for regular aid and and shoulders.Companions at the
body after the hanging. He said as
Notre Dame, came to South Bend
AT GRAND H/
Vander
Broek,
besides
three
grandFIFTEEN
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
$1,435.12for temporaryaid, makJune was 2.7 degrees above nor- 26 yean ago from Holland, Mich.
picnic quickly extinguishedthe children, one sister, Mrs. Jennie he was taken to the gallows: “1
•
«
•
ing a total of $3,761.62. It is undon’t think I can go through this
He wm born in Switzerland Ma r
The anaial blue bird ta|
burning clothingand the two were Stouthamerof Milwaukee,and
Tony Nienhuis employee at the mal temperature, according to
derstood that the city has curordeal without weeping, not because
31, 1878. He married Othilia E. for the benefit of Sunny
J.
Rice.
Ottawa
county
weather
brought to the office of a Ganges one brother, Albert C. Keppel oi
Holland Post Office, did not start
tailed on the payment of high rent
of
any
great weakness, for prinphysician, who treated their in- Holland.
on his two weeks vacation very man. The average temperature for VanSchelven, May 23, 1904, in Hoi school for girls at Holland,
in the future.
ciple in me is strong but because I
land, Mich, only daughterof the held Saturday. He
juries,reporting neither as being
Funeral serviceswill take place am nearer the other world. 1 hold auspiciously.He planned for a day the month wm 66.4. There were
only seven days when the temper- late Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van in the ’ Addison-I
in a seriouscondition.
with
relatives
at
Crisp.
When
he
this
Friday
afternoon
with
prayCITY HALL FORCE
to the idea that God inspiredme to
Schelven,
store where the tags and i:
It is not known how the stove er servicesfor the immediate famarrived at the home of Charles ature was below normal. No exGETS HALF HOLIDAY happened
Mr. Parreant wm well known in tions werd given to those
to explode but it is ily at the home at :30 o’clock and do this act.” Then the march to Kuyers they were shingling the tremely high temperatureswere
the scaffold is fully described—the
recorded. However, the maximum South Bend, having been connected called Saturday morning.
thought that a small leak in the oil
The offices of the city clerk and tank was the cause and that the public services at 2:30 o'clockat reading of his last prayer and then barn roof. Tony volunteeredto help waa 84 on the 17th. The minimum with the Auditorium and Oliver Sunny Crest admits girls
in the laying of the shingles. In
Hope
church.
Dr.
Thomas
W.
Dacity treasurer will be closed on
the fatal drop which ended the life
temperature wm 43 on the 8th. The theaters,and the South Bend and 5 to 14 years of age and a|
flames, blown about by the strong
Thursday afternoons during July wind, set fire to the side of the stove vidson,his pastor; Dr. Henry Hos- of this murderer.John Guteau, a some unaccountable way the scaf- minimum temperature of 45 on the Mishawaka High school bands. H cants must be nbrmal m vitally
folding
broke
and
Mr.
Nienhuis
fell
and August. The city treasurer where the gas had been dripping. pers and Rev. James Wayer, im- brother, was permitted to see the
24th was a new low record for that wm a member of the local mus physically. The school is loci
mediate neighbors,are to officiate execution and appearedto lie the a distance of 16 feet, breaking his
will be at his post, however,on
date.
The greatest daily range was dans' union.
o
on Macatawa bay one and (
arm and ankle. Charles Kuyers
with interment taking place in the
Thursday, July 14, to collect elecSurviving relatives are the half miles wsst of Holland on
YOUTH
FOUND
SEMI-CON- family plot in Pilgrim Home cem- coolest person• present.
was
internally injured, but will pull 28 on the 12th and the least daily
•
•
tric light bills. City clerk’s office
widow, a slater in Detroit, a slater 81. It is an ideal spot for a
range wm nine on the 21st.
SCIOUS IN BATH
etery.
will be open with one assistant
A vivid picture of the prepara- through. Dick Boter with his motor Precipitationtotalled 0.47 inches, and a brother in Bay City, Mich, school. The work receivss no
car
took
Tony
bacx
to
Holland
Frederick
Goorman,
fourteenFriends will be privilegedto tion made the the placing of the
present, who will look after the
and a brother ia California.
appropriationand is
where he will be laid up for a pro- being the driest June in the history
re-registered voters who year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. j view the remains this Friday noose, when Guiteau was set in
The body wm viewed at the Gaff most entirely by
of
the
station
although
May
was
longed vacation.
Goorman,
was
found
in
the
bath-|j
morning
from
10
to
12
a.
m.
at
the
might apply on that afternoon.
position on the death trap, and the
• • •
wet and July is doing fine. The nor- mortuary until 1 .“fiO o’clock Sunday the friends of girls. The
room of thoir homo in Zeeland in home, 36 East Twelfth street.
drop is fully given. In a loud voice
afternoon, when a abort prayer drives are made each year.
The News devotes a column to the mal is 2.96 inches. The previous
a
semi-conscious
condition
Satur
The
pallbearers
are
the
followGuiteau sang out “Glory! Glory!
STUDENT GRADS FROM
driest June wm in 1887 when the service wm held, with the Rev. Paul
Attractive prizes wen _
wedding
of
Miss
Bernice
Mulder,
LOCAL SEMINARY CALLED day afternoon. He had bathed with ing: Gilbert Haan, John Bosman, Glory!” the trap creaked and the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. total wm 0.55 inches. Only two L. Benedict of St. Paul’s Methodist oust} given by the following
the room closed up and was over- Thomas Marsilje, Henry Winter, rope cut short anythingmore he
John B. Mulder, East 14th street thunderstorms occurred during the Episcopal church officiating. The chants of this dty: MeLeUan
Gerrit H. Rozenboom of Sioux come through lack of oxygen. He Dick Vander Haar and Archie might have had to say. Note: There
body
removed to Holland, piny, Grand Haven Stab
and Rev. CorneliusMuste. Dr. John month. Measurable amounts of preis
still
in
bed
under
the
care
of
a
Vander
Wall.
is one thing that stands out boldly
Center, Iowa, recent graduate of
cipitationfell on five days. The Mich., for burial on Tuesday.
Photo Shop, J. A. Nejem,
E.
Kuizenga,
uncle
of
the
bride
perphysician.
The floral offerings that have in this and similar articles of 50
• • •
Western Theological seminary, has
greatest precipitationin 24 hours
Savings bank and the Grand
been arriving hourly since the years ago. It appears that the forming the marriage. Little Ruth was 0.20 inches on the 2nd.
received a call from Reformed
The funeral of Mf. Parreant waa a Ur.— Grand Haven Tribute.
Geerlings wm flower girl, carrying
BARN
IS
DEMOLISHED
death
of
Mr.
Keppel
was
announced
people
and
the
press
were
less
symchurches at Moorland and FellowWind movement wm slightly be- held in Holland on Tuesday afterBY WIND STORM come from home and abroad and pathetic with murders than today. a bMket filled with rose petals. low
ship, Muskegon.
normal. The total movement noon at the home of Mr. Louis Van OTTAWA FURNITURE CR.
Miss Jeanette Mulder acted as maid
are
beautiful
tributes
to
the
deA barn on the farm of John
Time did not soften the bitter feelHenry J. Steunenberg, also rewm 5981 miles or an average of Schelven, corner of River avenue
TO SHOW IN JULY
of
honor
and
Misses
Esther
and
ing. In this instancethe News was
cent graduate of Western, will ap- Kloosterman of Beaverdam was parted citizen.
Mabelle Mulder were the brides- 8.3 miles per hour. The maximum and Thirteenth street Rev. Thom
filled with bitter articlesagainst
pear before classis Muskegon for wrecked by the severe windstorm
velocity wm 24 miles per hour from
W. Davidson, pMtor of Hope
The OtUwa Furniture
Misrf*Katherine Mersen’s Sunday Guiteau for nearly a year — the maids— all are sisters of the bride. the northwest on the 23rd and from church, officiated.Mr. Van Schel
examination for licensure at Allen- which struck this vicinity.Tho
of HolUnd with a line of ,
The
groom
wm
attended by Mr.
School
class
of
Hope
church,
Holbuilding,
measuring
about
42x62
headings in this article being a fair
dale July 21. Pending approval of
Louis W. Rowe of Amsterdam, the southweston the 30th. The ven is a brother-in-lawof the de- neU and hail docks has
his examination classis will formu- feet, was razed completely except land, enjoyed a wiener roast at the example. No “sob sisters" but jusN.Y.
The wedding march wm play- wind velocity exceeded 20 miles per ceased. Interment took place in space in the Wi
late plans for his ordinationand in- for a portion of the stables the Shaw cottage at Maplewood.Mem- tice in those days.
ed
on
the harp by Miss Dorothy hour on only five days of the month. the family plot in Pilgrim Home buildingand wdl show
• • •
stallationas pastor of Allendale roof of which was supported by the bers of the class present were Miss
Sunshine wm considerablyabove cemetery.
market, which opens
Hunt.
silo. This also saved eight head of Helen Shaw, Miss Christine Ver
o—
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Reformed church.
the normal though somewhat below
wm announced by the
«
*
•
Hulst,
Miss
Olive
Wishmeier,
Miss
cattle
and
three
horses
which
w-ere
TODAY
the record. The per cent of possible HOLLAND CHILDREN
The Reformedchurch at Fremont
ids Furniture
Miss
Mary
DePree
wm
wed
to
•
•
•
has extended a call to Rev. Henry in the building at the time. The Jean Rottschaefer, Miss Muriel
TO BE EXAMINED FOR
tion. This company
Harry Dornbos, Missionary.Dr. wm 79 compared to the normal of
Charles Hannon, the local barber,
C. Jacobs of Pella, Iowa, graduate loss is completely covered by in- Chard, Miss Anne Jackson and Miss
68.
The
sun
shone
quite
regularly,
TUBERCULAR
SIGNS
second exhibitor
Lee Huizenga of New Mexico perLois
Vander
Meulen.
surance.
No
other
buildings
adcaught
a
10-pound
catfish
this
there
being
only
one
day
with
less
of Hope college and Western semthe July ___
• • e
ioining the barn were injured at all
morning while fishing for white forming the marriage.
than 50 per cent of the possible At a meeting of the board of Press.
inary.
Applications
for
marriage
libass.
• • •
amount There
considerable health Monday arrangementswere
Rev. and Mrs. P. A. J. Bouma by the windstorm.
o
The working force of the De cloudinessduring the month but the made to have all local childrenof
censes have been received at the
were given a farewell receptionby
DRUG STOI
Bigger and handsomernew lamps county clerk’s office from the folNeal Ball of the Boone stables Kraker and De Koster market have prevailing clouds were cirrus, a school age examined next fall by
the Reformed church at Clifton, N.
PRO!
watched
with
interest
for
some
time
lowing:
Evan
Dirkse,
26,
Schenecwon
the
2:20
pace
at
Monroe,
Mich.
adorn
the
poles
on
Main
street,
very
light
type.
There
were
9
clear,
J., upon the severance of his pasthe MichiganTuberculosissssodain
three
straight
heats,
the
fastest
a
dove
coop
filled with doves stand- 12 partly cloudy,and 9 cloudy days
tady,
N.
Y.,
and
Miss
Esther
VanFennville,
bythe
Consumers
Power
toral relations with the church and
tlon. The work will be done withing in front of their place of busi in the month. Solar halos were seen
his completion of 42 years of active Company. The new lamps are of denBerg, 24, St James; Peter time being 2:16M. Note: Neal
out expense to pupils or
0 the school,
ness.
The
doves
are
in
the
nesting
named after Holland’s
on three days and light fog occurred the entire cost being covered by
service in the gospel ministry. Mr. frosted glass and are an improve- Houdman, 25, Holland, and Austa Ball
best ball player of all time— the stage, but the boys have been hav- on two days.
and Mrs. Bouma will live at Hol- ment over the old ones. The poles Carol Schoonard, 20, Holland.
the sale of ChristmM
Christmas seals. PttrPerman who rtterward made base ball ing difficulty to have the doves
are shortlyto be painted green, in
• * «
o
I mission of
of parenta ia required and
land.
o
Resortersat Castle Park are con- history in the big league and the “stay put" on the eggs. One reaplace of the present gray. The
Snapping turtle hunters are out! no one will be subjected to the
The death of John E. Nohren, power company is playing Santa templating to organize a theatre second man to make a tripple play son for the interestis that the in full force throughoutCentral teats contrary to the parents’ judgboys
have
slipped
6
snapping
turtle
Michigan, looking for materiaT for ment. X-ray and cheat examinawho has been at Waukazoo for to our neighbors. Poor Allegan group soon. The dub will read va- unassisted. Well, the horse lived
seven summers in his cottage, won’t get angered by a “dam me" rious plays during the season in the up to his “name sake” on the turf. eggs in with the dove eggs and soups and steak. The snappers are tions will be givei
iven to those
won’t the mother dove be surprised on the tail end of their migration ing in a positive
“Nest O’ Rest" died at Waukazoo rather because of a dam site. Alle- Grecian amphitheatre, one of the Neal Ball, the horse, is dead but
in a few weeks to see the variation and are frequentlypicked up crossgreat
attractions
at
the
local
reNeal
Ball
the
man
is
still
very
gan
is
to
fight
the
dam
battle
all
after a short illness. Funeral servthat the family e
in her family that is to be.
sort.
much alive.
ing highways.
over again, it appears.
I.ft m
h, charge,
ices were held in Austin, UL
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Wage War On

81 W. 8th St
Holland, Michioah,!

B. A.

HOUXND

UNIQUE

MICHIGAN GREENS AND PAIRWAYS HOT BED FOR JUNE
BEETLES-CAN BE KILLED
The war of the insectsagainst
human beings has reached the point
where, if a golf plaver wants good
turf beneath his feet wnen he plays

MISS WARNSHUI8 WILL
BE IN CHARGE OF

te, can be Ashed at
State,
at any tine of
r, for,*jay species of JUh by the
year,
lers. This means that black
VACATION SCHOOL
bass can be caught in such lakes
A vacation church school will before the general fishingseason
be held in Third Reformed church opens on June 26. that is. provided
beginning Monday and continuing the lake has no visible inlet or outfor about twelve days. Sessions let through which Ash could miwill be held each morning except arate to other waters, and that the
Saturday from 9 o’clockto 11:46 Ash caught are not taken oiT the
o’clock.
premises.
SLOW AND FAST ONES
Miss Henrietta Wamshuis, who
Snails travel at the rate of a
is chairmanof the missionary committee of Third Reformed Sunday mile every 57 hours, a scientist has
school, will be in charge of the computed.They must enjoy watching the turtles whizz by.
school.
• • •
Children are asked to register
this Friday morning at 9:30 A fish containing a large rubber
o’clock. Children from other ball was caught off the coast of
schools are asked to pay admis- Newfoundland* Hereafter, when
sion.
they refuse to bite, ask them to
These classesare for childrenin play catch.
Milling Company
• » •
the beginners, primary and junior
departments, aged four years and
A type of fly attainingspeeds upup. A program of worship, stories,
tractivebut one that will "hit the games, music and construction wards of 800 miles an hour has
been found in the wilds of South
New Yorkers in the eye,” so to work will be presented.
America.Even if we had that sort
speak, when it appears on the egg
of fly here, the trout would go just
crates. He had several drawings
CAN CATCH BLACK BASS
as fast in the other direction.
embellished with art work that

wmnr

and a green blanket above his nead
during his final sleep, it may benecessary to poison the earth
Plttaburgh hu the diatinction of on both the golf course and the
hooslnt one of the most unique cemeterybefore they are laid out
auditoriums in the country. It was for his use, according to entomolFarm Bureau Garage
$10,000 Egg Exchange
dedicated in 1980 to commemorate ogists at Michigan State College.
Brood A, which is the most numsixty year* of happy relationsbeerous and the meanest, of the
tween employees and employers, groups of June beetles in Michigan
must go gradually to get the best carloads were sent and July, Augduring: which the H. J. Heinz Com- has been emerging in such numbers
results.
ust and Septemberindicationsare
pany has never had the slightest from golf courses about the State
The visitors also saw a grading that this number will be augmentthat the greens have been made
a
room where the best stock is taken ed by still more cars.
labor trouble. It is used for a vaunfit for expert playing in some
from the poorer stock of eggs, Michigan’s strongest competitor
riety of recreational, education and instances. These beetles carry on
BEFORE JUNE 25, IF
where size and color also play a in eggs in the Eastern market is tells the story of the Hamilton egg
their
family
life
in
land
which
is
ame— ment purposes.This structure
great part in the sorting. The eggs- California, but there they have the and when the proper selectionis
FOR SALE — One 9-tube and one
growing grass, and that type of
is an example of sentiment in busiOwners of private lakes, the 7-tube radio, cheap for quick sale.
de-lux, which find such a tremen- same modern methods as the Ham- made, Hamilton eggs will be wideland in Michigan ia becominglim- HAMILTON FARM
dous market in New York, are the ilton Farm Bureau recentlyput in, ly advertised through this conspic- waters of which have not been See Ed Bos, Shell service station,
ness. When it was dedicated Howited to golf courses, cemeteries,and
DEDICATES $10,000 STRUC- Hennery White*. These surely so it would appear that with n uous label.
stocked with fish furnished by the I Fairbanks and Eighth.
ard Heins said:
lawTis.
are a pearly product, interesting lower freight rate and at least
While Friday afternoon was visTURE. SHIP 288,000EGGS
The larvae of the beetle spends
"As sentiment surely has a place
to look at when you see heaps and three days’ travel shorter to th^ itors’ day, Friday evening was feaA WEEK
in life, certainlyit ought to have two seasons under ground eating
heaps of them.
Eastern market, Michigan eggs tured with n program where men
the roots of the grass or of the
BATTER
a place in business,which is so crops
Then the visitors were taken by handled and shipped in the modern of prominence in the poultry world
which have beeh planted
elevator to the candling room, way would not find a handicap in were present. Prof. Moore and
large a part of life.”— Exchange. after the aod was plowed down, and
Hamilton, is prov- where 11 candling booths, fash- the market and this has already Prof. Barrett of the M. S. C. poulHie Holland City News might the adult beetle spends a few weeks ingOurtoneighbor,
be one of the most enter- ioned much like a photographer’s become apparent since the quality try department gave some very inadd that the Holland Heins con- consuming the foliage of several prising small villages In the state "dark room,” are used by 11 em- and the method of shipping have structivetalks on poultry raising,
varietiesof hardwood trees. The
tingent when your editor was also
of Michigan and the word "depres- ployes who by virtue of a small been improved and facilitated.
as did Mr. Roy Bennett of East
eggs of the beetle are nearly alguest, took part in the dedication ways laid in soil on which grass is sion" is not found in their indus- piercing electric light bulb, can
It would appear that the Hamil- Lansing. Mr. Sam Custin of the
trial dictionary.The Hamiltonians see through the egg. illuminating
ton Farm Bureau represents the K. & K., New York City egg marof this auditorium.At that time our growing.
are hopeful,happy and industrious them so that the badly blood-spot- hub of industry of that village for keting firm, gave an unusually inThe larvae can be killed in the and filled with the community
own J. A. Hoovw was in charge
ted eggs can be sorted from the the Egg Exchange only constitutes teresting speech on "The Kind of
soil by applying lead arsenate powspirit.
of the program and our own Presigood ones. It is an interestingone unit of this vast organization Eggs That Sell in a New York
der at the rate of five younds of
The building program,covering procedureand very necessary in that has done a volume of more Market."Mr. Rikse of the Colonial
dent Hoover from Michigan pushed poison to each 1,000 square feet of
the period of a year, has mounted keeping the grade up although than $390,000 in business within Oil Company, Grand Rapids, was
the button that threw on the flood aoil area. The poison can be mixed
to more than $50,000. The latest these eggs are not altogether a the year. Another unit is the large also on the program for a few
with
dry
sand
to
make
its
applicalights in Che mammoth building
project is the large Egg Exchange
words. A. 1). Morley, County Farm
tion easier, and the treatment costing $10,000, which is to prove loss, but are not considered prime milling company doing custom
and spoke.
stock.
grinding for the farmers far and Agent of Allegan county, brought
should be made before the area is
a real serviceablebuilding. The
There is also a pumping station near to Hamilton. It is also an oil his program with him in the way of
seeded to grass. Subsequent applistructurewas put up by the Ham- giving an abundant supply of fine and coal center, the farmers t>cing comedy motion pictures. They were
cationsof two pounds of the arsenilton Farm Bureau and is 36x80 spring water.
able to get their requirements in indeed worthwhile. The "Dixie Gas
ate of lead to each 1,000 square feet
feet, three stories high, constructed
fuel, gasoline and oils. Then a Boys," a quartet of unusual merit,
Another
interesting
machine
utilshould be made every two years.
of brick and tile. It is built on the
kept an audience of 2,00(» in the
Adult beetles can be killed by site of the old Pere Marquette de- ized to bring the cooling rooms to large garage has been built of finest of spirits with their rollickFeanville Herald— T h o u g h t s spraying vegetation on which they
the right temperaturein which pressed brick with a commodious
while strolling: Flag at half staff are feeding with three pounds of pot and this railroad has been ammonia as a freezing ingredient show room and a large work room ing songs and timely take-offs.
Ice cream and candy proved exon Flag day in city park Why? arsenate of lead in 100 gallons of given a small part of the new build- plays an important part, was one for car service.During the last two
ing as a waiting room for passen- of the features shown during the years 60 cars were sold to members cellent refreshments for the eveSomeone think it was Memorial water.
ning. More than 500 boxes were
day? Strawberries big and bounti- None of the three cops, corn, po- gers and also a small compartment opening day. This machine, having of the Farm Bureau.
where freightis taken care of.
ful. Now let's can all we can and
an appearance of a water station The managing of all these enter- distributedto the young folks and
tatoes, or trawberries, should he
Last Saturday it was "open pump, sends the fluids circulating
at least 80 gallons of ice cream
have lots of canned fruit for win- planted next year on ground that
prises is done from one office where
house" at the new Egg Exchange through the pipes and coils of the
were passed out in dishes to those
ter months. Everybodyworks now,
ia now in grass sod. This does not
five bookkeepers and stenographers
who gathered in and near the large
even father occasionally,some in apply to land in clover or alfalfa and the officers and directors, cooling rooms.
keep n complete record of all the
headed by the manager, Andrew
garage which could accommodate
the cannery and some in the sun sods.
At the present time the Egg Ex- business transacted in these reliohman, played host to at least
about two-thirdsof those who came
out where the strawberry grows.
change ships to the Eastern market spectivegroups of enterprisesand
2.000
visitors
who
were
taken
and an overflow meeting was
And such low prices in the stores.
a
daily
balance
sheet
is
always
two
cars
of
eggs
a
week,
all
choice
No reason to go short on shortcake. SHRINKAGE IS REVEALED IN through the new building. They stock. A car can accommodate 400 available,for it is a thoroughly therefore in order
saw a commodious office with
Friday was a gala day at HamBATHING SUITS FOR THE
Wasn't it Mark Twain who said
cases of eggs and each case con- organized mutual business enteroffice furnitureof the latest type
ilton for it meant another rung in
perhaps the Lord could make a betCOMING SEASON
with filing accommodationsand tains 30 dozen "hen fruits," so if prise in which many of the farmers the ladder of industry. During the
ter berry than the strawberry, but
in that vicinity are associated.
well lighted; also a large fireproof you take out your pencil and paper
past year the Hamilton ComHa never did. Our pet peeve, or
you will find that 288,000 eggs The HamiltonFarm Bureau, con- munity Hall and the Ashley Meat
Exhibits
of
1932
bathing
suits
vault
that
will
accommodate
all
one of them, the person who puts
leave the village of Hamilton every sidering the size of the village, is
Exchange and now the Egg Exhis sprinkler so close to the side- today at Detroit revealed a shrink- the valuable papers and records of week to be consumed in and about
quite an employer of labor. There change constitutethe larger part
Bigger
Last
Sale
walk that those passing must de- age almost commensuratewith that the Hamilton Farm Bureau.
New York City.
are 5 in the office, 9 in the Egg of the building program.
Visitors were shown two large
tour Into the road or take a wet- of stocks.
Andrew Lehman, the manager, Exchange,7 in the mill, 1 in the
MWe are more liberal than any cooling rooms thoroughly insuThe officialsof the company are
ting. Did you hang out your flag
Responding to the appeal of hundreds of friends who
other dty, I believe," James O. lated, one cooling room receiving states that prospects indicatethat coal department, 1 with the oil and the following: General manager,
Tuesday?
took material advantage of our
ONEgas
plant,
and
4
in
the
garage,
within
a
comparatively
short
time
Cathcart,
manager
and
censor
of
the
warm
eggs,
gradually
temperAndrew
I/>hman;
president,
John
o
CENT SALE a few months ago— and — moved by the
the Belle Isle bathhouse and bath- ing them down to 60 degrees and this thoroughlymodernized Egg making a pay roll of 27 employes Poppen; vice president, George
TONY SHF CANDIDATE
ing beach said. "And you can say a more spaciouscooling room Exchange will ship at least a car which number is added to during Kapper; secretary and treasurer,
silent urge of the smaller earnings of thousands of citiFOR REGISTER OF DEEDS we will not bar any suit so long as where the temperature is constant- a day. What an egg batter such the rush season.
Bert Tellman; directors, Ed Gunnezens of Plolland and vicinity, we again give them another
it is not indecent.
ly from 37 ti) 40 degrees.The a consignmentwould make.
Manager Lehman is now working man, John I/)hman, James Koopopportunityto take advantage of this midsummer buyTouy Seif of Holknd has an"Detroit,you know,” he contin- cooling process of warm eggs
man
and
Benj.
Tucker.
on
a
label
that
will
not
only
be
atDuring the month of May nine
nounced his candidacy for register ued, "is, after all, a swimming
ing fest.
of deeds of Ottawa county on the town. That, is, I mean, bathers
Democraticticket at the fall pri- spend more time in the water here
urer. Mrs. H. Lokerse and Mrs.
maries. Frank Bottje of Grand than on the beach.
A. Schanp were named on the
Haven will seek re-election on the
"We will let tne backless suits
ORC
sports committee.
Republican ticket. Seif is the first go, and, we don’t mind if a girl lies
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vander Ploeg
Democrat in the field.
on the sand and slips the shoulder
HOPE TO REPEL
entertained with a reception at
straps just a hit to keep the tan
FROM TREE TRUNKS
The North American, steamer of their home, 275 East Sixteenth
of Beautiful Ties
Shirts
even.
in
the Chicago,Duluth & Georgian street. Tuesday evening in honor
"But, these men’s suits, without Bay Transit company, will follow
Rabbit hunters who want more
Hops,’ they won’t go. And I’m not its sister ship, the South American, of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Vander
rabbits to shoot and orrhardists
Ploeg,
who
were
married
last
year.
so sure yet shout these women suits
MICHIGAN SHIPS CROP BY who complain about the manner in
HOLLAND.
to Chicago Thursday. The South
for the Price of
with Just pants and brassiere or American,which left last week, is Mr. and Mrs. Vander Ploeg and
RAIL BECAUSE OF COMPE- which the bunnies girdle their fruit
daughter,
Mildred
Bos,
returned
what-you-call-them tops."
trees soon may be able to smoke
already on the schedule which the
TITION IN MIDDLE WEST.
recently from Cambridge, Mass.,
the pipe of peace, if experiments
sisters are to share between Chiwhere Mr. Vander Ploeg studied
made with a rabbit repellentconcago and Buffalo.
landscape architectureat Harvard Competition proved the life of the
Fire Wednesday afternoon de- university. A program was pre- 1931-32 Michigan onion shipping tinue to give favorable results.
Matinee Daily at 2:30
stroyed the barn and an automo- sented and included several selec- deal, R. E. Keller, local represent- Manufarturers of a new material
bile on the farm of Bert VanOm- tions by the Prins orchestra,vocal ative of the State and Federal De- used for painting the lower pormen, northeast of Holland. Cause selectionswith guitar accompani- partments of Agriculture,declared tions of the trunks of fruit trees
of the fire could not be determined. ment, by Herbert Vander Ploeg today in his preliminary summary have been conducting an experi49c
49c.
Fri, Ssts July 8*9
mental fann near Saugatuck. Wild
The loss is estimated at $3,000.
and James Barkel,and readings by on the marketing of the state’s
rabbits
have
run
into
the
orchard
A picture taken during Tulip Miss Bos A deliciou* four-course onion crop.
Jack Oikie in
plots for two winters and all trees
Another way to economize and Time week in Holland by E. R. luncheonwas served. About 115
The market specialistobserved treatedwith chemical have escaped
et the same time obtain the utmost Doolittlewon first prize of $100 guests were present.
that competition from nearby onion injury. One applicationlasts an
nourishment is by eating more in a nation-wide photographic conMr. and Mrs. John De Free en- growing states served to prevent entire season.
79c
79c.
test
conducted
by
the
Master
Photo
bread, biscuits and cakes. Even
tertained a group of relativesat truckers from transporting the
This winter,Michigan State ColFinishers’
association.
The
picI-H flour, the aristocratof the
their home, Washington avenue major part of the crop to market. lege planned to carry on experiMotuTutSn July 11-12
market, is priced very low. Order ture has been entered for the final and Twenty-eighth street, Monday He indicated shippers and dealers ments with the new discovery at
grand prize of $1,0Q0.
a sack from your grocer.
in honor of Mrs. Elizabeth De have their competitors in adjoining the Graham experimental static*:
Jean Harlow, Chester Morris
Applications for marriage li- Free, who celebrated her ninety- states to thank for preserving their near Grand Rapids, but the at$1.00
1.00
FOR SALE— All white porcelain censes have been received by the sixth birthday anniversary on July businessas truckers’ operationswere tempts met with one setback after
gas range, like new; price $20. In- county clerk from the following: 2. Mrs. De Free was born in The limited chiefly to supplying the another. One lot of rabbits was
quire at 129 East Sixteenth street, Lucian John Paulus, 23, Holland, Netherlands in 1836. She came to home markets.
released on the experimental plot,
and Emily A. Vorachek, 26, Me- this country about fifty years ago.
Holland, Mich.
"Michigan produced far too many which was surrounded with a newly
nominee; Andrew Czinder, 24, and She has been residingat the John
onions to depend on local and built picket fence to keep dogs out,
EPILEPSY— EPILEFriCS! De- Ruby Scott, 21, both from Nunica. De Free home for the past sixteen nearby markets to consume its out- which was painted white with lead
1.98
$1.39
troit lady finds complete relief for
The following scores were made years and is a member of the Six- put,” Keller said as he explained paint. The rabbits gnawed the
husband; specialists home, abroad at the shoot of the Holland Rifle teenth Street Christian Reformed the 1931-32 onion deal might have fence and ate enough of the paint
failed; nothing to sell. All letters club: C. Loyer, 48; H. Prins, 48; church. Those present were Mr. been a differentstory were it not to cause lead poisoning, and all hut
July 1>14
answered. Mrs. George Dempster, Bud Prins, 48; D. Prins, 47; C. and Mrs. R. Bolt and sons, Orrie competition from other nearby one bunny died.
Apt. D-37, 6900 Lafayette Blvd., Ver Meulen, 45; S. Loyer, 44; and Robert; Mr. and Mrs. Adrian states.
A new supply of rabbits has been
Lionel Barrymore in
West, Detroit,
Itp28 Shud Althuis, 44; William Wol- De Free and daughter and son-inreleased, but thus far not sufficient
"Competition from onion sections
A PROGRESSIVE local corpora- dring, 44; L. Michmerhuizen, 44; law, all of Grand Rapids, and Mrs.
snow has fallen to bury the rabbits’
in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa and Wistion, with an immediate prosper- M. Diesing, 43; Russell Dyke, 43; Tony De Free of Holland.
natural food sources,and as a reconsin served to prevent
,
ous future, offers an opening to Herm Meppelink, 41; A. KroneRobert Cooney, associateinfrom
shipping
laige
quantities
1
f
rePeJienyT
an intelligent young man who is meyer, 41; George Vrieljng, 41; H. structor of the Culbertson studios, onions into these states,Hence, it been possible. in Inwa, the State
Throughout This Big Store for
willingto work, learn the business E. Zoet, 40; William Dyken, 40; gave a lecture on "Fundamentals
College is making similar experirade
was
necessary
for
Michigan
shipand is abe to give financialsup- Roy Smith, 40; Ira Antles, 39; M of Contract Bridge" at Warm
ments with various repellent paints
port to an A No. 1 proposition. Klomparens,38; J. Jonkers, 37; Friend tavern Wednesdayafter- pers to find distantnutlets in the for use on trees to prevent damApply in detail, giving age, educa- C. J. Tubergan, 36; Joe Meiste,36; noon. Next Wednesday afternoon East and South.
age from rabbits,but no definite
Wednesday, July 13. is
"Because of the distanceto martion and references under letter L. Van Ingen, 36; H. Working, 36; following
luncheon at 12:15
results are obtainableuntil the end
ket, Michigan onions were largely
in the Store 77c.
NIGHT. Attend the 9KX) p. m. “N" in care of this paper. 3tc30 George Tubergan, 35; Don Hop, o’clock,Mr. Cooney will give anof the present season.
shipped by rail. Trucking of onions
o
35; Gerrit Huizenga, 35; Garry other lecture. A contract bridge
performanceand remain as
showed
some
increase
in
the
past
WITH
BUCKEYE BROODER Prins, 36; Alex Barnum, 34; John tournament was held at Warm
HOLLAND HIGH PUBLICAto see Marion Davies you can raise most of your chicks; Kleis, 33; V. Gillet, 33; Dad Wier- Friend tavern Tuesday evening season, but not near the proportion- TION SIGNALLY HONORED
Clothes
at
Prices
ate increaseexperiencedin the fruit
hundreds in use; three sizes to se- sma. 32; Dick Wiersma, 32; E.
BY PRESS ASSOCIATION
and Mr. ami Mrs. S. J. Jenckes of
& Clark Gable in POLLY
and potato deals.
lect from. We also have the Dandy VanDeVusse,28; C. Seery, 26.
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. L. CunSecond class honor rating by the
and other Brooders at lower prices,
THE CIRCUS.
"The railroaddestinations, as inRev. and Mrs. H. Michael Veen- ningham of Milwaukeetied for dicated upon the hills of lading, National Scholastic Press associa$13.00 and up. Nies Hardware Co.,
first place in the north-south divi43-45 East Eighth street. 15tfc schoten, who have been connected
showed that Michigan onions were tion and second place in class B
with the Amoy mission in ('hang- sion. Maurice Wabeke and Robert shipped to 202 cities in 30 states. by the Michigan Interscholastic
18-21
Cooney
were
winners
in
the
eastHERE IT IS! An ElectricRange chow, China, since 1917, have west division. Engraved loving New York, although a large pro- Press associationwere accorded to
the Holland High Herald, student
priced in accordance with these reached Holland with their two
cups will be awarded. Another ducer of onions, was the leading
TO
BIG
publicationof the local high school,
times— $75.00 installed.It is reg- children and will locate here dur
receiver
of
Michigan
onions,
taking
tournamentis scheduled for TuesMiss Hanna G. Hoekje, adviser and
ular size and is guaranteed and we ing their regular furlough as mis596
cars,
Pennsylvania
second
with
day evening, July 12, at 8:30
will be very glad to have you call sionariesof the Reformed Church
461 cars. Massachusetts was third instructor in journalism,announced
o’clock in Warm Friend tavern.
in
America.
and see it. Nies Hardware Co., 43with 224 cars. Not including ship- today.
First place in the state of Michi45 East Eighth
15tfc
ments by trucks, Michiganplaced
Dr. Joseph Vance, pastor of the PHEASANT PRODUCTION
gan
was awarded to John Leland,
fourth
with
221
cars.
Other
states
First Presbyterian church of DeTO REMAIN THE SAME
Matinee Saturday only at 200
TO THE UNEMPLOYED
placed in the followingorder; Ohio, a member of the Herald staff, for
troit, will speak on "Our Spiritual
fifth; New Jersey,sixth; Connecti- the sport story which he submitIf you are ambitious,honest and Radio” at the vesper services to
Michigan plans about the same cut, seventh.”
ted in the annual Quill and Scroll
have an average education you can be held in Castle Park amphiFri, Sat., July 8-9
contest. Mr. Leland receives a
o
make big money selling life insur- theater Sunday evening at 7:30 production of Chinese ringnecked
pheasants
at
the
Mason
Game
subscriptionto the Quill and
ance
for
one
of
the
best
companies
o’clock. The music, which is in
Tim McCoy in
MANY FIRE ALARMS TURNED year’s
Scroll magazine for his efforts.
in America. Maximum commis- charge of Mrs. Harris Meyer, will Farm this year as in 1931. The
IN
THRU
LOCAL
BELL
In the N. S. P. A. contest the
sion. Life renewals, low rates, age consist of piano solos by F. C. plans are to produce about 9,000
PHONE
full winged birds for liberationin
Herald competed with high schools
0 to 60. Also have opening for ex- Mayer, organistat West Point, and
throughout the country having an
perienced,high class man as dis- a duet "Come, Jesus Redeemer," late fall and distributeapproxiHolland’s Practical Store for
&
More fires are reported by tele- enrollment of between 500 and 800.
trict manager.
by Miss Irma Moschel and Roscoe mately 12,000 eggs to independent
phone
to the Holland fire depart- The papers are judged on news,
breeders
for
stocking
public
shootMon.. Tum, July 11-2
GUARANTEE MUTUAL LIFE Page, both of Evanston.
ment than by any other means, ac- values and sources, news writing,
ing areas.
60 E. Eighth
COMPANY
Doubl* Feature
cording to C. Blom. Jr., chief. That and editing, editorials, headlines,
WESTERN MICHIGAN AGENCY
serves to reduce the fire loss that typography and make-up.
Feature No* 1
11-13 West 8th Street
RE-REGISTRATION NOTICE otherwise would be sustained,by The local paper maintainedits
Society
many thousands of dollars, he says, hold op second place in class B in
Holland, Mich.
Maoriee Chevalier in
declaring that the time saved fn the M. I. P. A. contest. It was the
Office Phone 2234 Residence 6273-7
Township of Holland, Mich.
WITH
The sixth annual reunion of the To the Qualified Electors of the telephoningan alarm results in only paper of all classes to secure
E. Grant Squires, State Manager
quicker arrivalof the fire fighting 14 out of a possible15 points for
Douma-Lantinga family was held
Township of Holland:
Earle T. Jones, Ass.t State Mgr.
Feature No. 2
apparatus and crews. Generally the originality.The Dutch nature of
Monday at Cardeau Beach. About
I, the undersigned clerk, will be
66 guests were present. Games at my home every Tuesday and arrival of the departmentat the the department headingsaccount
Buster Collkr and Una Merkel
were played and prizes were Saturday for the purpose of re- scene of a conflagrationis a matter for this high rating.
ia
When Quality ia wanted, you awarded. Baseball was alao en- registrationfrom the hours of 8 of onlv a very few moments after The Holland High Herald is
joyed. John Koning was elected a. m. to 5 p. m. during the months the telephoned renort Is received, printed and published weekly by
SECRET
will choose the
Cor. 19th Si and Washington Ave.
president and Harold Van Dyke of June, July and August up to which may mean the difference be- the classes in printingand Journalsecretary and treasurer for next September3, which is the last day tween slight damage and almost ism of Holland High school. Ralph
total loss of the property.
Wed, Thun., July 13,14
year.
Martinus is the editor.
Zeelud Art Stidio
for registration before the PriUrging that the person reporto
The
annual
fielding
family
re- mary Election September 13. Re
^Bankhead, Charles
Marriage license applications
for your finest Photographs
union was held Monday at Jeni- member all electors in the Town ing a fire by telephone do so In a
calm, clear voice, giving the street have been received from Leslie V.
(Paul Lukas
son Park. About 76 guests were ship must re-registerin order to
address, cross streets, and other Slikkere, 23, of Holland, and DorE. J. MacDERMAND
present from Grand Rapids, How- vote at the next Primary Election.
AU kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
ia /
.
essential information as quickly as othy I. Fleming, 20, of Holland, and
ell,
Grandville,
Zeeland
and
HolZeeland, Mich.
CHARLES EILANDER, possible,Chief C. Blom Jr. says from Rov L Keppel, 33, of Zeeland,
tostalled.
Guaranteed.These are especially adaptable
land. Officers elected were George
Holland Township Clerk. that the Michigan Bell Telephone
and Cathryn Voelkers, 81, of Zeein outlying and rural districta.
Phone 107 for Appointment
Beld, president: Mrs. R. Knapp,
R. F. D. 6, Holland, Mich. company cooperates with depart- land.
secretary,and John Jipping, treas- Date: June 2, 1932.
ment closely.
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TUNNEL PARK GAINS
E. E. FELL, IN SERVICE S3 IMMANUEL CHURCH-Servicea
IN POPULARITY EACH
YEARS, HAS BEEN SCHOOL
in the Armory, corner Central
HEAD FOR 22 . YEAR; GOOD BEACH
avenue and Ninth street, Rev. A. ftmrift Bibk
Tonne) Park, northwest of Holland on the lake shore, is increasing yearly in popularity.The park
takes its name from a concrete
tunnel through a sand dune to connect a grove of trees with picnic
grounds and the beach. There are
a bath house, concessions, and
ample parking space.

Lanting, pastor.
Grand Rapids Press: With the
9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting, secclose of the Holland public schools ond floor.
this week E. E. Fell will complete
10:00 a. m.—Morning worship.
a service of 22 years as superinSermon, ‘‘A Lost Testimony."
tendent and 33 years as educator.
11:15 a. m.— Sunday school.
He has been re-engagedby the 3:00 p. m.— Allegap jail services.
board of education for the coming
Groups No. 1 and 2.
year.
7:30

•4K SBT=?i«2?

The sectionof the beach at the
park together wtyh the beach fronting the Getz farm, comprise the locality known as'Alp^a beach. The
name was given the place years ago
when the steamer Alpena floundered. The Alpena, lost with all
passengers and crew, left Grand
Haven for Chicago and was never
heard from. Wreckage was picked
up on the beach off Tunnel park.
In a recent issue of Michigan

^K’SMSs

the World War. Miss Minnie K.
Smith will continue as principal of brethren who »re seeking to set
aside water baptism altogether,
Junior High school. Virtually all of
not realizing the danger there lies
the teachers,116 in niftnber, will
in setting up a system which will
resume their positionsin the high

eventually lead into Bullingerism,
and graded schoolsin September.
a doctrine that denies the Pauline
Mr. Kell began his educational
epistles as belonging to the church
career as teacher in rural schools
Roads and Airports,Carl T. and was principal of schools at period and excepting only those
Bowen, county engineer, tells some- Riverdale,East Tawas and Caro for that were written by him in prison.
thing of the history of Tunnel nine years before coming to Hol- This system has led to the wildest
park. The park is the only county land. He was president Michigan theoriesand there is a great danpark in Ottawa county and one of Superintendents and School Board ger of destroying the simple and
the few in Western Michiganlo- Members association, vice president beautiful privileges left to the
cated with Lake Michigan front- Michigan Parent-Teacher organiza- church in this present age.
Mr. Lanting will speak on this
age. Mr. Bowen says the total in- tion for several years, president
vestment in the park is about West Michigan Round Table of subject Sunday evening to show
$14,000.About 200 trees have been Schoolmen, chairman Fourth Dis- the way it started and the effect
planted in the park and concession trict M. S. T. A. and president it has on Christians by taking
buildingshave been built. He says
away what should be left in the
Michigan Education association.
the increasingpopularity of Tunscripturesand used as a Christian
privilegeand blessing.
nel park is due mainly to its varied
WHAT IS THE BABY LION’S
facilities,a fine sandy beach offerWednesday evening — Gospel
DIET — HUMAN BLOOD?
ing splendid bathing and swimMuskegon Chronicle:— Few hu- services in the Olive Center school.
ming and the grove of trees on man babies are receivingas careful Thursday evening— Prayer and
he land side of the dunes, offer- attention ns Ri-Ri, lioness cub in Bible study in the Armory.
ing a splendid picnic ground.
Friday evening— Ottawa county
the private zoo at the Lakewood

\

-

of

-

PtttMtS

Harold Bell Wright
Novelist.

Inasmuchas ye did It onto
one of these My brethren, even
the least, ye did

Matthew 28

It

unto

Me.—

:40.

And behold, a certain lawyer stood up and made trial of
Him, saying, Teacher,what
shall I do to Inheriteternal
life? And He said unto him.
what Is written Id the law!
How readest thou? And he answering said, Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy aoul.
and with all thy s’rength, and
with all thy mind; und thy
neighbor us thyself: And He
old unto him, Thou host answered right : this do, and thou
shall live.— Luke 10:25-28.
The life Is more than food,
nnd the body than the raiment

-Luke

12:23.

Comment: To me, this Inst
sentence expresses whit, with
na Irreverence, I like to think
of ns the earthly philosophyof
Jesus. As a single grain of
wheat holds n germ of life
which Is capable of producing
all the bread the world will
ever need, this saying hold:;
the vital germ of all that Jesus
taught concerning man's right
living here on enr.h.
{Compil'd b'j the Mbit Guild )

Florence Dlepenhorst,Rencena with their parents, Mr. and Mn.
Diepenhorst, Harriet and Beulah Lambert Brower on Lincoln street
Kapenga, Janet Kooyers, Lillian
De Boer, Betty Van Ry, Beatrice
Lemmen, Irene Boa, Genevieve
Jongekryg, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wabeke, Arthur Diepenhorst,Gerben Diekema. Clarence Diepenhorst, Leonard Diepenhorst, Lewis
Diepenhorst, Dick Kuipers, Raymond Diepenhorst,Henry Terpstra, Nelson Kuipers, Rev. and
Mrs. S. Fopma and family. Games
were played and a good time was
enjoyed by ail.
John Kuipers had the misfortune of losing one of his best

in Zeeland
"Separated for Service" will be
the aubject considered bv Rev. J.
Van Peursem at the First Reformed church next Sunday morning. The topic for the evening
sendee is "The Pathway to Life.
A great number of folks object
to Christianitybecause of misunderstanding.Its virtue too often
appears to be its folly.
Mrs. Ed Rycenga, Janet Rycenga

horses.

Saturday morning and expect to

and Mrs. Ida Bishop of Grand
Rapids are visiting in Detroit and
Canada. They left Zeeland on

A meeting was

held last Tues- be home again on Thursday.
day at the local school house to
H. P. De Free and family of
organize a 4-H club. Those who Zeeland have arrived to spend the
joined were Jacob Kemme, Ken- summer at Tennessee Beach. Mr.

neth and Joe Arendsen, Marvin and Mrs. E. De Free of St. Louii
Maatman and Robert Fopma.
were their guests last week-end.
The first annual reunion of the
NEW GRONINGEN
Hieftje family was held at Mceuwsen’s Grove near Jenison on the
Mr. and Mrs. Willard De Jonnge Fourth of July with about eighty
of Coopersvilleare spending the present to enjoy the day full of
summer months at the home of Karnes, sports and "viaitin*." Mrs.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abel Levi Meeuwsen and Mrs. Ray Fris
Mannes.
of Zeeland were in charge of the
Among those who attended the fine program given. Levi Meeuw-

program of the

celebrationat
Overisel Mondap evening were Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald JekH, Mr. and
Mrs. B Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
John Deters and children.
A surpriseparty was held at the

sen took care of the sports end of
the enterUinmentand Mr. Gerrit
Hieftje was responsible for the
refreshments. Officers for the
coming year were elected as follows: President,Jacob Hieftje of
home of Mr. and Mrs. George Grand Haven; vice president,WilKragt on Monday evening,June 27, liam Hieftjeof Zeeland; secretary,
the occasion being their twenty- Louis Hieftje of South Norwalk,
fifth wedding anniversary. About Conn.; treasurer,Ed Hieftje of
100 friends and relatives were Rome, N. Y. The out-of-town
farm of George F. Getz, near Hol- jail service, group No. 2.
present. All departed at a late members present were Mr. and
Saturday
evening
—
Open
air
land.
Presents 10,000 Iris
hour, having spent an enjoyable Mrs. Henry Ter Archter and son,
Recently, the mother lion gave gospel services in Fennville and
evening.
Donald; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Brewto Adorn Roadside birth to twins at the Lakewood Hamilton. Cottage prayer meetMrs. Jacob Kamps entertained er and daughter, and Mrs. Oscar
farm. One of the twins died and ing in the city.
WHITEFI8H HAVE RETURNED the Home Economics club at her Johnson and son, Lee, all of Flint;
o
Mrs. A. N. Larsen of Fennville, the mother through grief or some
home Thursday afternoon,June 30. Mrs. Louis Hioftie,Sr., Mr. and
SIXTH
REFORMED
CHURCHan expert in propagating the iris, other reason disowned the other
In one day recently Grand Ha- Twelve members were present. Mrs. Andrew Hieftje and children,
Corner Lincoln avenue and ven fishermentook in their nets Those absent were Mrs. H. Karhas donated about 10.000 rhizomes baby lion. Mr. Getz had the baby
Twelfth street, J. Vanderbeek, about 6,000 pounds of whitefish sten and Mrs. J. Bouwens A so- Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hieftje, Jr.,
to the Grand Rapids Landscape lion removed to Chicago when four
and daughter, Charlotte Lois, Japastor
days
old
and
since
that
time
it has
Study club, which nas taken up in
that were shipped as far east as cial time was enjoyed by all and
9:30 a. m.—Morningworship. Pittsburg. These fish may now be refreshments were served by Mrs. cob Hieftje and daughter, Daisy
earnest the work of planting iris been receiving the attenionof
Sermon topic: “Our Father.” Spe- obtained in every town in Michi- Kamps, assistedby Mrs. D. Leet- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hieftje am
along the roads north of Grand nurses in that citv.
children,all of Grand Haven; Mr.
Maybe
you
will
see
that
babv
cial
singing: Solo, "The Great gan for they are taken also in Hu- sema and Mrs. E. J. Boes.
Rapids. The iris donated by Mrs.
and Mrs. Marion Stone and daughlion
at
the
Lakewood
farm
next
Physician,"
M.
Nyboer.
Offertory,
Larsen are of several varieties.The
ron and Erie though not so plentiDelia and Viola Schuitema left ter, Betty Clare of Lansing;Mr.
summer.
If
the
lion
continues
to
"Let
the
Lower
Lights
Be
Burnmove is in furtherance of the profully as here. Fifty to sixty years Monday for Grand Rapids where and Mrs. Harry Miller of Benton
ject launched by the Kent Garden grow it will bo removed to the zoo ing."
ago they were in vast supply in they will spend a few days with Harbor; Mr. and Mrs. L. Hieftje
11:00 a. m.— Sunday school.
club to have iris, the city's civic at Lakewood ns soon ns possible.
Lake Michigan, but careless and friends.
and daughter, Shirley Ruth, of
Thousands of people from all
0:30 p. m — Christian Endeavor. unseasonable fishingnearly caused
flower, planted along highways
»South Norwalk, Conn.; Mr. and
over
the
country
visit
the
Lakewood
7:30
p.
m.—
Evening
worship.
leading into the city, so that visitheir disappearance.Restrictions
ZEELAND
Mrs.
John Kammeraadand daughfarm,
one
of
the
show
places
of
Sermon topic: “A Soul Brought to on fishing and the planting of miltors may ride through ribbons of
ter, Alvina, of New Rochelle, N.
iris on their way there. Holland western Michigan, every summer. Jesus." Special music by Misses lions of fry from state hatcheries
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Moes and Y.; and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
has in a measure started out the There are few people in Muskegon Nettie and Esther Hyink.
have brought them back in good Dale Eugene of Holland spent the Hieftje,Jr., of Rome, N. Y. The
who have not paid at least one visit
7:30 Thursday evening, prayer supply.
same way with tulips.
week-end and the Fourth of July other members were from Holland
to the farm. The mother lion has meeting. The prayer meeting will
with Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Van Ho- and Zeeland.
!>een
at
the
farm
for
the
last
few
be led by Rev. H. VanDyke of the
"We must cow the underworld,
OLIVE CENTER
ven on Cherry street, Zeeland.
Last Thursday evening a group
Fourth Reformed church.
says a Chicago reformer. Well, are |
,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit of Zeeland folks enjoyed a hamthere no descendantsof Mrs. 'A V™ know what constitutes
Miss Dorothy Bell has returned Bussis, Borculo, a daughter,on burger fry at Richmond Park in
the diet of a babv lion? It includes
O’Leafy's cow ?
from Hubbertston where she spent Saturday, July 2; to Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids with Mr. and Mrs.
sterilized milk, sterilized water, a
several weeks at the home of her Peter Siersema, North Holland, a J. A. Ver Hage, who recently left
special baby food compound and
brother, Willard Banks, and his son, on Tuesday, July 5; ta Mr. Zeeland to make their home in
four drops of human blood Yet,
family.
and Mrs. William Timmer. of that city. Those present were
a baby lion must have its human
Mr. Ben Brower and Miss Anna Drcnthe, a son, on Monday, July Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Boone, Mr. and
blood it seems.
4; and to Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. J. C. Bouwens,Mr. and Mrs.
o—
Bill Hatton, head of the Republi- Overbeek from Holland were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. James Arens, 230 West Washington George Vander Weide, Mr. and
can
county
committee,
who
was
a
Mr. Red Squirrel
street, a son, Donald Irwin, on Mrs. David Vereeke and Mr. and
delegate to the National convention Knoll Monday.
A family reunion of the De Wednesday,July 6.
Mrs. John H. Holleman. They all
Breaks
and met many men of note. HowThe Bouke Mulder family held enjoyed a most pleasant evening
Haan family was held at the home
ever,
the
most
interesting
one
was
When three black objects came
reunion at Veurink’s woods, lo- and the generous supply of eats.
of Peter Groenewoud the Fourth.
hurtling down out of a mrtple tree "Bill" Rogers, who is noted on the
A picnic dinner was served to 37. cated about three miles south of
Mrs. Dena Romeyn and son,
in her garden, Mrs. Jean H. Ander- screen and who gives his before
Zeeland on the Fourth of July. A Max, and Mr. and Mrs. John
Games and sports were enjo;
son, of Saginaw, did not quite know breakfast sophistry in the daily
large number were present to en- Dozeman spent Sunday evening at
by all. Those present were
what to make of it, but when she press.
and
Mrs. Gerrit Fisher and chil- joy the dinner served at noon, the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Zylstra
Meeting
Will
Rogers
was
an
exlooked up she saw a red squirrel
dren from Hudsonville, Mr. and games and sociability of the occa- at Jenison Park.
making its get-awayamidst great perience which the Grand Haven Mrs. Neal De Jongh and children sion. Those present were Mr.
excitementns an angry mother man counted as among the most from Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Bouke Mulder, Ben Mulder, Mr.
HAMILTON
black squirrel chattered,and jerked nleasant. On being presented to Mr.
“Dad, I’m not going to school her tail in great distress. The little Rogers, Mr. Hattori said “I have Charley Troost and children from and Mrs. Lester Mulder, Mr. and
Harlem, Mr. and Mrs. R. De Haan Mrs. M. Hirdes, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ed Jauhcnga and daughred marauder was responsible for read your stuff as long as you have
any more.”
Uwis Boonstraand children and ter, Evelyn Mae, of Chicago; Mrs.
been writing and have never read from Borculo, and Mr. and Mrs.
the
young
black
squirrels
falling
to
“Eh, why?"
Miss Agnes Mulder, all of Zeeland; E. Bulthuis of Zeeland; Mrs. B.
Peter Groenewoud and family.
one foolish statement,Mr. Rogers.”
the ground.
“I can’t learn to spell because
John Redder is employed by Rev. and Mrs. Henry Mulder and Nykamp called on Mrs. Lee SlotThe
writer
grinned
at
the
compliAs Mrs. Anderson stooped to exchildrenof Grand Rapids; Mr. and man last week, Thursday afterthe teachers keeps changing the amine the black babies, the mother ment and having no lariat with him Franklin Veldheer for a month.
Mrs. John Pippel and children of noon.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Arnoldink
words."
black squirrel came running up in resorted to gum.
and son, Alfred,from Grand Rap- Coopersville;Mr. and Mrs. UwMrs. John Bloemers nnd son,
great frenzy, and so fierce was the
ids, have just returned from a rence Mulder and children of John D., of South St. Paul, Min/i.,
furry animal, that Mrs. Anderson
CENTRAL
PARK
North
Blendon;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
short
trip
through
the
East,
inare guests of Mr. and Mrs Jacob
You keep changing the backed away. As she watched she
cluding Niagara Falls, Washing- Boyink and children of Grand Ha- Eding for a few days.
value of your household saw the squirrel nose each of her
The first appearance of the ton, D. C., etc., and are spending ven, Mrs. Dena Domeyn of Holly- Hamilton enjoyed a wet Fourth
little ones, and utter soft plaintive
furnishings— but does your sounds. Rolling a little one into a grouo of Jubilee Singers from the a few days in this vicinity visiting wood, Cal., with her children,and this year. A heavy rainfall all
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gordon of day and night Sunday and the
relativesand friends.
Insurance on them keep ball by tucking in its feet and head, Southern Normal school of Brew- Mildred and Josephine De Jong Holland.
early risers Monday witnessed
ton.
Ala.,
in
this
vicinity
was
she took it in her mouth and dashed
pace with their increased up the tree, replacing the baby in staged at the Resortera chapel on from Grand Rapids are visiting at A neighborhood party was held that the whole community was
the home of P. Groenewoud.
at the home of Fred Volkers on
value? Buy enough FIRE its nest. She did the same with the Wednesday evening. A very pleas- Junior Nieboer spent a few days Alpine street on the Fourth of soaked. Despite the fact that this
apparently was a discouraging besecond one, but the third baby had ing program was rendered and an
‘
folks as well as the
protect been killed by the fall and for that offering received to pay expenses. at the home of his cousin, Sidney July. The old
ginning for the calebrationeveryin Holland last week.
children gathered in the after- body seemed happy. A crew of
one she did not return.
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Teusink Risselada,
your investment!
John Veldheer spent Sunday and noon for a few hours of sports and men were at the ball diamond with
were hosts to a number of friends
Monday at Overisel at the home games, horseshoe and a ball game daylight to put it in shape for the
nnd
relatives
at
their
home
last
Corselet Still in Ute
of J. Brinkman and other rela- predominated, and at supper time game.
Monday.
Coracles, fishing boats which are
the party heartily partook of a
At 8 o'clock the local merchants
The Golden Rule Circle of the tives.
still used In Wales, were used bv
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter Zeldenrust hamburg fry. Those present were met the East Holland team in a
aid society will meet next Wednesthe Britons at the time of the In
attended the celebration at Over- Mr. and Mrs. A. Van Duine and
six-inning game in which the
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
vaslon of Julius Caesar, who left u
isel the Fourth of July. Miss Crystal, Mr. and Mrs. L. Brower former came out victoriousby a
Vernon
Van
Lente
with
Mrs.
El29 E. 8th
Phone 4616 •Wrlptlnn of them.
Hattie Zeldenrust is employed in and children, Donna Mae and Dale, 6-to-4 score. The grounds were
mer Teusink as the assistanthostHolland at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dekker and still very slippery, but this seemed
ess.
The
Personal Workers from Donald, Mrs. R. Peabody, Mr. and to have little effect oa the youngThe Willing Workers Aid society
Immanuel church are still holding Mrs. Jacob Geerts, Fenna and sters except slowing them up a
met at the church Thursday aftermeetings in the school house every Angcline, Mr. and Mrs. George
bit since both teams were able to
noon with Mrs. John Helmink and
Wednesday evening.
Dekker, Mr. and Mrs. P. Van go through the contest with but
Mrs. James Cook as hoetesses.
Last week, Thursday evening, a Noord and Gelmer and Henry, Mr. a single error. East Holland startMr. William Drenton of Hamilmen’s chorus from Rev. Maat- and Mrs. Fred Volkers, Herman ed by crossing the locals and
ton was a Central Park visitor last
man’s church from Grand Rapids Vernon, Genevieve and Marian, counted twice before the side was
Wednesday.
rendered a program in the Otta- and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vender retired. The locals evened the
church. A fine program of Weide and Jeanette.
score in the next frame only to
CENTRAL
CHURCH- wa
musical numbers, singing and
Anthony Mulder, Zeeland, left
One and one-half miles west on readings were enjoyed by a largo the past week for Kalamazoo be headed by a similar margin in
the fourth. Again they evened the
US-31, Rev. F. J. Van Dyke, audience.
where he will take up studies at count in the next time at bat. In
of
minister.
Western State Teachers college.
the final inning with two men on
Morning worship, 10:00 a. m.
VRIESLAND
The Second Reformed church base John Haakma, the stocky loSermon, "The Supreme Virtue," I
Specials for Saturday
will have a Christian Endeavor cal catcher,slammed a double into
Kings 19:13. Organ numbers by
Van Zoeren’s park at Vriesland Echo meeting in charge of the deep center to bring in tha two
Beef Roast, young and tender ............... 10-12c
Mrs. Dick Van Der Meer, “An- was the scene of a happy family delegates to the recent state condante." by Paolo Tosti, and "Lou- gathering on Monday, the Fourth vention, instead of the regular scores to win the game. Kaper
Tender Boiling Beef ....... ............ * ........ 8c
and Rankins led at hat with two
vain," transcription.
of July, when the Veldmans came evening service. All are invited.
singles apiece. Albers hurled a
Sunday
school,
11:30
a.
m.
We
Picnic Hams, Sugar Cured ......
10c
to spend the day there. Mr. and In the morning Rev. R. J. Van Den
are working for and securing an Mrs. Hendrik Veldman set foot on Berg will preach on the topic, “In- splendid game for the locals.
The Independents,for some reaBacon Squares, Sugar Cured ....................8c
increasedattendance.
ptec’ Christian Growth,” and
American soil in 1872, sixty years terrupted
son. were unable to get started,
Senior Christian Endeavor, 6:30 ago, when they came from The his children's
hild
talk will be on the both at bat and in the field, and
Sliced Bacon, Buehlers Best ................... 15c
p. m. Rudolph Frundt will be in Netherlands with their six children subject of "Quarrels."
dropped another game to the Holcharge
of
this
meeting.
and settledin Grand Rapids. Of
Hamburger,fresh made, 3 lbs. for ........ ...... 25c
Last Friday afternoon the ZeeEvening worship, 7:30 p. m. the six childrenfour are living and land Garden club enjoyed a pleas- land Boosters by a 4-to-0 score.
Sermon, "The Supreme Impulse,” were present at the reunion. They ure trip to Eastmanvilleand The usual heavy hitting team was
Sausage, Pure Pork, 3 lbs. for ................. 25c k
I John 2:16-17. Organ prelude, are John Veldman of Grand Rap- vicinity where they saw the beau- held to four lonely hits by big Ed
Sliced Boiled Shoulder .........................22c
"Cantabile,” by Ashford, and ids, George Veldman of Holland, tiful Avery rock garden and the Wolters and in the field the depostlude,"Meditation,” by Fearis. Mrs. Peter Walters of Grand Rap- Heferan flower garden. The pret- pendable* not only booted the ball
Pressed Ham ................................ 22c
It is high time that Christian ids and Rev. Henry Veldman of ty scenery along Grand River was when it came within their reach,
people give more earnest heed to Muskegon. The deceased are Mar- enjoyed and a bounteous pot luck but usually found themselvesin
Minced
............................ 18c
those things which are supreme in tin Veldman and Mrs. Teunis Ziel, luncheon was eaten at a beautiful the wrong positionand doing the
wrong thing. Callahan pitched
Cheese, Cream, Longhorn cr Brick .......... 12Hc
their lives. A cordial invitationis formerly of Georgetown. Officers spot The following women made
extended to all to come and wor- of the reunion who were in charge up the party: Mrs. John Moeke, well, holding Holland’s hard hitFresh Dressed Chicken .............
19c
ting team to 8 hits, but lacking the
ship with us.
of the picnic arrangementswere Mrs. Nick Pieper, Miss Edna usual support, also seemed to beBig Ben Laundry Soap, 6 bars for ............ 20c
Rev. Jerry Veldman,pastor of the Brandt, Mrs Dick Van Bree, Mrs.
come affected so that he passed
Richmond Street Reformed church Herman Miller, Miss Margaret out four free tickets. Eleven of
Government Inspected Meats.
Groceries of
Expires July 9
at Grand Rapids, president; and Miller,Mrs. Joe Ver Planke, Miss the Boosters imitated the wind
In the DistrictCourt of the Dr. Harold E. Veldman,house doc- Anna Huizenga, Mrs. L. StegNational Repute.
mill, which accounts for the rather
United States for the Western Dis- tor at Butterworthhospital,vice gerda, Miss Myrtle Ten Have,
low score for the visitors. Every
trict of Michigan, Southern Divi- president.. The latter is home on Mrs. Anthony Kooiman and Mrs.
We deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.
team has its off day and very
sion— In Bankruptcy.
furlough from the Amov mission, Gerrit Van Lopik.
often the comeback more than
Phone 3551
John Grubinger, doing business Amoy, China. Mrs. Veldman has
The weekly program of the makes up for the slump.
as The Style Shop, Bankrupt No. been in poor health for some time. American Legion band will be held
In the afternoon most of the
4875.
A fine program wa* carried out at the Church street city park Hamiltoniansmotored to Overisel
To the creditorsof John Gmb- after the dinner hour. Those tak Friday evening at 8:16. The numInc., 34
to join in the celebration at that
inger, doing business as The Style ing part were John Veldman, who bers to be jla#ved include the folplace.
Shop, of Grand Haven, County of spoke on the Past; George Veld lowing: "ThunderMarch," by John
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Diekema and
Ottawa, and district aforesaid;No- man on the Present;and Mr. Henry Philip Sousa; "Queen of the North
children and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
3551
tice is hereby given that on the Ziel on the Future. Ed Veldman Overture," by J. M. Fulton; "PilKurz of Holland were visitors at
30th day of June, 1932, the said spoke
e on ’’More and Better Ba- grim's Chorus," by Wilhelm Rich- the William Ten Brink home last
John Grubinger, doing business as biea;’ Herman Brink read a poem ard Wagner; "Over There,” a
week, Thursday.
The Style Shop, was duly adjudged depicting the trip from The Neth- world war medly, arrangedby M.
The Slotman family reunion will
bankrupt, and that an order has erlands to the United State* in L. Lake, and "Wedding of the
be held at Green laki
ce next week,
been made fixing the place below such an interestingway that all Winds" waltz, by Franz Lehar.
Tuesday.
named as the place of meeting of heard it with pleasure. Jerry VeldMr. and Mrs. Anthony Van
Gladys and Etta Borgman of
creditors, and that the first meet- man also took part. Following the Koevering and son, John, reKalamazoo spent the past weeking of creditors will be held at my program the group enjoyed sport* turned Tuesday morning by autoend with friendshere.
office, suite 831, Michigan Trust and found evening coming all too mobile to their home in Long
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Kuick of
building, in said district, on the soon. They parted with the sing- Beach, Cal., after a six weeks’
wj thyou. Sniff andyoa use yrmr
Grand Rapids were visitors at the
18th day of July, 1982, at 2 p. m. ing of the hymn "God Be with You visit at the home of their parents,
Henry Schutmaat home last Sunown handkerchief: Well,
the
eastern standard time, at which Till We Meet Again, ” hoping that Mr. and Mrs. John Van Koevering,
day and Monday.
time
the
said
creditors
may
attend,
Bane with Adrertisin’all may meet again in another on Lincoln street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lines of
prove their claims, examine the year.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Jabasy and Kalamasoo visited their parents,
k
dollars for it with a.
bankrupt, elect
trustee and
children
of
Zeeland
left
Monday
smile and the whole world
Mr. and Mrs. William Drenten,
transact such other businessas
NOORDELOOS
morning on a two weeks’ visit at during the week-end and the
be
smiiai’ customer.
may properlycome before such
the home of their parents at Mun- Fourth.
tfjra' don't Advertise, the world
meeting.
A hamburg fry was enjoyed on ster, Ind, and Highlands, Ind.
Petitionsare being circulatedby
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
Friday evening at the home of Mr. Mrs. G. Alsum accompaniedthem
friends for Herman Brower as
Referee in Bankruptcy.
and Mrs. Charles Diepenhorst by and will spend a few weeks with probate judge and Joe Hagelskamp
WARNER, NORCROSS A JUDD, the Noordeloos Choral society. relativesin Gary, Ind.
as sheriff. This makes it about
Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Those present were the Misses
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Brower of a doxen a piece for these offices
Attorneys for Bankrupt
Grace Bruizema, Iris tine De Wys, Detroit are spending a few days this fall.
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HATTON MEETS
WILL ROGERS

-

HE JUST GRINS

--

rsmsAW.

Gordon Vaanhuis
Flint to
•pending severaldays at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutmaat Mn. Herman Brower were
Marshall Kurts of Kalamasoo is of the George Schutmaat
a guest of hU uncle and aunt Mr. Moaday.
and Mrs. William Kroger, for two
Rev. and Mn. Garret Van
weeks.
sem and faraiy war* at
Florence Lugten Is visiting with laat Wednesday.
friends at Ganges for some time.
Mr. and Mn. Ed Holliway,
Mr. and Mn. Ben Rankens and McClean of Indianapolis and
family, Mr. and Mn. Ben Lugten and Mn. Earle Monroe of
and family, Mr. and Mn. James cago were week-endneats at
Hulst and familv of Holland were home of Walter B. Monroe, Sr.
at Green lake Monday.
Mr. and Mn. Frank Moom<
William Kroger motored to Chi- Holland are visitingat the
cago Monday.
liam Ten Brink home for n fi
Mn. Henry Ten Brink and chil- days.
dren are visiting relatives at VirRev. Paul E. Hlnkamp of
ginia Park.
American Reformed chorch
Dorothy Voorhont returned to changed pulpits with Student WtoChicago after spending several •ink of Allegan Sunday and bad]
days with her mother, Mn. B. charge of communion serviett.
Voorhont.
Hr. and Mn. Lee Slotman vii
Dr. and Mn. M. Hoffs of Lake ed the former's mother, Mn. G.
Odessa, Mr. aill Mn. R. Vader of Slotman, July 4.
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Up Home

^

WEEK

THIS

>

i

Cholctit Quality Matts
FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS

Chickens fmcm
Slab Bacon

«>.

9Vjc

Svfar cured

Hamburger

IS*

2 iba.

Squares

Bacon

Ham

Spiced
FRANKS

16c

*.

Sliced

25c

*

BOLOGNA

8c

or

12 V2C

lb

Roast

Beef Kettle

BUTTER

10c

»

17c

^

V.

Friday and Saturday Specials

SUGAR

JACK FROST

^

25

FLOUR

pZ.

Thete Feature* in

49c

“£fc

from

effect

Friday., July 8th, until Thun,, July

Nth

ly.

INSURANCE to

COUNTRY CLUB

St.

Buehler Bros.,
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

PARK

Coffee

Del Monte

Visscher-Brooks

Ham

29c

*

Two famoui brand* > vacuum packed

Calumet

BAKING

POWDER

4-oz.cee 9c

.

Vanilla Extract HerGrece 1&jy* 19c

Tuna Filh

rich

the

See"

Pineapple

Pee.

19C

can

2 m. 19c

imooth Wend of 8ne«t peanut*

^tST*

Queen Olive.

Iced

of

Butter

Peanut
A

"CMcktn

Holland

Only

or

A»ond.i. o.ui.d

sund.rd

Tea

Qwiity

19c

2
3

wesco blend

29c
29c

19c

n-n..

Perfectlattlnflflavor • economical lo ute

Catsup
C-,,1

*

J*

rOUld

Counby Club

MACARONI SPAGHETTI
or NOODLES

Palmolive
Ivory

i-o«. bottle

pkf.

Beads

Soap

It*'

.

pure

9c
9c

9c

Urjacaka 9c

—

•

Buehler Bros.,

W.Sth.

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

A

Spend

few

your

win
Bat

a

LlIX

Sodp

3

toep

Fine toilet

Watch Kroger’ a Friday ad in Grand Rapidn, Lanting, Kalamatoo, Battle Croak or Muiktgon popart lor partieulari
on a new contatt. Big friiait

« « Fresh Fruit, and Vegetable, a a

Bananas

4 - 19c

Fancy yellow freH

Celery

Frath,

criip

CABBAGE
CARROTS

bunch

BEETS

bench

larye

bunch

$C

lb.

Cantaloupe*

3 *

Tomatoes '
-

*

Me
'

J

,F

ident; Wm. Nienhuis, vice presi- Eighth street is announcing on
On Wednesday afternoonMias PICKLING PLANT TO BE
Miss Peart Ten Harmsel of Holdent, and A. Stegenga, secretary- page 2 of this Issue one of their
H0LLAnam?d
MOVED
TO
FENNVILLE
land spent the week-end at the home Helen Shaw entertained her pripopular “penny sale*,” which practreasurer.
Greenland’s
only
newspaper
edi
FROM PORTLAND
of her brother, Chris Ten Hannsel. mary class at Maplewood resort.
The
Grand
River National Farm
tor Is in London to study British
The loan committee is composed tically means two articles for one
on East Cherry Street— Zeeland The guests were Marion Dryden,
Loan Association,operating under of Gunneman, Stegenga and Knoll price with a cent added. The annewspaper
methods
and
bring
new
eorge
Record.
Dorothy Jean Heaalev, Charmion
the Federal Farm Loan Board, with Nienhuis and Kemme as al- nouncement elsewhere tells the
leigh, manager of the M. Steffens A ideas back to the Arctic. ^
..1141c
James Van Til moved Wednesday Beach, Elizabeth Koofs and Mary
tale or rather tells the sale. Look
held an election at Grand Haven
He
is Kristoffer Lynge, a sturdy
ternates. '
Co.
cider
and
vinegar
writs
and
16c from the residenceof Miss Jennie Alice Fairbanka.
for our two-color circular.
June 21.
Greenlander,
thirty-seven
years
old,
pickle factory here was in PortMiss K. M. Doesburg, 33 E. 10th
The directorschosen were John
and heifer*). 10-ile Boone on East Central Avenue to
JERROLD COMPANY,
land, Michiganto arrange for the who lives at Godthaab, on the west
.5H-«c the residence recently vacated by A1 Street, entertainedher class of muKemme, Zeeland; Albert Knoll, PENNY SALE AT JERROLDS
Pork, llfht ..
60 East Eighth St., (
transfer to Fennville of the plant coast. His newspaperis AtuagagGebben on Park Street, Zeeland,and sic students at her home on
Forte, heavy
and equipmentof the H. H. Hall dliutit. The cost of printing 3,600 Wm. Nienhuis and Albert StegenHolland, Mich.
The
Jerrold
Company
on
Eaat
Mr.
Gebbea
moved
to
Holland.
Wednesday
afternoon
from
3
ga
of
Holland;
Henry
Gunneman
of
Veal, No. 1 pickle works, which has been pur- copies is borne by the Danish govCoopersville.Gunneman was the
Mrs. C. D. Van Loo and Mrs. o’clock until 8 o’clock. It goel with- chased by M. Steffens Company, ernment.
.14-1 Be
Editor Lynge’s newspaper is pub- only new man elected as director,
James Schipper and children of out saying that the pupils had a and will be operated here for mak..607c
Holland spent Wednesday at the real fine time with Miss Doesburg ing various kinds of bottled pickles lished once a month, despite the replacingGeorge C. Borck of Grand
Chicken*,he. S lb*, end qrer 18-14c home of Mr. and Mrs. John Vereeke as hostess.Games and a luncheon —mustard pickles, sweet, dul am) protestsof Eskimos who complain Haven. J. Kemme was chosen preswere a feature. The home of Miss others, not 67 varieties, perhaps, that they cannot read a whole issue
Chickens, Leghorn* ----- 10-llc on West Cherry Street, Zeeland.
Doesburg is on East Tenth street. but still enough to make the indus- in so short a time. Its foreign pews
Brdlers, 2 lb*, arenfe.... ............
13c
Mias Geraldine Bloemendaalof
Turkey* — ---- — --------- 18c
Mr. and Mrs. Hartger Winter and try an important one. The v ‘
comes by radio; its Greenland news
Holland submitted to an operation baby of Allegan, were Holland mixers, and other machinery 1
Craia Markets
is sent to Godthaab by local torresColumbiaHat&SuitCieaners
for the removal of her tonsilsat visitors Wednesday.—Allegan Gabe located in a building to be erect- pondents in all the tiny settlements
the Zeeland hospital Thursday.
along the coast. The paper is set up
,
ed adjoiningthe presentfactory.
Suits pressed While you waits
Chesterfield Cigars
Gen. Arthur
ScMasterpieceCigar
by linotypeby the light of blubber
A committee of the Ladies’ dub
Miss Dorothy Bacon of Holland
oil
lamps,
and
distributed
by
dog
(Robt.
Burns
Throw
DEER
HUNTER,
84,
GETS
will give an ice cream social at was a guest of her uncle and aunt,
We Clean Everythingfrom Hat
7 for 25c
7 for 25c
Out’s) 7 Ur 25c
NEW DRIVER’S LICENSE teams and kayaks to readers living
irginia Park community hall this Mr. and Mrs. Austin Colburn, at
to Shoe
within
900
miles
of
the
North
pole.
Hone
...........
-75c riday at 7:30 o’clock.
Allegan.
Box of 50- $1.75 Box of 50 $175 Box 50 $1.69
o
J. F. Gilkey. 84, Kalamazoo
Rev. Eugene Flipse and family
The
Misses
Geneva
and
Ethel
Ed Krusenga,formerly of Hol- Prompt Service Skilled Work
county’s oldest deer hunter, today
ttlJr (country)“-i;i";iIlc
Heneveld of Virginia Park and Ha- of Long Island, New York, are made applicationfor a driver’s li- land, now of Detroit, is at his sumPhone 4656
xel Albers of Holland have returned here to spend the summer at their cense, under the new motor vehicle mer home at Jenison Park. Prof.
after a ten-day trip to Boston. The cottage at Eagle Crest.
registration act. He stated that he Paul Stetson,superintendentof the
Heneveld girls are the daughters of
Leroy Naber of Holland route had driven an automobile several Indianapolispublic schools,is also 11 W. 8th St. Holland,Mich.
Corner River and Eighth
Local
the presidentof the Ottawa County
suffered injuriesto his nose thousand miles, and intendedto at Jenison with his fairtily.
Board of Supervisors.
early Thursday morning when his make good use of his hew license.
Mr. and Mrs. George Heneveld car collided with a machine driven
Supt E. E. Pen of the HolUnd
by John J. Zoerhof, 125 East MUST LIFT FISlToVER DAM
public school* report* acceptanceof of Virginia Park spent Sunday aftTwenty-secondstreet, at the correnewal of contract* bv all bat ernoon and evening at the home of
ner of Sixteenthstreet and ColumThe State of Michigan is superthree of Uit year’s teaching force Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutmaat at
bia avenue. Estimated damage to vising transfer of fish caught in
Hamilton.
of 116 teachers. Miss Anna M.
the two cars amounts to $70.
nets at the mouth of Cheboygan
Dehn will continue a* dean of The Zeeland Girl Scouts enjoyed
iteadon. She ha* completed a an interestingover-night outing Cars of Mrs. Miriam B. Fried- river into inland waters. The fish
enter the river to spawn, but must
service of 89 yean a* teacher,of bast week. They left Zeeland Thurs- man, Grand Rapids, and Richard
Bouwmann,
rural
route
No.
1, Hol- be lifted bodily over a dam; hence
which 88 were spent in the local day afternoon for Idlewood Beach
land, were damaged in a crash at the transplanting.
Schools.
taking with them many good eats the intersectionof Maple avenue
The State is tagging many of the
Theron Slosson, well known Chi as well as coats, blankets,pillows, and Sixteenthstreet Wednesday fish, and prizes to fishermen catching tagged fish are being offered by
cage boy leader,will again be at etc. They report an enjoyable time afternoon.
Waukasoo in charge of the hoy*’ in spite of difficulties in avoiding Miss Lillian Van Dyke of Beech- commercial interests.
"gang” In additionto the resort rain and storm during the night wood road has left for Washing- The fish average about a pound
apiece and are chiefly wall-eyed
boys, some dosen Holland young- and returned home on Friday. The
ton, D. C., where she will spend a
pike. Cheboygan county approday to take advantage of the train following made up the party: Zelmonth
visiting
friends.
ma Hendricks, Evelyn De Bruyn,
riated $500 for the work, and
inf offered by Mr. Slosson.
Miss Ruth Van Kersen and Miss
Evelyn De Haan, June Cook, EveImmet county added $300.
Fire of undetermined origin just lyn Raterink,Gladys Moerdyk, Lois De Pree have returned from
before noon Tuesday destroyed the Gladys Van Haitsma, Laura Berg- Muskegon, where they were the
FORCED RETIREMENTOF VETban and granary on the farm of horst, Violet Winstrom and Jose- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon F. ERAN SEES FOURTH ROUTE
Garrit H. Aloff in Holland township phine Bouwens. They were chaper- Van Eenenaam for a few days.
ELIMINATED
three miles northeast of Holland. oned by Misaes Josephine De Haan
Representativesfrom the Negro
The Holland fire department sent a and Ada Bouwan*.—Zeeland Rec- school of Brewton, Ala., including G. R. Press: Anson A. Paris,
truck that assisted in saving the ord.
quartet and three professors, Holland’soldest rural letter carrier,
house, wagon shed and 125 bushels
There will be an important meet- have arrivedin Holland.Last eve- has been notified by the postoffice
gf grain in the granary. The loss is
ing of the GilbertD. Karsten Post, ning they gave a program in Sec- departmentof his retirement from
placed at between 61,500 and 82,000
American Legion, of Zeeland, next ond Reformed church, Zeeland; to- the service July 10 in accordance
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dyke of Monday night, July 11, at which all night, Friday, they will be at with the government ruling of comState street, Holland, entertained members should be present. There Bethel Reformed church; Sunday pulsory retiremnet for employes at
Mr. and Mrs. S. Andersonand Mr. is plenty of important business to afternoon they will sing at North the age of 65.
Paris was given a two-year ex' md
Mrs. N. Medendorp of Grand oome before the meeting. At this Holland Reformed church and SunRapids at a picnic Thursday after- meeting the post will select three day evening they will give a pro- tension last March when he reachnoon and evening at their Tennesee delegates to represent our post at gram at First Reformed church ed the age of 65 in order to round
o era
DCaCn COwvB^c.
the state convention of the Legion here. Prior to this they will sing out virtually30 years of service.
to be held at Kalamazoo August at Pine Lodge. Tuesday evening Paris was appointed rural letter
Mrs. Anna Keppel and Miss Jes21, 22 and 28. Also, our post will they are schedued to give a pro- carrier Nov. 14, 1904, with Tony
sie Kramer of Detroit,have come
make arrangements for the annual gram at the Reformed church in Kuite, who still is coveringhis
the season at Tennessee
route.
picnic or roast of the Legion and Overisel.
As a result R. F. D. No. 9 will
Auxiliary.This will be a big meetA large barn on the farm of
.
The first of the Castle Park ing, ao let’s all be there on time. John Kortering,three miles south- be consolidated with other routek,
lances was held Saturday evening
Marine Kooyers moved from east of Overisel,was completely marking the fourth route to be
at the Castle following the mar- West Main Street, Zeeland, to Hol- destroyed by fire Wednesday eve- eliminated from the original 12
ilsnette show. Emmet Van Duren’s land the past week. Clarence Hoff- ning. Lightning struck and ignited routes within five years. The longorchestra furnished the music and man will move from the De Haan the barn which was about 60 feet est route now covers 45 miles.
Paris has had varied experiences
group of resortersattend- residenceon South Elm Street into in length. A considerableamount
dances will be held the residence vacated by Mr. M. of hay and farm tools were con- during his carrier’s career. He has
•very Tuesday and Saturdayeve- Kooyers.— Zeeland Record.
sumed with the barn. No livestock lost his way in heavy snowdrifts,
covered his route with horse and
, Bings during the summer at the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boylan of was in the building. Loss was probuggy, mule team, motorcycle and
Castle with Van Duxen’a orchestra Detroit and Mr. and Mrs. Martin tected by insurance.
on one occasion with his son covpUyiag. **~;Van Alsburg, Grand Rapids, were
ered nine miles on foot, drawing
BOB-WHITE SPEEDS
The Prins cottage at Buchanan the guests of Mrs. Mary DeGraf,
the mail on a handsled.
EGG
PRODUCTION
75
West
15th
Street
• Beach was the scene of a picnic
Paris never figured in an acciMr. and Mrs. John Vaupell of
Tuesday, June 28. Among the
Usually bob-whiteslive for some dent and lost only about 15 days
Sweats were Mrs. Dick Van Taten- Holland are resorting at Maplenine or 10 months before they through sickness.He covered apdmishtm. Dori. and wood.
think of laying an egg, but at the proximately220,000 miles during
__ Mae, Mrs. Abel Smeenge.Mrs.l
Maryland State game farm there his career of 27 years and 8 months
r Anthony Nienhuis,Mrs. Dick Boter,
is one bird who only last September in the mail service.
PRICE OF
Da^e Vereeke,Mra.
_
Frank
PENNEY’S DOLLAR SAVER
Paris is a member of a group of
came out of the egg herself, and
Van Etta, Mra. H. Prins and
PRICE Of
PRICE Of
in March became precocious and five generations.His mother, Mrs.
are
daughter, Alma; and Miss Mary
The J. C. Penney Company on laid an egg. The first effort wasn't Helen Paris, is unusually spry for
Van Kolken, all of Holland.
Eighth street and College avenue, much of a success, reports E. lice a woman of 88. The others are:
SIZE
A manual of instructionsfor all are putting on their End-of-Season LeCompte, State game warden. Mrs. Flora Schlotter,a daughter;
RIVERSIDE
election officialsin the state is be- Clearance.They broadcasteda The egg’s shell wasn’t hard and Mrs. Catherine Vliet, granddaughRIVERSIDE NAnoNAur
Built
quality
ADVERTISED
RAMBLER
ing prepared by the Departmentof large circular filled with unusual counldn’t stand the battering that ter, and Russell Junior Vliet, greatRAMBLERS
State and will ba ready for distrib- banrains. The sale started off to- eggs sometimes get. But she per- grandson.
materials
o—
ution within a few weeks. The in- day with a bang and will continue sisted, and in less an 36 hours she
$3.10
29x4.40/21
$6.98 $6.36
structionbook is intended to con- for several days. If you have not laid another egg that was just BEET GROWING PROSPEROUS
largest
in the
tain information on all points that received a circularinquire at the
,
29x4.50/20
may be raised regarding the state’s store. It is a pennant winning
Growers of sugar beets last year
new election laws. The book will be sale as it were, for the Penney’s
RECEIVERS OF GIFTS ARE
had more of profit than within
6.66
7.06
30x4.50/21
tfuraished to electionofficials free pennantsare all aflutter. The UNEASY AS THEY GET RICH many past years and the profits
*Rlvertlde
It Ward’t
sale is on now.
An anonymous gift-giver is mak- were large compared with those
«f charge.
7.66
28x4.75/19
7.70
ing Mr. and Mrs. John Neely, of from other faam crops, particularly
Lowest Priced Tire. We alto sell the
Wentling’s Corners, Pa., richer but grain, and this has led to increased
29x4.75/20
7.96
puzzled and uneasy.
acreage this year in the beetRiverside De Luxe and Riverside
Since Hallowe’en,1928, they have growing sections. Several factories
6.19
29x5.00/19
received presents of jewelry three in the eastern part of the state will
True Time Tellers
Ice Creun
times. They have no idea who is resume operations this season. A
#
8.36
8^46
30x5.00/20
their benefactor.
new situation has arisen as to help
Special Pints
Good Alarm Clocks.
Although reassured in an un- in the fields. There is enough local
9.26
28x5.25/18
Values up to $3.50
Vanilla. Black Walnut,
signed note in one of the packages labor availableso that importation
Regardless of Time Used or Mileage
that they need not fear to wear the of labor will be unnecessary. Peo10.20
31x5.25/21
Chocolate or Strawbery
gifts — that they were given in re- ple who fled to the cities during the
turn for a favor to the donor by boom time of industry are back on
Mrs. Neely— the Neelys have no the farms or are more than willing
An Amazing Value
recollection of ever having bestow- to go there. Improved methods of
ed any unusual favor on anyone.
cultivationhave increased yields.
Try Our Delicious Chocolates only 10c ^
The gifts include a man’s watch, One grower in "the thumb1’ last
a woman’s mesh bag, a woman’s year got 28.72 tons per acre on a
diamond ring, a man’s diamond five-acre tract, a net return in cash
ring, a man’s ruby ring and o wo- of $110 per acre.
8th and River Ave.
o
man’s white gold pendant set with
two diamonds.
Sherriff Guy Teed of Allegan
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PECK’S DRUG STORE

News
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TWO

Riverside Ramblers

for less than the price of

ONE

Nationally Advertised

First

AND BESIDES

Quality Tire!
.

WARD’S

HAS NOT YET
ADDED THE TAX
TO TIRE PRICES

.Ugl

JM

COMPARE!

Ward’s husky new Riverside Ramblers
genuine Riversides through and through.

i

1

2

to the Riverside standards of

right

-

-

in
one of the

g

and workmanship. Made by
Tire Companies

world.

Rambler

Mate

Wafml

UNLIMITED GUARANTEE
Run

Only

Only

17c

98c

1

3.36
3.62
3.86
4.00
4.12
4.20
4.66
6.12

6.66

6.70

8.00
8.26

9.30
10.26

FREE TIRE MOUNTING AT ALL WARD STORES

I

THE MODEL DRUG STORE

-

- MONTGOMERY
|

I

county stated Tuesday that the
seven deer in the Saugatuck herd

WARD

tCQ

I

have been bought for $100 and will
be added to the ten now in poses-!
sion of the Allegan Rod and Gun
Club. Of the amount required the
Fennville sportsmen’s club contributed $25, Teed says. These are
some of the first deer acquired
from the Felt estate about two
years ago.
I

WORMS DESTROYING CROP
HOLLAND MAN ENDS

the world’s largest selling tires!

at lowest prices in history

Save the Tax
Lasts

All Sizes in

I

Gerrit Rutman, age 35, despondent over financial losses and the destruction of a mushroom bed by
worms, shot himself to death Tuesday at his home north of Holland.
He recentlyunderwent a major operation and since then had threatened several times to end his life.
The suicide was committed by
means of a shotgun that had been
kept in the house as a defense
against intruders. Mrs. Rutman
stated that she had hidden all of
the shells and that the gun was
supposed to have been empty.
Mr. Rutman was 35 years old and
had come to this vicinity with his
wife from Newark, N. J. For a time
he was engaged in the automobile
business in Detroit.
Mr. Rutman leaves his wife, one
son, Joseph, age 8, of near Holland,
his mother, three sisters and two
brother* of Newark, N. J. The body |
will be sent to Newark for burial.
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water,

NOW
While Our Supply

LIFE

Stock

EXPERT TIRE REPAIRING

POPULAR

Prosecutor John Dethmer* and
Deputy Sheriff Dick Homkes, who
appeared on the scene an hour

EXCURSIONS
EVERY

after its happening, declared that
was a clear case of suicideand
that no inquestwould be necessary.

it

I

Dreamer*sod Spinner*
Dreamer* make good story teller*; the more wool a man gather*
•he more yarn* he can spin.— Farm

Vulcanizing Co.
River

Ave.

PHONE

3926

8TJ3NTDA.Y

DURING JULY AND AUGUST

•nd Fireside.

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

|

The Montgomery Ward Com-

Holland, Mich.

vmmmmmmntmmx

pany of Holland announces unusual prices on RiversideRamblers
tires, two for the price of one. It
might be well to refer to this an-

nouncement on the last page of
this issue.

Str.

CITY OF

HOLLAND

Leaves Hoi land Dock at 1:45 P.
(Dayli ght Saving

ADULTS

SOc

M, Returning

at 5:00 P.

M.

Time)

CHILDREN, under

Plenty of Free Parking Space

12,

85c

